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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 30, 1903.
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acwmiarrnfnt®.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Vi s WE’LL LOAN YOl

MONEY.

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

C Burrlll—Insurance.
Staple*. Smith & Moo.lv Pianos.
Geo H Grant Co —Insurance.
A w G»eely—Jeweler.
Floyd A Ilaynes—Market.
—

an

of

important part

tin's service all the
at

all tunes, and

is

observed

business

our

do

to

And what makes

so.

effective is the fact that

more

can serve

you

in all transactions of this

O.

O.

The

promptly.

we

strictest

call’’

“on

are

confidence

department.

BURRILL,

Kurrill Bank Building,

China A Japan Tea Co—Tea. Coffee and Splccs
Ellsworth Greenhouse—Bulbs.
Eastern Steam-hip (To—Fall Schedule.
First national bank—Home banking system.
Jas W Davis—Administrator’s sale.
Franklin :
(J W Cook-House for sale.
So MKKVILLK, MASS
Girl wanted.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Ellsworth.

AT ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICE.

In
Going

effect June 75, 1903.

East—6.13, 7,21

p m.
Going West—11.56

a

a

m,

m,

12.33,

m,
a

3

m,

2.23, 5.81 and 10 28 p

m

45, 5.30 and 10 p
2, 5 and 10 p m.

m.

SUNDAY.

NAT’L

FIRST

BANK

Mall trains arrive from the west at 6.13 a m,
12 52 and B.U pro. Leave for the west at 2.23,
ft.31 and 10.28 p m. Mall close* for the west at
2, 5 and If p m.

BLDG.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.
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—...—

The

GEO.

H.

GRANT

-•

EldcSWOKTU and
'■

DISTAMCF

NO

0. W.

Tn

—.

ic.

BAR HAltHOK,

FPMONE.

We do:

o'clock

INSURANCE

TAPLEY,

We
Wcompanies as the following: “vKtna,” “Hartford,” “National,” “Royal,"
mi 1 11'‘ii," "New York Underwriters." Hamburg-Bremen,” "Norwich,” "Mail
and "Williamsburg City.” They are the largest companies and v,
eanl
rates. GiveusacalL

BANK

i—mi

■

CO.,

ilenera! Insurance and Real I
L

■

of all kinds.

represent such
"Commersler.” "Merat the lowest
<

BUILDING, ELJ.SWORTH.

AMERICAN is on sale in

a

Hi

Po not have your teeth extracted before con-

Miss Julia Billington is in Boston for
two-weeks’ vacation.

Hagerthy

has returned to

Baltimore.

his studies in

visiting

are

and soo,
relatives here.

your own

and that ache.

loading staves
Mrs. K. B. Holmes and Mrs. Etta Con-

Teetli, $7.00 Gold Crowns, 22 karat, each, $5.00.
Bridge Work according to number of Teeth, eaeli, $5.00.
Richmond Crowns, half Porcelain and half Gold, $8.00.
Logan Crowns, all Porcelain, $4. Gold Fillings, $1.25 up.
Silver Fillings, 75c up. Cleaning, $1.00.
A written guarantee for ten years given with all my weak. That is
to

quality

and

workmanship.

Hours 8 to 6.

Dr. F. O. BROWNE,

Miss Mabel

Bldg.,

P.

Ellsworth.

Hop

a

t-hurt

as

give them with every cash purchase made at

some

spending two weeks with relatives
ia Franklin, have returned home.
Miss Fannie E Hall, bookkeeper for the

number of checks.

\X/

A

1VT HP

ELLSWORTH.

STREET,

To inform my friends and the

p"\ |

_that I have

__

on

hand

a

large

public

am

selling

that

prices

at

S.

defy competition.

\iary

summer

F. Robinson, who has spent
in

Ellsworth

and

vicinity,

Brockton, Mass., tor the

winter.
Perkins, of Philadelphia, and
Mrs. Jennie Dockbam, of Prospect, were
guests at the Methodist parsonage a few
days last week.
Mrs.

Lou

C.

Carrie Smith

Smith,
and

Fred

Mrs. J.

left this morning for
Lead mountain.

a

Smith,
T.

Miss

McDonald

week’s

gunning

The junior C. E. society began its
meetings last Sunday evening in the
Baptist church with an address on “A
Trip to India” by Mrs. David Kerr

3tf)crtisniunt&

A

♦

sizes and prices.

J
X
4

:

new

lot received.

Greene, formerly superintendent
light compauy here, but

C. M.

of the electric

Co.,

with tbe General Electric

now

the

city for

few

Mr.

days.
stationed at Lynn.

now

a

is

In
is

Greene

officers of the sophomore class of
are:
high school recently elected
Colman
Harvey
Jordan,
president;
Bridges, vice president; Miss Ella Jordan, secretary and treasurer.
The last of tbe Shady Nook summer

tbe

cottagers have gone—the Newmans to
New York, and the Dodges and Pringles
to Massachusetts. And all the cottages
owned by local residents are now closed.
L. W. Higgins, a former Ellsworth boy,
of

now

Boston,

days

Mrs.

with her husband.

Col. C. C. Burrill represented the Ellsat the meeting of the
State Board yesterday at Biddeford. The
worth board of trade

the

on

St.

Louis

fair, of which Col. Burrill is a member, is
itieeliug|iu the same city to-day.
The old Jesse Dutton place fit Grant’s
has

corner

CoIpitt,of

been

by Charles

purchased

Ellsworth Falls.

who has been

True,

W. H.

occupying the place for

years, has
Davis hous^ on

eral

moved

to

the

sev-

Lafayette

Bridge hill.

Judge L. A. Emery is holding court
Farmington. Judge Emery deiive ed
address before the Maine

last week.

Demand

“The

was:

in

with

Ellswor. b dental parlors, bss
dissolved, and Dr. Browne has acquired Dr. Foster’s share of the business.
etors of the

The
old

business will be continued under the
name

and at the

C.

same

place.

Hanscom, who has been
spending the summer with her parents,
W. B. Campbell and wife, left for Balti
She was accompanied
more last nigbL
by Mrs. A. W. Cushman, who will spend
the winter with relatives in Boston.
Mrs.

A.

S.

Miss

D.

♦

PUEHITURE of every des- J
cription. Everything Is new x
and up-to-date.
x

with

her

to learn that she is

oot

to

be

here

this

season.

Charles

W. Hopkins, of Boston,

resident of this

city,

a

for-

spending a
two-weeks’ vacation here. Mr. Hopkint
is a thorough sportsman, and is spending
n most of bis time bunting and tithing.
Is

is

the

meeting

of the

Lincoln improvement

held at the Pine street school-

was

Friday

following offiMary
Black, presiGeorgia N. Emery, vice-pres-

elected:

e. j.: davis.

j
<5

The

JORDAN

J

UNDERTAKER,

|

ELLSWORTH.

and

the

Miss

H.

old brick building at the rear of
J. Brown’s blacksmith shop on

Charles

Water street

collapsed Monday morning

Brown and Foster Smith.
For some time the building has been
threatening to go down, and was considered dangerous.
Monday Mr. Brown and
Mr. Foster were at work on the second
door tearing out timbers and brick, when
it collapsed without warning, apd took
the two men down with it. Although no
and

*

injured

bones

♦

UmnhnnninJ

patent money

a

L

___

were

Mr.

broken,

three per cent, interest.
The commendable features of this

will

LOCKING
EK-

RE< l»

determine
breast arid

lung.

A broken rib

it

were

body had
impression

tied;

been

the left heel the

on

is still at work

the

men

there

late

Capt.

auu

miLuiut

m»

superinten

Tapley
was

His

gloom

over

The

was a

man

s

the

will

destroyed

Rrookliu.

the store and tin

Preaching

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
North Ellsworth -Preaching Sunday at

!

2 30 pm.

Mr. Simonton.

Dollardtoxvn—Preaching Saturday
ing at 7. Mr. Simonton.

even-

CONO’L,
J. A. Scheuerle.
Sunday, Oct. 4—Preaching service at
UNION

ELLSWORTH PALLS.

Rev.

10 30

a.

m.

Sunday school at 11.30

a. m.

Evening service al 7 30.
Weekly prayer meeting Friday evening

at 7.30.

BAPTIST.

are

Abraham.

Prayer meeting Friday at <.30 p. m.
South HancocJi—Service Sunday at 2.30
p. m.; Hancock at 7 30 p. m.; Mr. Kerr.
8unda\ at
Trent on—Ser vie
p. m.
India.” Mi*- Kerr.
Subject: “A Trip

the rubber game with

UNITARIAN.

academy

They prize the friendship established
among them more than the victory won.
R.

Kerr, pastor.

Sunday, Oct. 4 —Morning service at
Sermon
10.30.
Comby the pastor.
munion at the c' *e. Sun da.;’ school at
11 45Junior C. E. at 6 p m
Evening
service at 7. C. E. topic: Lessons from

Rev. S. W. Suttoxi, pastor.
Sunday, Oct. 4—Service at 10.30

the gentlemanly treatment they received there.

Sunday

school at 11.45

a,

io-

a. m.

East Lamoine—Service at 7.0) p.

m.

CONGREGATIONAL.

|
|

Rev. J.

M. Adams, pastor.

Friday,

Oct. 2—Prayer ana conference
meeting at 7 30.
Sunday, Oct. 4—Morning service at
10 30
Sunday school at 11.45 a. in.

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Alex Barron is in poor health.

G. B. Floyd visited his son Fred, at
Desert Ferry, last week.

Mount

Bessie

Mass., visited
Mrs. L

EPISCOPAL.

10.30. Sunday school at 11 45.
at 7 p.'m.

academy team and won, the score
standing 7 to 16. The Lakewooda have

Miss

Wednesday;

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Sunday, Oct. 4— Morning service at

the

Sept. 28.

held

CHURCH NOTES.

The Lakewood ball team went to the

many words of praise for the
team and the fair association for

deep

a

community.

be

METHODIST

Friday.
play

mother and

shop of
J. J. McDonnell last Thursday night.
The cause of the tire is unknown.
The
loss on stock and building is estimated at
fl 000; small insurance.

Garland, who has been in
past two weeks, came home

Blunhill fair to

quiet disposi-

Mount Rest.

Fire at

Flora

isi

He
jveral

dea*h has cast

the whole

funeral

Fire

of

devoted to hie

untimely

home.

interment at

LAKEWOOD.

Mi

bad

d., nt uf school-

Rev. David

B

years

.-tern

teacher in the uublic sc'-o-h

a

Mr.

case.

John F. Frost arid wife, of Orono,
visiting relatives and friends here.

his cap

■

wae

tion aud

of the cord

on

tarn,

re

h

w

place.

very plain. The body was reburied.
The county attorney has followed up
several clues, but nothing tangible to hx
the guilty party, if the man was really
murdered, has yet been found.

Tracy

tffd

the

years. He leaves r. mother,
ilier,
Robert G. Tapley, of Norfolk, Va. and
one sinter, Miss Hattie S.
Tap:ey, of this

was

Mr.

found,

At

uug

was

the

found, and there

was

Indications that the

ho

*»«.

begun.

was

patiently waiting for him.
Mr. Tapley was the son of the
Robert Tapiry. tU* wa: thirt

been

sav-

pierced

that

was

t-need

am

He vs a*i a grsouiie oi i1
State Norma’- i-1- «t Casth

terred—No New Developments.
last
Friday
County-Attorney Tracy
visited Isle au Haut, the scene of the
death
of
Edward
Jennings on
mysterious
Aug. 20
The
body was disinterred, and an
autopsy performed by Drs. Noyes and
Hutchings. Nothing was discovered to
what

was

old.

Disin-

Jennings

going to the wharf to look

be

was

THE ISLE AU HAUT MYSTERY.
Edward

After dinner be

that

Towards night,

ings system must commend it to the inteiligenceof every stlarkd individua and
working man or woman.

Body of

to his home.

search

earn

Stackpole,

of

Somerville,

her brothers here last week.

M. Seeds

has

been

having the

Business Notices.
The firm of Foster A Browne—Drs. W. L.
Foster and F. O. Browne—has been dissolved.
Dr. Browne will continue the business at the
same stand, doing all kinds of dental work at
lowest prices possible. Persons owing the old
linn are requested to call and settle within thirty

repaired and painted.
Mrs. Mary Jarvis Barron, who has been
days.
very ill since the first of July at the home
Floyd
of her sister, Mrs. Annie Dollard, is so far

outside of her house

recovered

to be able to go to
Mass.

as

Beverly,
Sept. 28.

in

home

B.
_

MOUTH OF THE
Eugene Kay has gone
Mrs.

her

Mark

to

Miiliken

are

A Haynes, the Main street market men,
advertising their Koval brand of flour this

week.
ing so
faction

This is the flour this firm has been carrylong and which has given so much satisto Ellsworth housewives.

RIVER.
Calais

is

to

Stobrrtisntuntss.
ship.

visiting

her

children in Bar Harbor.

John Bowker, of Lawrence, Mass.,
was the guest
of his aunt, Mrs. Helen
His mother,
Mrs.
Thomas, recently.
Flora Bowker, w ho has been spending the
summer with Mrs. Thomas, accompanied

Geo. A.

Parcher,

Dr.

him

Wholesale and T’.etail

DRUGGIST

home._
COMING

Thursday, Oct. 1,
Cnicken and

EVENTS.
at

Physicians’

Ellsworth Falls—

Supplies

Orders

turkey shoot. Grand ball in
evening. Music by

and

Mail

Specialties

Columbian bail in the

Wits n’s orchestra.
Friday. Oct. 2, at Odd Fellows hall—
Sociable

by Daughters

aghan’s orchestra.
Saturday, Oct. 3,

of

Liberty.

ELLSWORTH,

Mou-

With $5.00 oruer of Spice
Tea.C
and other
light Groceries. Also other
Premium s.
$< aps,

Wednesday, Oct. 7—At North Ellsworth,
fair of

MAINE.

HANDSOME ROCKER
FREE !

Wyman park, Ellsworth—Football game between Calais
high and Ellsworth high school teams.
at

North Ellsworth farmers’ club.

Eoine ScpD’y Co., Dept. A

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Oct. 27,
28 and 29 at

society.

Hancock hall—Fair of Catholic

When you catch a woman brushing out
her switch she acts as If she had found

were

when he is

AlGl ST A,

"1AINE.

_

something strange in her bureau drawer
badly and was trying to find out what it was.
bands. Dr. HodgIt is easy to gauge a man’s emptiness

both

cut about the face and
kins was called and'dressed the wounds.
„

WHILE

WHARF

after his boat.

money? dropped in from beshaken out. The small bank is Issued

Crosby,

who
spent last
sister, Mrs. L. A.
Emery, has gone to Topeka,
Kansas,
v\ here she will
She
spend this winter.
has a host of friends here who will regret
winter here

dent;
ident, Miss Erva L. Giles, secretary, and
Byron E. Moore, treasurer.

All ♦

with

an

Citizeuship.”
of Foster & Browne, propri-

The firm

cers

1

UN D A Y.

forenoon, and after the service returned

steel, handsomely

small

a

Tbe construction of this de-

device.

Congregational

Farmington

conference held at

Miss

w.

FELL FROM

AFTER HIS BOAT—BODY

vice prevents

city for a few
Higgins, who lias

spending the summer with her parents, J. P. Southard aud wife, returned

house last

L.

is

This bank

finished, strong box,

been

league

ELLSWORTH.

jI

!

very small way.
The system is called
u

in the

was

last week.

guest of his sister-in-law, Mrs.
A. W. Packard.

I_LORD,

Refrigerators

♦

will be served at 7.30.

He

suit.

>0I£.8-

VX LLE, M E E i 6 DE A i 11

A

mer

stock of

to

office.

A

SOUTH STREET,

;

Terms

who> have

been

m.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND CARRIAGES,
which I

iu

slot

Hermans. Austin, who has been employed at South Gouldsboro ttie past
home.
He
four months, has returned
will resume bis position in The Ameri-

Reference to

at

MAIN

First national bank,of EHswvm tb, is
adopt a feature that is likely to
prove of no little interest to all who are
desirous of starting a bank account, even

been

His subject

Moses

CHINA & JAPAN TEA COMPANY,

T. Lindsey and wife,

Evan

Rev. J. P. Simonton will preach at the
Dollardtow n school house Saturday at 7 p.
rn., and at North Ellsworth Sunday at 2.30

the

We

time during October.

some

tion.

has returned to

HANDSOME

store.

our

Harbor and Union Kiver Power Go
Lakeside Gamps, Schoodic,fora vaca-

Miss

to think.

seem

be held

Maine commissioners

been

p.

Our Checks Still Going!

eight
Nook

Ttie adjourned parish meeting of the
Congregational hOcitty will be held at the
vestry next Moi day evening.
Mrs. H. F. Whitcomb left Sunday for
Whit man, Maas., where she will be the
guest of A. B. Phillips and wife.
Carlton S. Donnell and wife, who have

Bar

53-5.

cins and wife.

George A. Parcber entertained
gentlemen friends at his Shady
cottage last Tburrd.-ty evening.

is at

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

required

spending

wife, of Pittsfield, are in
the city, visiting Mrs. Carr's parents, A.

STAPLES, SMITH & MOODY,

with the

is

parents, Frank S. Lord

Frank K. Riley and wife, who have been
days in Boston, have re-

catalogue to-day.

PRESENTS FREE

last

several
sytlicient spending
turned borne.

Carefully constructed and thoroughly reliable instrusix large stores in Maine we-have eighteen different makes to

We have not stopped giving checks

Bangor

and wife.

Artistic, Beautiful, Durable, Popular,Successful

Telephone

Lord

vacation with her

and MASON & HAMLIN ORGANS.

In our
Write for

guests of

week.

HARVARD PIANOS

select from.

the

were

E. D. Carr and

First National Bank

Mgr.

SAMUEL W. TALLEY, V\.

T'

about to

society

preparing for their annual sale of homemade jellies, preserves, pickles, which will

The

Arthur H. Grant and wife iu

ELLSWORTH DENTAL PARLORS,

ments.

Saturday

city.
W. J. Clark and wife

Full Set

as

Harbor,
day.

T save

the best of material in all my work.

DROWNED.

Home Deposit Dank System Adopted
by First National.

the borne deposit
I f K A T»
ED
MON > A Y
B A I <' i
Bunker, both of Ellsworth, were married
by Rev. J. P. Simonton at the Methodist Lank system. Its growth and spread
BRUISED.
throughout the country during the past
parsonage Saturday evening.
fourteen years is an evidence of its popThe yacht race yesterday between A.
West Brooksa jlle, Sept 2^i
)—and merit, and its advent here,
D. Stuart’s “Modelia” and B. T. Howie’s ularity
Samuel Wasson Tapley w<.
ntally
under the auspices of tbe First national
“Genie” resulted iu a victory for the
drowned at W .-s oil's
West
hank, is likely to receive tbe warm enlatter by about two minutes.
Boooksville, lac‘ Sunday-cfto-*-’
dorsement of this community.
He had gone to the shore
after
Miss Addie Austin, who hss been
Briefly the system Isas follows: Everyon
spending a month’s vacation here with one is encouraged to opeu a bank ac- his boat, and front the mark** fom
his face and head when the body was
her parents, A. W. Austin and wife, recount.
To be within tbe reach cf all,
recovered it is evident th i
turned to Boston last Monday.
:pped
this can be accomplished by depositing
.einst
The first football game this season will a nominal sum, one dollar or more, as one from the landing-stay,
the spiling of the wharf.
be at Wyman park Saturday afternoon sees fit. A pass book is furnished to the
The body was found th
morning
between teams representing the Calais depositor, showing bis or her deposit
about 200 feet up river from t
landing.
high and Ellsworth high schools.
duly credited, and a home deposit bank is
Mr. -Tapley had attended church in the
loaned them.
are
The ladies of the Unitarian

special meeting of Nicolin club has
been called for Friday evening, Oct. 2.
“Henrietta A. Whitney” Business of
importauce 1b to come up and
for Kondout.
a full attendance is
requested.
Supper

The schooner
is

Bangor,

of

ninety-five per cent, of the teeth that are decayed
Miss Inez L. Kingman, of Bangor, is
FREE—l’ainless extracting when others are needed. I use spending part of her vacation in thin

natural ones can do.

nolhiny but

work

orchestra.

Miss Elizabeth O. Wood and Lewis M.

can

Mrs. H. F. Cahill

sulting me. I have had two special courses of ex- don were in Bangor yesterday.
Misa
Mabel N. Joy and Miss Maud
tracting under the two best men in New York.
Teeth that are broken down and decayed should Ooggius are in Boston on business.
James H. Scott and wife, of Southwest
not always lie extracted. SAVE THEM. No
were in town
and Suuartificial ones can ever do the

address.

spending two weeks with Mrs ing
Ellsworth at the news stands of Lindsey’s mother, Mrs. 'IJ. Q. Tracy, to the depositor securely locked, and tbe
First national retains the key.
C. H. Iceland, J. A. Thompson have returned to Marblehead, Mass.
The depositor takes the bank home,
The
annual
Free
of
the
meeting
Baptist where it acts as a constant
and H. W. Este.v.
Single copies,
reminder, and
will
he
held
at
Free
the
society
Baptist
5
cents;
subscription price, church on Sw-hooi street to-morrow even- serves to collect and care for his or her
surplus money and small change.
$1.50 pc-r year in advance.
ing. A full attendance is desired.
Thus the hank practically establishes a
C. 1,. Staple**, of Staples,Smith & Moody, branch in
the
depositor’s household
H. W. Dunn was in Orono Monday on went to New York
Tuesday, with a mem- vv here small sums cau be deposited daily
business.
ber of the firm on business connected or at t he~~rf
At
positor’s convenience.
Miss Ada Scott, of Bar Harbor, is home with the opening of the Portland branch
certain intervals when accumulation has
for a few days.
Associated resulted, the small
The first meeting of fhe
safe is brought to
Mrs. Edith Thayer, of Charleston, was Charities for the season will be held in the batik to be opened.
the Unitarian vestry next Monday afterThe contents are counted and placed to
in t he city Sunday.
Chief-Justice A. F. Wiswell is bolding noon at 3 o’clock. A large attendance is the depositor’s credit on the pass-book.
desired.
Further to encourage thrift, such deposits
court at Rockland.

Alexander K.

TE E T

ghan’s

NEW SAVINGS SYSTEM.

borne

to Illus-

1

4.20 and 6.11

MAIL CLOSES AT POST OFFICE.

Going East—7.00 a
Going West—11.20

of

This address will be
given next Sunday afternoon at Trenton.
The attraction at Odd Fellows hail thi*
week is the sociable by the Daughters of
Liberty Friday evening. Music by Monatrate ttie

NEW

C

It’s

Solos, recitations and pictures
foreign missionaries helped

and

j“SESSi

full.

Now is

the time to

giv.

r.nlers for

BULBS for Fall il.

ting.

EllsworthQrecnliouse
Telephone connection.
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Ket p the heart y -una, never mind a *.ray hair,
Kd ;»the heart v<>u>»g, and you’ll never despair;
Hopeful hi d au-t. I fthe obi frame <today—
'v no cate- for be Mndi when the jewel’s
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h»-;irt y.»<ng and be tender and true,
to idlft » a* they are to you ;
Keep the heart tuuRx and don’t fly In h rage,
; ll any one rucutlous
your niello* old age.
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Keep the heart young and let old Time appear,
Living a
lie’ll glide on so gently you'll scarce feel him
a down through :
-y >«
near
at vnrious y] res, and !
A friend— and no foe—bringing peace and
1
pr’Vd by famine to go
delight;
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Dear M. B. Fnetids:
\ Tne above is a selection “E” st nt with
ber Is-t letter to the column, a.•<! 1 have
s cf
the ci
plain, wi de Abraham just read it ove* again. The sentiment of
!
the*
ho*-A
the
his
Y
As
in
to
pasterd
lb
poem i. in acco d with a ictnark I
"1
west. Thc~ events a?*resulted
heard made > a gent emau very laiey:
in the captor* of Lot y th enemies
‘1 haven’t forgotten 1 whs young once
of SoAnn and 1 is r
by v-iihnm. j myself,” but a gteat many persons do
1
1' c<
with
God fr'qnrn y :
forget l hat fact very often.
! :*n
Abral m. «•••
and
With some i. happens that i t *‘pu ting
1
f the i. :>v n in
seed ns th- s’ *.rs
away chi Ui.-h things'’t ey also put away
i-t
b-n-*
was
*.*n.
At
and
multitude.
hive not
chii i-h u.eruoties, a d tbe>
m
when he
own c. » p •: v1 r.A
paiie ce with th little que rtrrriTng, uns^ver
the
t
tost
of
Ills
life
when
he
to
formed minds, and they have not symcalled upon hi* to offer up M : <• as a
pathy for the mistakes of ignorance.
Did you ev. r see a child gm-pau idea?
1
Stood ‘he 1
end 'lad «avcd !
c
Every parent and te.cher rtiu*t have seen
v>
v:
and pronoiuu 1 II :s 1
n
tb.
imei gem i'giing
oi
t1 e
coumeAbraham. Sr:■ h di-*d before \bmham
i.ancj
wlitu "one explauat on has been
and was bur! I in the rive of Mach* j understood. 1
may nave been something
pelah, which A.araham bought for tl .it | wb chete iud difficult to couipreh nd but
purpose. Machpeiab was roar y-irrf* prove ; ta-.v «< utiderst *nd, and the
sigh of
oaks, where Abraham once « dourn-d ! relit f aud the satiMtied
tone when asking
Here Abraham himself
for a time.
Is tha: v.h t it means? Is that all?” shows
was buried, when be *\T<*d in a good
a
burden of thought h«« ta en le-sened
old age. an old man and full of years.” 1
find a rev piece of
k mwledge stored
H!s age at death was 175.
away.
Abraham from time immemorial has !
We sometime- Mg » because the young
been taken to teach esp \daily faith j
mu.'l 1 srn by experience. T is mystery
ftnd works: r.ot faith without works, or
of i U Mii life with ;t- here. it»ry influ
works without faith, but faith and
associate influences and its
ence*, its
works.
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Endeavor

Progrebi.
The Inert -it
campaign Is a concert I imminent for the fortir ‘.inn of
new Christian Endeavor societies and
the addition of new members to the oi.l
it was set on foot last Nosocieties,
vember. ami its success already marks
a new era in the Christian Endeavor
A roll of honor exhibited
movement.
at the Denver convention contains the
names of many hundreds of societies
that have increased their membership
Since November from 10 to l.uGO per
cent an aggregate of hundreds of
thousands of new members. The following table shows the number of new
societies formed since November in the
various state unious, together with the
percentage of gain over the number of
societies in those states last November:

all

New
societies,
19
Alabama
2
Alaska
1
Arizona
18
Arkansas
Cl
California.
68
Colorado
15
Connecticut
6
Delaware
District of Columbia. 14
3
Florida
16
Georgia
4
Idaho
74
Illinois
306
Indiana
4
Indian Territory
65
Iowa
40
Kansas
14
Kentucky
17
Louisiana
49
Maine

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

*6

Nebraska
New Hampshire.

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota.

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Wyoming
A&siniboia. Canada.

104
43
31
6
176
6
50
27
46
15
171
£6
9
335
37
65
154
10
10
6
16
22
7
24
15
03
34
91
2
8

Percent
of gain.

11%
13 1-3

3%
8%
4

17%
2
6
9

1%
12%
4
2

16%
5%
3%
7%
2%
19%
5%
10
C 1-3
10

3%
6

13%
7
6

2%
84
3%

5%
4%
10
14 4-5
14 1-3

2%
4%
8 1-5
2
2 4-5

2%
10%
5%
4%

15%
12

11%
6 2-3
13

Grand total .2,460
Quiz Box.

[Any Question may be asked thp*. pertains to any phase of Christian Endeavor
work.
Address Lock Box 674, Binghamton, N. Y.]
102. J. K. V., Dixon. 111.—Dr. Clark
is not to write a life of late Field Secretary Clarence E. Eberman.
103. S. S. M., Windsor, N. Y.—"Help
For the Tempted," by Amos R. Wells,
Sa issued in an inexpensive edition for
free distribution by pastors and Christian workers. The price is 15 cents
the copy or ten copies for $1. Address
U. S. C. E.. Tremont Temple, Boston,
Professor Wells was fifteen
Mass.
years writing the book.

upon those in mature
years ag-.> iooke
i fe.
Tne doing away of tha c p” and
•‘false front” for old r ladie-*, and the

iressing

in mode n sty e of o der people
away with the th< ught of old age to
quiie an txtei't*.
It does senn tl at for ».l! the hurried life
1 ad by so many, busine-s n.encon inue in
active exercise of heir faculties ahd retain
do
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furnishes ft good

have
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new
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article which
clippings. It

idea.

“MOTHERS’ DATS’’.
visit from uiy son whom I bail
not seen for over a year. So many friends
wanted him to visit them that 1 was glad to have
them and him happy, even though it look him
from me. Hut at la.t there came a day when I
wanud him to go with me to see the work I am
so interested In, our East bide—our settlement
work. And 1 said to him: “Now I have been
willing that others should have you for the
many day8 past, but to-day I want you;” he
smiled and said : “It shall be just as you want,
and I will call this ‘mother’s day’.” The words
stayed with me-“mother’s day!” He was as
gv>od as his word. He devoted the day to me,
did everything that he thought would make me
happy, but I could not get over the words,
“mother’s day!”
I know mauy of us give days to mothers’
meetings among the poor. We have mothers’
meeting every week at the “settlement”, where
we do all in our power to make the poor, tired
mothers happy ; and we have days we call Deco
ration day. Independence day, Ac—days given
up to one thing; but none of these was associated with what came to my mind w hen my son
said “We will call this mother’s day.”
1 was not a poor tired mother. I was a very
happy mother, bat for all that it was very grate,
ful to me to have my son give a whole day that
he playfully called “mother’s day”, all to me.
Of course this act me to thinking if it would
not he lovely to have children once in a while
devote a day to their mothers, and say “Now
this la ‘mother’s day’, and I am going to just
give up the day to my mother, to do everything
that 1 think would please her. May be something new to wear would please her, so I will go
out with her and have her get sonn thing for her
self, for she is almost always thinking of what
she can get for me. Now 1 will see that she has
something for herself. Or I will go with her to
see some of her old friends; may he she sometimes thinks she would like to go. but don t care
to go alone. Something out of the u«*u*l way I
am going to do for mother to-day, lor this is
•mother’s day’.”
IT 18
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Pasadena, Cal

Sept. 14,1903

Dear Aunt Madge:
I suppose it is sometimes possible for you to
procure ripe, uncured tigs in tbe Ellsworth market—if not I am sorry for you. If you should
happen to find any at any time, let me tell you
how to prepare them.
Peel and beat them into a jam, sugar to taste,
set on ice for a while, then serve as dessert, and
your mouth will wabble, yum, yum, yum.
Susan.
Yours truly,

I think, dear “SuBan”, that must be a
delicious dish, and I hope some of our
down east readers will be able to try It,
but I said: Oh Susan! silting under your
own vine and fig-tree, in that clime of
ripening fruit, do you realize that with us
the mercury is falling, falling gradually
day by day ? That already the frost occasionally glistens in the early morning
sunlight and that fields are brown and
bare? But I thank you heartily for the
Aunt Madge
letter. Come again.

and then Mrs.
in the doorway.
“That young man’s come.” she said.
“He walked right up to the front door
and rang the bell. He didn’t look as if
he needed work much—dressed as well
as Mr. Dick, every bit.
I’ve left him
on the porch and locked the door after
me.
You can’t be too careful. No one
knows but he stole that suit.”
"Tell him to come
Mollie laughed.
around here where I am,” she said, “if
he wishes to work.”
"Mercy! He ain’t so much as mentioned yet that he is hunting a jobacts as if he expected you to see him
in the parlor. I’m most afraftl to have
such a man around.”
“Oh, no!” said Mollie. “You are too
hard on the poor fellow.
Probably
some one gave him the clothes.
Please
send him here, Mrs. Klapper.”
A minute or two later a pleasant
faced, athletic looking young man
swung around the corner of the house
and lifted his hat to Mollie. Y'es, he
was well dressed and fine looking.
“Miss Landor?” he asked.
“Yes, and you are the—the”—how
should she say it?—“young man my
brother was expecting?"
“The same—Brent Carrol, at your
service. Y'our brother said I'd find you
here.
I’ve just been down to his office.”
A hair hour went

|
1

by.

appeared

“Very well,” she said. “You

can

put

hat and coat on the chair just inside the kitchen door there; then come
here." A look of surprise crossed the
young man’s fate; then his blue eyes
twinkled with fun, and he spraug to
do her bidding.
“What next, ma'am?” he said submissively. Brent had been a star performer in the college plays, and now he
fell at once into the part Mollie had
assigned him.
“Next I want you to take my place
at this tub while I rest.
It Isn't a
man’s work perhaps, but you look
strong and"—
“Yes’m, I’m strong," he interrupted
tier, "but they thought I'd die once,
when I had ammonia of the lungs."
And he bcr.t over the washboard with
a pensive air.
“of course he means pneumonia,”
Mollie said to herself. “No one would
Imagine from his appearance that he
your

was so

ignorant.”

She sat on the top step and wiped
her wet hands on Jane’s apron. The
young man found time to glance at
her now and then, but he did not neglect his work. Indeed, after watching
his vigorous operations for a few minutes Mollie felt it necessary to curb
his seal.
“You will wear the curtains out if
“See!
you rub so hard,” she said.
And she took his
This is the way.”

Coe

tub.

Her l

"Aye. there's ii e rub.”
for the moment ..
Mollie turned
surprise. "Do you l...< ii
asked.
lie was on his guard
er met the g-nieman
j
v...
| “bein' only a poor
"Ob." Mollie rxei.
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'Cleanliness is
ness.' Now the cut ..ins .■water aud we'll have la..
<
p
get them on the Hue ns s wi
hie."
:
So they ate bread and JrPy
on the back slips to
Mrs. Klapper. who saw them i.
\
open window.
When Dick came borne from Hi.him
at
flee a little later she met
door. "Well.” he said to her. "1 s> ■>
pose you've had two callers ibis morn
lug—the man after work mid my old
friend Carrol. 1 was surprised when
he walked in.”
Mrs. Klapper looked mystified.
"Only one man came,” she said.
"He's here now. helping Miss' Mollie
wash curtains. They were sitting on
the steps awhile ago. eating a cold
You'd be frighten, d
lunch together.
if you knew how she’s trusted that
strange young man. X told her rt was
dreadful risky, hut she said slic'd trust
him exactly as she would ajiy friend
of yours, and she liked him much better-all but Ids language, which was
1 believe ho
not always grammatical.
heard her, too. for he's been freer than
ever since.”
Dick stalked through the house and on
to the hack porch. A endless, collarless
young man was hanging curtains on
the line. Dick could not see Ills face,
but there was something familiar about
those broad shoulders.
“Brent Carrol," he said with a chuckle, and was down tbe steps with a

at

Moliie's assistant turned, finger on
"Hush." he whispered, "she takes
me for a washerman, and I jike the
job." It was too late. Moliie's quick
ears had caught the word of warning
and an explanation was unavoidable.
I'm sure that she forgave him. for
he is still in her service. Cupid does
not always slay his victims with arrows— sometimes he uses soapsuds.
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Now, with th» order in tbi« State, !n
fUcb a pio*p rou" condition, ;-o atrong In
and e
number
ntly growing, there
H ! tie netd of a borne In
it. g tally
Maine f r i*-dgtnt and
worthy Odd
F liowibt.tr
Such
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every effort
be
ested

orphans.
poafCMnd b> t e order

Wow* and

home
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he until.

In

bcm* made by those inter
nt to have the project
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m-

Etd hml the home an c.-t b i»Lcd Uc
•:
iht ^
k* r‘ ft'aibo, which ««*
htid Oct. 21, l'JQJ. «& con millet of five was
ap.onuu, « n th* recommendation of
Grand Ma*-tn VV. VV, Tut r, to see what
action should t;« taktii n it^ard to c-vab*
lisbing a home for Odd Fellow b in Maine.
This committee was composed of the lot
Grin B,
lowing pa t grand roasters:
VV bitt- n. Alfrtd £. Kimball, Hut-1 B. Hob
inton. Albro E. t bare and 11 nry 1*. Cox.
The report of this committee w ill be
c »i sidertd at the n* xt st ssioo of the g.‘.*ud
lodge w h:ch wtl convene in PoilUud on
Tuesday, Oct. 20, 1203.
At
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order*
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most worthy addition to the
The states which have these hon es
already established are as follow*: Mas
sachu-ett", w ith 242 I. O. O. F. lodge*,

aider th**ni
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“Oh!"
There was another longer
wait, n
still longer sojourn In the
entrancing
notghlmrhood of tho scarlet tie. Then
the pie was brought.
“That all?" she asked, feeling absently for a check.
“No; I ordered"—
“Oh. yes: coffee. Excuse me for forgetting."—New York Telegram.
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ts of

<lnlc»k 1.finch.
Ilo was Obviously Urotl.
preoccupied
nnd In a burry. Ite lifted
tilmnelf to
one of the stools at the
quick UiiK.h
counter and In answer to n
query s.lia.
‘Tiring me some plain beans, a
pie™
of apple pi nml n glass of milk ••
In a little while the waitress
rean1
pea red.
••Fork and.” she remarked
unpersonally, sliding the dishes before him.
•
I ifskotl for plain licaus. I
can't eat
pork.” hr remonstrate*!.
/
“Ok!”
The dish was removed, nnd
after
stopping to chat a few minutes with n
young iiuin with a scarlet ti" ■'ro_
turned. “Here's your beans." she
remarked. and after a thoughtful
u„p
while
still
ntent.
eyiug the scarlet tie
added:
“I-et's see; y„u wanted file
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your usual ei-uj
"It's a good one. m
know, or you wmn.'n't
self, be-Jiu’ yoitr pi.id.
low over tbe tub ns ..

occupation—making
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The Landors. with tlu* exception of
Dick, whore business detained him in
the city, wore spending the summer at
their country home, some thirty miles
out of C.
One da/ Mollie dt cided to
run in for a few days “to see Dick and
sW>p a littie."
The next morning she walked Into
her brother’s office, much to his surprise ami delight, for Dick was fond
of his little sister.
“I thought you must be lonely, dear,"
she said, “when you go home at night,
and I’ve come to be company for a day
or two."
“That's good of you, Mollie. I’ll tell
Mrs. Klapper to come over early and
She keeps my
get breakfast for us.
rooms in order, but I get all of my
meals downtown."
“Bless you. Dick, I can got breakfast
for us ffoth! You* need not say a word
to Mrs. Klapper.
How surprised she’ll
lie when she comes over in the morning! I must go to do some shopping ;
now, but I’ll take tea with you at 5, I
and then we’ll buy bread, coffee and j
some kind of breakfast fowl.
Won't j
it bo fun camping out in the house?"
!
After a jolly breakfast Mollie watchod him swing into a car; then she went
into the kitchen. Mrs. Klapper found I
her there.
“Why, Miss Mollie," the
good woman cried, "what ever are you
in town for?"
“Now that I’m !
Mollie explained.
here.” she added. “I think I’ll wash
all of tike bedroom curtains—those dotted swlss ones, you know. .Jane should
have attended to them before she went
out to Hill Side."
“Oh, let me wash them. Miss Mollie!
And
It '11 spoil your pretty hands."
Mrs. Klapper looked distressed.
But Moliie laughingly declined. “No,"
she said; “you may sweep and dust to
your heart's content, hut I shall do the

Klapper

in their habits, and have kept their

h-arls young.
Now you shall

frj/ T. C. Mci'ktre

bing.

their p aces more freques t v to a good old
age !han in the past, bat in many cises
such men are th se who have bten temperate

!:■

The water was soon bubbling on the
kitchen range. Mollie scorned the base*
ment laundry, and. with Mrs. Iviupper’s help, carried her wash bench and
tubs to the back porch.
Enveloped i* one of Jane’s big
aprons, with sleeves rolled up to her
dimpled elbows, Mollie bent over her
Mrs. Klapper, broom in
washboard.
hand, stood for a moment watching
her.
“Don’t tiro yourself to death,”
she said. “I hope you'll call me before
you’re all tuckered out.” She turned
to go into the house, but paused to say.
“I’d most forgot your brother said he
expected a young man iiere today.”
Yes. I know—it’s some one that
wants work. Dick says.
I’m to find
something for him to do. If he comes
in time I think I'll let him tako a turn
at the tub if I’m tired. Now you can
go to work in peace, Mrs. Klapper, for
I shall have an able assistant,” and
Mollie laughed and splashed the water
right and left with her vigorous rub-

Gen. rrU, 1-S; xviit, 23-33: xvt, 1-S: !
means.
mi 1-10: ssv, 5-10; Jsa. 11. 1. 2; U.
j I woi der if th children of to-day look
John
Iieb.
xi.
til. 7-9;
Till, 31-10;
6-10; ( upon t io»e «vito*e hair is gray a id who are
James ix. 2;)-2<l
p>st middle life as the children of flfty
Christian
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*’Helpful and Hopeful.”

The
purpose- of this column arc succinctly
stated in toe v‘.tn and motto—U Is for the rnutu.« ben fir. ,t< <i Mm* lo Ik; helpful ami hopeful.
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Monster* of Old.

Si'*t

The krnken was one of the sea monsters of old. and If all the stories told
about Its wondrous size and doings are
true it overshadowed the serpent as
nnteh as flic latter does the common
garter snake. Uandeluus declares that
this marine giant caused tidal waves
by swallowing u goodly part of the
waters of the ocean and tli-n twlchlng
them out again. He also makes mention of the fart that Its gigantic horny
beak was often mistaken for mountain
peaks suddenly shoved Into sight by
the hit""! 1
mvuldons of the earth.
His’
I nu:«!'pidun. a truthful member of the Copenhagen royal academy.
!« much more conservative In b;s estimates of Its size, giving It as his opinion that they were seldom found more
than ‘‘the half of an Italian mile in
h-tigtli and not larger In diameter than
tlie cathedral at The Hague.”
Ile also says that Its body was frequently mistaken l>y sailors for an Island. “so that people landed upon it
and were engulfed hi a maelstrom of
water when the creature sank to its
hidden ocean den," Other authorities
testify that its h>-ak from the eyes to
the point “v
!•••!
'ban the mainof v ir
mast of a la-

“Wall street leaves an ineffaceable
stamp upon a man." said a New York
represented by over £0 000 Odd Fellow-;
lawyer the other day. “It isn't so ap- New Hampshire, w-iio 100 lodges ami
crest
of
ttie
when
lie
Is
on
the
parent
nearly 15 000 memb< rs: Connecticut, wiih
wave, for he stiends his money freely,
ei«bty eight lodge-* and a membership of
and no one questions his means of get18 000 and Vermont with about 6000 Odd
ting it. But when he goes broke! He Fellows and sixty ciuht lodge*.
Rhode
is absolutely unfitted for getting on his
Island with fifty lodges and about 7,000
a
lie
:
lie
do
it
in
can
feet unless
day.
members, has no home for this purpose, '!«*»>» th* i'oiuc t* **»‘f Work* ofT I he C olfl
lias I icon accustomed to seeing fortunes
while Maine, with th*? second
largest
laxative f'roitio-Qninlnr Tablets curt a cold
he
won and lost in a few hours, and
c*»nt*.
krlpmembership in New England, with fully ** **n*> !>,\ Vo Ur-, no
can't see why fortune will not knock
22 000 Odd Fellow» and 140 loog-s, i» also
at the same door twice.
Banking.
Kill lacking this institution.
"I know a man who went broke in a
Thirty-or e jurisdiction* under the
crash six years ago. lie is a good busisovereign grand lodge, have Odd FellowV
ness man when not Imbued with tlie
homes, largely supported by * per capita
fever of speculation. He could obtain
la *rhat your money will earn if
tax, bavii g invested over |2 000,000 iu the
a good position at $,".000 a year.
But
lnvettful in share* of the
he would have to work and work hard project.
There are over 21 COO, Odd Fellow** in
to earn his salary. So he is looking
this State and w ith an assessment of fl i
for 'easy money'—to make his million
aptece, the order could easily raise ouffl
in a year; consequently he has borThis home,
cient fund* for the home.
A NEW SERIES
rowed from his relatives until they are
then, being a reality, could be well sup- | ts now open, Shares, fl each; m&nthl
tired of him. They want him to go to
ported by an annual tax of but fifty cents
payments, $1 per share.
work, hut I doubt whether he will view
per capita.
the matter in the light they do until it
Thi» borne should be a suitable building WHY PAY RENT
is too late and the last golden opportuwhen you can borrow on your
located in a spot w here there would be a
shares, give a first mortgage and
nity has slipped away from him and
good view, plenty of air aod quid and
reduce It every month
Monthly
left him a speculative and misanthropconvenient to churches, schools, etc.
payments ami interest together
ic wreck.”—New Y'ork Press.
will amount to but little more
Such a worthy movement will doubtless
than you arc now paying for
meet with the success which it deserves,
rent, amt In about 10 years you
Getting: Acquainted.
will
and at the coming session of the grand
In his “Life of Bret Harte” Mr. T.
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
some definite action will doubtless
Brtgar Pemberton recalls a story which lodge
For particulars inquire of
be taken.
turns on the typical westerner's gift
Hunky W. CtsHMAW, ftec'v.
At the last session of the grand lodge
First Nal'l Bank Bldgfor humorous understatements. In the
W.
A.
President.
Kino,
author’s early days in California he the grand master said in part:
“It is very evident that an Odd Fellows’
spent a night in an inn, newly opened.
BLJL.9WOHTH
After he had got comfortably to bed home will be established here in Maine, at
he was aroused by the noise of scuf- some time, possibly in the near future,

Sllswortb Lean and Eoildica Ass’q

*^TEAM

LAUNDRY

fling and shouting, punctuated by oc- and I would recommend that a standing
ANO BATH BOOMS.
committee of five be appointed to look
casional pistol shots below.
••NO PAY', NO WASH KB."
In the morning, on going downstairs, after the matter, taking such action as
he found the landlord with a bruised they deem necessary for the promotion of
All bind, ol laundry morn done at ahon n<
and report at each annual session of the lie. Goode railed for and delivered.
eye, a piece of court plaster extending it,
B. B. E8TEY A OO.,
from his cheek to his forehead and yet grand lodge.
Ell.wnrth. ««•
»MI End Hrldie.
with a pleasant smile on his face. TakTHE PRIME MOVE.
his
cue
from
this, Harte said,
ing
O. B. Whitten, of Portland, a prominent
Advertisers, Publishers and Printers.
“Well, landlord, you had rather a live- Odd Fellow and a
past grand master of
ly time here last night.”
the order, is the prime mover in this obTIME and
CAt/r
“Yes,” admitted the landlord, with a
MONEY BY USING
and for the pas' four years he li-s
ject,
deepening smile. “It was rather a live- used his utmost end^av >r« to
f liallcn’*
it
Record
bring
ly time.”
about. He has been very much intere-ted Subscription Record,
Advertiser's Record.
“Do you often have such lively times
Job Printer's Record,
Advertising
Rec.oid,
in it, and through bis uutiriug efforts the
Record.
round here?” continued Harte, emboldr-orreS|Hii»denee
action has been presented
for
several
Ruled, prime* I a no indexed for Quick
ened by the landlord’s cheerfulness.
lH*scr1i*tive circular and pnee
years before the grand 1 »dge, and has now and reference
list on apnlteation. Pub»i-hed by
“Well, no.” the landlord replied rebeen fully recommended by the grand
E. A. & W. E. CHILD,
flectively. “The fact is, we’ve only just
New Yort
master, who endorsed it at the 1002 ses- 14 Doeer iirert.
opened yer, and last night was the first sion.
time the boys seemed to be getting
His efforts, it seems, are now about to
Notice.
really acquainted.”
he
bring the success they deserve, as it is
rpnB undent.’ i.p.l here' V jitves no'let Dial
that t he grand lodge will rea1
the
very
ha*
contracts-*!
with
likely
city of Ellswortn.
CliaMtlniitK: a L«tr<l.
ensuing
the
curing
f«»r
the
of
the
support
poor,
lize the need of such a home In tibia State,
t«»cl
Lord I).. a proverbial lister of Ameryear, and ha» made ample provision for from
and will take more dec ded steps in regard
tie ib refor* Forbf Ik nil person*
Nippon
ica and Americans, was dining in
to
furnishing -uppli.-s
any p«uper 0,1jTv
to its estab ishment.
wlit i J
Paris witli tile British minister. Next
count, a-* without hi* written ord- r he
Probably there i-no Odd Fellow in the for ho vihmIkhi urnUhed HaBHY 8- •loS*-*
to him at the table was a noted Newport belle. Miss X.
asutri •emcm%
The conversation had drifted to a discussion of tilings American, and Lord
I). made some disagreeable remarks
~l
about some Americans lie bad met and
some Yankee customs he abhorred.
“Why, d’ye know,” be continued,
with an unpardonable want of tact,
“that at si»me of the places I dined in
America I saw people eat with their
know that to strengthen the whole muscular
system, luvlgorate the tired nerves and make the flesh Arm and
knives and spill their soup on the ta
hard, there is nothing equal 10 a rul>down with that good old
■
bleeloth.”
Miss X. was thoroughly provoked by
this time, but she replied with, apA
always tie In the locker for Strains, Sprains,
■

Books.

Pailpor

mil

hc/ohnsons

parent

unconcern:

“What poor letters of introduction
you mast have had, my lord.”
There was no more unpleasant talk
about Americans that evening.
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S. V., bad
Lieutenant Phillips, U.
government property
been inspecting
corral, but the beat bad
it in tlie

i.lrcIi

pitched

him luto bis tent, which was
just on the edge of a coffee

t'me when
govorn•^"was nt tlie
withdrawing from Porto
onr

ment

was

vast number of horses, army
KiP0 the
other transportation paraand
_>g0H9
had been necessary
phernalia which
war
Inspection duty is
durim-’ the
t0 n"’n wll° are thoroughly
only given
Especially is this true in

trustworthy.

There were large quanPorte ItIco.
property there
yties of government
most of It in good
ttPr tlie surrender,
condition. The planters thereabouts,
season's crops through
*bo hud lost a
anxious to cheaply rethe war, were
with wagons,
tilp their plantations
It was because the
horses and mules.
a
tendency to
honest gentlemen hail
ofodor “inducements" to Inspecting
which
ficers to condemn good property,
afterward buy for
the planters could
the auction, that especial
t song at
In the selection of Inpure was used
sDecting officer*. Lieutenant Phillips
wns one of tlie

On such

nicer.

government property

ns

Is

condemned the T. C.” brand is placed.
means Inspected and condemn••[
to have
ed. It Is not wise for a civilian
which
In his possession any property
does not
bears the mnrk “U. S.” and
Both are
also bear the mark “I. C.”
stenciled In black paint on tentage canand such like, burned
ras. blankets
and other
Into the bodies of wagons
wooden articles and branded on the
flanks of horses and mules.
Lieutenant Phillips kept the Irons In
blsown possession for fear they might
He carried
be used unscrupulously.
them, with their brazier still half full
of hot coals, to the rear of his tent so
that what little breeze there was would
blow the heat dway from him. Then
he removed his heavier garments.
It had been a hard day for the lieutenant. Early in the morning he had
been chief witness at a court martial
which had convicted an American soldier of having cruelly treated his wife,
The aca beautiful Porto Bicam girl.
cused, I.ulgi Aramado. was a swarthy
fellow of Italian parentage.
Lieutenant Phillips remembered with
discomfort the tierce look the man had
thrown at him ns, handcuffed, lie had
been led away to the guardhouse. But
although the lieutenant had the pink
cheeks of a girl and never a suspicion
of a mustache upon bis upper lip, he
had a reputation for fearlessness.
Before lie' settled down to sleep he
released from the ventilated bor a
pair of little lizards. They are of the
variety called chameleons and can lie
easily tamed by auy one who will occasionally give them a sip of sugar and
water, a few flies or some other dainties dear to the heart
Many of our
soldiers in Porto Bico so tamed them,
and Lieutenant Phillips was among
their number.
When he finally lay down on hla
camp cot they took their stations, one
upon his pillow, one upou his chest.
They knew instinctively thut he did
not like to have them on his face, for
whenever they trespassed on this territory he moved restlessly, but tlieir
presence near his face was quite suiHeieut to keep most of the flies away.
While the lieutenant was making all
these preparations for his siesta there
was an unpleasant eye watching him
through the open space left by the lifting of the back flap of the tent. The
eye was In the bead of the man whom
the lieutenant had given evidence
iuai

uiuriiiii^.

i.mfcj

iiiuuwuu

bad escaped. Below the eye, but wholly hidden in the hush, there were two
hands, and in one of them there was s
knife. The man was waiting until the
lieutenant should fall asleep.
The tent's flaps moved lazily In the
sleepy breeze. Now and then one of
the little lizards made a lightning dart,
and a fly had perished. The lieutenant
slept peacefully. Everything was as It
should he when noon approaches in the

tropics.

Still the figure crouched, watchful
and silent. At length the man crept
forward till he was full in the tent;
then lie stopped and drew from his
blouse a tiny vial. He was near
enough to have used the knife, but he
evidently had other purposes. Perhaps
be wished to gloat over his victim before the blow fell.
Ills glance had
fallen upon the brazier and the brand-

ing Irons.

Slowly and noiselessly he rose to his
feet. It was a mistake, for it startled
ibe lizards.
Disobeying their training,
they scampered over the face of the
•leeper.

It half woke him, and he looked up
lazily, but before he could more than
catch a glimpse of the evil eyes and
gleaming blade, before he could halloo
for help, the man
flung himself upon
him and in the lieutenant's nostrils
entered the deadly fumes of chloroform. Then he lost consciousness.
The Itulian raised himself cautiously—the stupor might be feigned. But
a moment’s
scrutiny relieved his fears
In a
twinkling he had bound the lieu
tenant hand and foot and thrust a gag
Wo his mouth.
"Killing wouldn't be enough,” the
desperado muttered fiercely. “I’ll mark
him for life, so I will,”
The lizards meanwhile had darted up
on the
canvas of the tent.
They had
one all that
they could in waking the
‘-‘-ant. They could not fight for

And while the lizards watched with

,r ocaay
eyes the Intruder thrust
the Irons into the
b^aHcr. Hie Hoj.
ten ’ill’s eyes w ere o
:» now
fr r •!
force of the o late wa
»t. The .1 ■'
IM'-ado turned and caught tln-ir an

dau.ucd glance.
‘'I’ig of u lieutenant:” he said vicious
ly. "It Is now I win i'ave the p-iw r
I will wait until the Irons
heat, t: mi

shall see what we shall see." An I
lie lacked the heiole s II are
before lie
turned again to the brn-ler.
As he watched the metal
turn from
black to gray and flush Into
redness, a
cruel smile disclosed bis fanglike t ’etli.
"•ia t»°st ready, my
lieutenant.” he
auid tauntingly.
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Noiselessly the tent flap swayed, as If erg—L T.
moved by a gentle breeze. The man's Stanley. T' e three fish are to be found in
back was turned.
He was too Intent the Penohsco or its tributaries
on the brazier to see a
slight figure
R v. E. R Snith, for tbe past
eight
which slipped through the
aperture. years pit>»r of itie Congregational church
It was Ysnbel, his wife.
at Farmington, at Sunday’s servce preThe girl's eyes dilated with horror1 sented bis
resignation to take * ff-ct he
as she glanced from the bound
lieuten- first Sunday in November. Mr. Smith has
ant to the deadly preparations of his
accepted a chIi io the Pawtucket Congreenemy. Then with a little movement! gational church of Lowell, Mass.
she snatched the pistol which lay on)
Charles E
Wllmot, a member of the
the table.
At the sound the mail at i
firm of Goldsmith, Wolf & Co., Nnw York,
the brazier turned and found himself
was found dead in his apartments at the
looking into the barrel held In her Kineo house
Sunday morning. Death
steady hands. He was a coward, and was due to heart
failure.
Mr. Wllmot
he quailed before her.
reached the hotel Saturday night, having
“Take those ropes off.” she said Imcome up the lake from Greenville In
his
periously In her musical Spanish,
pleasure yacht, after a two-weeks’ fishing
pointing to the lieutenant's bonds. "If
trip in th^ St Johns river. He was at the
yon do not I will shoot you.”
time apparently in the best of health.
There was a tremor in her
but
voice,

her eyes were unflinching.
The lieutenant watched her, fascinated.
Her husband, sullenly accepting
defeat, began to untie the knots. At
lengtli the captive was released and
the two stood silently before her. Both
seemed overawed by the beauty and
fearlessness-of the woman.
Still pointing with her pistol, she

At
the

annual reunion of

Maine Veteran association the followofficers

ing

elected:

were

President,

Blackman, of Cambridge,
Mass., vice-president R. G. McFarland, of
Lamolne, John C. Haney, of Bangor,
Frank Campbell, of Cherryfleld; quartermaster, J. K. Knowltori, of Camden;
adjutant, James B. Neagle, of Lubec. It
William

was

cnea:

twenty-third

the

R.

voted to

meet, next year, at the time
encampment in Boston.

of the national

‘‘Now, go—go—go, Luigi, and never
William F. Greenougb, for twenty five
back again.”
Without a word
the desperado obeyed.
years city editor of the Taunton Gazette
When the tent flap fell behind him and correspondent of the Boston Herald,
the pistol dropped from her trembling died at bis home in Taunton last week.
lingers and she leaned against tiie table Mr. Greenouuh was one of the best-known
ns if for support.
ewspaper msn in southern New England
“Was it wrong to let him go?” she and universally liked for bis many ster“You would have ling qualities. He was a native of Calais
said appealingly.
killed him if he had stayed, and I and weut to Taunt n twenty-five yearB
I—loved ago. He was fifty-six years old and loaves
could not have stood that.
him—once.” Ther^ was a sob in Uer a widow and three sons. The body was
come

“Now he will never dure to
throat.
buck again. I shall be free from
him.
You will let him go for my
sake?”
As the lieutenant glanced from the
Irons from which she had saved him
to her pleading face he could not but
consent. Yet, as she. too, disappeared
behind the coffee bushes, he heard her
choking sobs.
“The way of a woman is hard,” said
the Ueutenuut.
come

crusting it Statue.
Stiglmayer, a (Jerihan goldsmith

In
the first part of the last century, having an ambition to attempt larger
works than any he had accomplished,
wont to Naples In order to see the casting of Canova’s statue of Charles III.,
hut was denied the sight of certain se-

Stiglmayer
cret technical processes.
found them out for himself nevertheless nud as soon as he went homo made
his Urst experiment on a statuette of
Venus. Many delays occurred, and the
excitement increased as the end drew
near. 13y some mistake one of his assistants pound his molten metal into
the air hole. Then the easting came to
standstill.
"Tiie crowd of lookers on,” writes the
poor founder in his diary, “stood first
dumb about me and then slipped out
one by one and left me with my pain.”
In a month a second casting was begun and failed. With unbroken courage he began tiie third cast, and on
Christmas eve the metal was again
poured in. It ran into the mold and
spurted joyfully out at the air hole.
“Our joy knew no bounds," he declares. “We raised a loud cry of Joy
and embraced and kissed each other.
Paaquale. t'w helper, kissed the head of
Phidias coming out of the broken form
and burned his mouth, for it had not
had time to cool.”
a

Sign Whn RulnunM.
A member of the colored race who
presides over the destinies of a barber
shop in West Philadelphia is looking
for a former customer who recently
played a rather mean joke upon him.
The customer in question was shaved
regularly at the colored man's shop,
and the proprietor held his opinion and
advice in good regard. One morning
the boss of the shop wanted a new and
high toned sign to hang over the door,
and he appealed to the aforesaid customer for an idea. The customer's wit
was ready, and several days after the
following sign was discovered hanging
from the shop: “Tonsorial Abattoir.”
The next day the regular customer
passed the shop and noticed the following over the door: “Barber Shop.”
The proprietor is waiting for the regular customer, and the regular customer is waiting for a little collection of
The

excitement to blow over.—Philadelphia
Press.
_

Knew His Fate.

"Silas, my lad,” said the grocer to his
new assistant, “who bought that moldy
cheese today?”
sir,” was the
Brown,
"Mistress

youth’s reply.

“And the stale loaf we could not sell
last night?”
“Mistress Brown, sir.”
“Where’s that lump of rancid butter
that the baker refused?”
"Mistress Brown bought it, sir,” was
the answer.
"And the six eggs we could not sell
a week since?”
“Mistress Brown— Arc you ill, sir?”
asked Silas, as the grocer turned green
and groaned.
“No, no! Only I’m going to tea at
the Browns’ tonight,” replied the unhappy man as he wiped the perspiration from his face and sank into a
chair.—I.oudon Tit-Bits.

interment.

taken to Calais for

Ellis M. Smith, of Macbias,
best-known duck
aud

famous

a

hunters

shot,

one

weut out

of the

the

State,

duck

hunt-

in

Mr. Smith is
ing on Friday afternoon.
“many years young”—a fact proved by
bis keen vision and steadiness of aim.
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for October 22, 23 and 24
meeting will be held at Augusta and
a complete programme is being prepared
by those having it in charge. Among the
speakers for the general sessions will be

Km.
Eggf/are getting very scarce, but the
holds the same.
Fresh laid, per doz

Hlne, secretary of the Connecof educatiou, Dr. Wil-

J. Long, author of several volumes
stories, and Henry T. Bailey,
recently superintendent of drawing in
Massachusetts. These are all well known
liam

of nature

speakers and a most interesting
convention is anticipated.
and able

the

eli of

church

last

another

residence

de-

were

Thursday morning.

edifice,

on

which there

No loose straw on the market.
Loose ..10012
Baled.
18

Cauliflower,
Potatoes pk
Lettuce,
Spinach, pk
Squash,

20

Beets, tt>
Cabbage.
Carrots, lt>
Beans- perqt—

05

25
5

08
Tomaioes, ft.
Yellow-eye
05
String beans, qt
Pea.
Green corn doz, 12®I8 Cucumbers,
Sweet potatoes, lb
05
Fruit.
15®25 Oranges, doz
Pineapples,
Blackberries, qt 10® 12 Lemons, doz

Von Siemens* First Fntent Wbi
plied For Front it Prison.

Ap*

Yon Siemens applied for liis first patfrom the cell of u prison. After
graduation from the artillery school in
Berlin the young wuu, then only twenty-one years old, was attached to a regiment in Wittenberg. It was there lie
began his experiments, to the great
horror of his landlady, who upbraided
liim day after day for staining his
clothes, furniture and the window
panes with gold, silver and acid spots.
She could not see the use of ‘'wasting
money for such things.” But You Siemens went on with his experiments
and with staining his furniture and
clothes.
He became, too, the life of the garrison and one of its most popular members. His popularity, however, led to
his taking part as second in a duel beAs a retween two of his comrades.
sult he was sentenced to five years’ imprisonment in the fortress of Magdeburg. The landlady was the only person in AA'ittenberg who was glad of the
In the
young lieutenant's departure.
cell in tlic fortress, however, he was allowed to fit up a laboratory and there
continoh bis experiments. There, too,
a month after his incarceration he perfected his method of galvanic gilding
and applied for the patent from the
prison cell.
It was granted and with it a pardon.
A pardon in ail probability was never
received with less glee. Siemens had
other experiments under way in his
prison workshop and begged to be allowed to stay awhile longer and complete them. But the keeper sent him
away with the declaration tha* such a
course would be an Insult to his king
ent

and commander.
The more ways a man thinks
get a girl to let him kiss her the surer he
is to find that the best way la just to go
and do It.
over

to

Days.

TESTIMONY FROM LEADING DRUGGISTS

02

Th# following testimony speaks for Itself. It is a matter of humanity
to tell everybody with a skin disease about this medicament.

12
10

02.03
.S5g.45

25 <*3'*
12
25

Cranberries, qt
Apples, pk

Groceries.

Rice, per 1b
.06®.08
Coflce—per B>
Rio,
.16® .25 Pickles, per gal .45®.65
35 Olives, bottle
.25®.75
Mocha,
36 Vinegar—per gal—
.Java,
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per lb—
.05
.45®.65 Cracked wheat,
•Japan,
.04
.30® 65 Oatmeal, per lb
Oolong,
.20
Sugar—per ft>—
Buckwheat, pkg
06 Graham,
.04
Granulated,
.04
Coffee—A A B, .05* Rye meal,
.05 Granulated meal,lb 02)$
Yellow, C
Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
.658-71
Havana,
Linseed,
.50
Porto Rlc#,
12
Kerosene,
.60
8yrup,
Lumber and Building: Materials.
i 25
Spruce,
Lumber—per M—
13 314 Hemlock,
135
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 13 ®14 Clapboards—per M—
16®20 Extra spruce, 24®26
Spruce,
Spruce floor,
20®25 Spruce, No. 1, 20§40
20 ®(0
25 a 50
Clear pine,
Pine,
50
Matched pine,
Extra pine,
20#25
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
2.50
3 25
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2 75
2 00
clear,
Hemlock,
••
2d clear,
2 25 Nalls, per lb
.04®.06
"
1 60 Cement, per cask 110
extra o-ue,
**
No. i,
1 25 Lime, per cask
95
M
.75 Brick, per M
scoots,
7®11
White lead, pr lb .05®.<8
Pork, 1b.
Steak, %
Chop,
.08®.10
Pigs’ feet,
18
Ham, per lb
-JOb^OS
Shoulder,
Bacon,
20
10®.14

16®.20

.13
18

10® 12

12

Lard,

C5
Tongues, each
Mutton,
10® 15
Spring lamb, 10®1S
Fresh Fish.
05 Clams, qt
Cod,
Halibut,
14®18 Lobsters,
Sinkalewives, string 15 Blueiish,
Mackerel, each
25®30 Sea trout,
Finnan ILtddle

20
25

tb

14®16

14

12
Fuel.

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
5 00 ®6 50
Dry hard,
Broken,
3 00 ®5 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
100 ®1 25
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith’s
Buttings,

00
7

00

00
7 00
7W
7

Flour, Grain and Feed.
Market Is firmer.

1 6C

Middlings, bag

1 35

Cracked corn,

HUNTING
L.

GLEASON

A

from

some

one

a

and

chafes

chilly morning
me

morning,” mutters the solitary sentinel halt audibly; “there’s no
game here, I might as well be back in
camp with the others. Well, a few minutes more, and I’ll give It up
Minutes pass and daylight steals deeper

brightens

forest
and

overhead loses
The

shadows.

the canopy

The

east

Write her if you wish—
Mrs. Sarah M. Richardson, 372 Salem St., Medford, Mass., and there are
say the

same

hunter stirs.

Economical

—

Purity

What

was

Only Five Cents.

ASK YOUB DEALER FOR LAUNDRY SHAPE

is

Cures

time to

bsck to camp.

But hark!

—

branches

of
It

of

Sunlight

something of its ghostll-

that sound?

He

grasps his gun and listens intently. Y<s,
there it is again. There can be no mistake. It must be some large animal and

coming toward him. A silence, a
now the strange sounds are
resumed* Footsteps draw rapidly nearer.
The crunch, crunch hi the frozen leaves
it

writes that she
would not give a half cake
of it for ten of any other.

Sunlight

un-

a

the

A BELIEVER IN

the

other, props

tree trunk
It is

in

“How stupid in that guide to send

ness.

PARCHER. ELLSWORTH

CEORCE A. PARCHER, ELLSWORTH

He has

He shifts

time.

foot to the

bis gun against a
bis bands briskly.

start

CE A

Have you been—or do you know anyone who has been—in a living hell of torture with a skin disease?
Dispair usually seizes those so afflicted. Many imagine
it is in the blood and too subtle to cure. Doctors have stood baffled and helpless
against Eczema. Half of them think its worse forms are blood poison. Ninetynine cases out of a hundred of manifestations on the skin are purely local—SKIM
disease—not BLOOD disease. Healthy blooded people break out as often as any
one, the blood has nothing to do with it in most cases.
It is a parasite in the skin
that spreads. This prescription is today completely clearing away—quickly too—
and permanently curing every trace of such parasitic trouble and leaves the skin
soft, healthy and perfect.
Call on the above druggists and investigate the unquestionable proofs in their possession.
The prescription is sold in above drug store at $1.00 for a liberal bottle, and
comes under authentic label of the D. D. D.
Company of Chicago, who solely compound the prescription for druggists everywhere.

ARCHER.

solitory figure stands there
a low-hanging spruce.

been there for

Into

*

thousands of others who

INCIDENT.

shadow of

easily

CEc

1«
16
.(6

Salt

Lamb:

A

Astonishing quick and complete cures of all varieties of skin diseases by D. D.
D. have been fully verified in nine cases out of every ten that have come under
In every case it did its work in 3 to 6 weeks time.
It is to our
our observation.
knowledge the most wonderful curative agent in all Materia Medica for diseases
of the skin. Its results are marvelous; some cases of years' standing were cleared
away in a few days almost before our eyes.
We give this public aknowledgement in response to a request from the D. D.
D. Company as to our honest opinion of this medicament. We have no hesitancy
in expressing ourselves positively concerning it, as its efficacy has been proven ta
us beyond the possibility of doubt.

Provisions.

.155 30
12®.26

Steak,
Roasts,

out such

A GENIUS IN JAIL.

Cured in 21

02
C8
04

Turnips, lb

20

of

Attorney Herbert T. Powers and owned
by Mrs. Libby was damaged to the extent
of fl.OOO. Mrs. Libbj’s property was insured.

Entirely

Cleared Away and

vegsrooieRt

loss

was a

skin prescription all powerful In treatment of parasltlo
breaks in the skin. Not greasy or unpleasant, but a clean
liquid, sopped or atomized over the affected parts. Instantly
relieves all itching burning pains or soreness.

new

Straw.

The

f3,700 aud insurance of fl,700, was ready
for plastering. The residence destroyed
was owned and occupied
by Mrs. Sarah
The
J. Libby, and was valued at fl,500.
ell of a residence occupied by County-

A

price

a

stroyed

oB\BEM » Cleared Away

..

fire, supposed to have been set by Flour—per bbl—
50®55
Oats, bu
4 25®5 75 Shorts—bag— 1.15 ®1 25
tramps, the almost completed Unitarian
100 lb bag
1 35 Mixed feed, bag
Corn,
church at Fort Fairfield, a residence and Corn
1 25 ®1 30
1 35
meal, bag
By

every natufe

28
Poultry.
Chickens.
20 §25
Fowl.16 y 18
Hay.
Best loose, per ton.12 §14
Baled.
18
..

have been set

ticut state board

diseases and affections of

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per 1b.16018
Best dairy (new).
.....16
Dutch (Imported).
90
Neufchatel.
06

The

Charles D.

g

Creamery per ft.28 §30
20 a *7
Dairy.

twenty-fourth annual

the Maine teachers’ association

g

Country Produce.

Batter.

Veal:

meeting of

I

rounds;

on a

The dates for the

0#

MBASL 4EB.

AUb

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island Bair shall
weigh JO pound*
I hi standard weight of a bushei of potatoes.,
<» good order and tit fcr
shipping. Is On pounds;
of ap|de*, 44 pouiniH
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order hihI tit for shipping. Is 62 poundsOf wheat, beets, ruta-ha*.: turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions. 62
ol carrots, Englisn turnips, rye and
ndlan meal, 60 pounds; of parsnips, 46 pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, impounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
those what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.

discovered five black ducks sit- ;
rock, and while his younger Beef, lb:
Steak,
companion was watching them through
Roasts.
the glass, this veterau sportsman crept
Corned,
’round to a good position and killed them
Tongues,
Tripe,
all at a single shot.
when he

ting

WEIGHTS

A

tied lot

ti*

u

£

N

.1. r-»•», p

we

WaortHDAT, September 80, 1903.

News,

Novelty oihI Nonsense.

H

•it* 1*8WORTH MARKWT8.

is

Nothing

But

1C I\PIIIV1 AT1&I'11

It will cure YOU or you get your money
•'**V**1**'*
back. All druggists.
In Tablet form only. NO ALCOHOL. Price 50 Cents.

THE WOODBURY CHEMICAL CO.

(Incorporated) 170 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

pause, and

grows louder and clearer at each iepetition. His long vigil is to be at last rewarded.

The hunter is filled with fluttering excitemeut.
He drops
cautiously to one
knee, taking great care to avoid the
slightest sound.
“Confound those
leaves; how they
crackle!”

Settled at last, and partially screened
by the tree trunk, he waits in breathless
eagerness; riHe leveled, sights adjusted,
Huger on the trigger.
A large deer with magnificent antlers
pops arouud the turn in the brushd-fllled
path. Three jets of smoke in rapid succession.
Three sharp reports from the
hunter’s rifle, and the next instant the
swift-receding clatter of born and hoof
as the frightened
buck plunges madly
away through the tangled brushwood.
“O Lord!” groans the hunter, still staring blankly at the swaying branches.
“Buck fever again! Never touched him.”

Lobs of Vitality is loss of the prinolple of
life, and Is early Indicated by falling appetite
and diminishing
strength and endurance.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is the greatest vltallzer— it
acts on alf the organs and functions, and builds
up the whole system.—Advt.

Subscribe for The American.

Liver Pills I
That’s what you need; something to cure your biliousness. You need Ayer’s Pills.
Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black? Use

Buckingham’s Dye

I

I
»SI. KING’S
Star Crown Brand

■»

Dr, Emmons3'

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious w omen, 'mere in positiveno
no
ly no other remedy known to medical science
Used for jear l>y leading specialists. Hundred* of testi*
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
monwls. A trie will convince you of their intrinsic value I
Longest and moat obstinate irregularities from
in case of suppression.
Send ten cents tor saiupla and
book. All Drnggiat or by mail $1..50 boa.
any cause relieved immediately. Success guar,
anteed at any stage. No pain, danger,or inter,
KING MEDICINE GO.. Ejx 1930. BOSTON. MASS.
ference with work. Have relieved hundred of

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Immediate relief,
tlnuger,
pain.

|

cases where others have iaiied. The mo-t di.fl.
cult cases successfully treated by mail,and beu-

eficial results guaranteed in every Instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladles
whom we never see. Write for further panieuoff
lars and free confidential advice. Do not
too long. All letters truthfully answered. Reunder
member, this remedy Is absolutely safe leaves
every possible condition and
no after ill effect upon the health. Seutby mall,
securely seale $2.00. Money letters should ba
registered. DU- J. W. EMMONS CO.* LOTremont St., Boston, Mass.

put

High Grade Double Barrel Shot Gun, eaual to
any $25 gun made. #4.98 for Single Barrel.
Send for catalogue. (Mention this paper.)
B. F. CLAKB CO.,
BOSTON, MASS*

positively

^

«l:

—jzzi.. ,rr—-'

In the matter

■

has been raised

POLITICAL JOURNAL

D

hi*

\

third class.

rrnviBnBn

*:\ FRY

/WORTH, MAINE,
BY THE

>UNTY PUBLISHING CO.
is?*, Editor and Manager.

K

i\ VS

<

■

$2 00 a year; $1.00 for *\x
for three months; If paid
vance, $1 50, 75 and 8$ cents
All arrearages are reckoned at

>n

-.nth

iy

v

tbe rate

Are

«>

d ail

•*!

in

>ck

fourth

to tbe

os

table of an
day this week

the

on

one

the kind of weather

given

the clerk

bee

through September.

Wbo is Maine’s oldest woman, now that
Mrs. Ruth Curtis, of K>nnebur»kport i«
dead at tbe age of \OiJ—Kennebec Journal

reasonable, and will

application.

on

no*

Bn-’ine»**co»i
4

Ellsworth household
show

$2 ;<-r year.

Ad^
be mad*

tbe

_

Rtpe strawberries

j

i:Lr*

t-, tric'd}
respect

from

Now is tbe time for tbe kids to turn out
with tluir pumpkin devils and jack-o’lanterns. They make an interesting, though
sometimes startling combination.

AT

<iANt-»

o! post offices, Stonington

AFTERNOON

on; HDAY
<

FROM BAR HARBOR.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

xuntl)American.

Me

Let Hancock county put in a bid for
distinction. “Aunt Salome” Sell rg,
of North Deer Isle, will be 103 years old
It any other county
Oct. 15, 1903.
can beat that, why, we will take, a back

unleatlons should be addressed
orders made payable to The
Ells
srv
Publishing Co.,

that

Maine.

seat.

| D3~S IPTEWBER 1903
:•

T|
eiTl 3

2

and
you
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We.Tft.Fn
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3 4 5

man

The

f

n

^Quarter

New

Flint

V

Quarter

been

prowling

animal

was

sent

to Bar

»)Q
oO

m

8:0l
a. m

Notwithstanding the fact that Colombia permitted the time stipulated
for the ratification of the Panama
canal to expire, without making any
progress towards ratification or even
asking an extension of time, there
seems to be a general confidence that
the United States will eventually
build the canal and build it by the

|

is

over

the fact that

Chief Justice Wiswel! beard the first
case iu tbe Knox supreme judicial
court, and carried out bis plain statement

Panama route. The explanation that
political conditions in Colombia
prevented the ratification of the

made at tbe last term of court that jail
sentences would hereafter be Inflicted for
The defendant
such offences.
pleaded
guilty to the charge of maintaining a
liquor nuisance and was given a threemonths’ sentence with no accompanying
fine, which spells Enforcement.—Lewiston

treaty is generally' accepted, together
with the assertion that Colombia will,
after the presidential election to occur there in December, be ready to

Journal.

Now that tbe coon bunting season
entirely
reasonable basis, the objection to the is on, tbe Maine hunters should welcome
the blot given by a Missouri gentleman
present treaty having been that it now visiting here. He pronounces it
wholly unnecessary to cut down a tree to
was feared by each of several presit a coon. Tbe Missouri banters, he

treaty

on

of the

Representative
Dick, oi Ohio, have been in Washington during a part of the past week,
and brought news of the Ohio campaign. They say that Senator Hanna,
not.,
landing his indisposition,
willspt c in fourteen towns during the
last ton days of
the campaign,
which,
must be admitted, is a
-enuous undertaking. There
pretty
is r>ot
he slightest doubt in the
either

Bepres.
they
the

no
v

Gov.
ment

the

majority for Hanna
legislature at from thirty
es on joint ballot.
e

p

forty

Senator Foraker or
the final
In fact,

itative Dick as to
of the campaign.

outco

in
to

of the Maine
term

The
supreme court.
Judge W’hitehouse expires

c

April 2 1904, that of Judge Savage
on May 14, and Judge Emery on Oct. 5.
While

Gov. Powers

he

reappointed
snpreir.s bench,

in office
every member of the
or else selected men
was

to fill vacancies.
STATE NEWS.
The
the

f

nc-

were

?eet

tires

oat

Sunday

were

raging

In

part of the State last week,
by the heavy rain that fell

t*ern

p>

that

ight.

nil g of the fifteenth session of
Thao
the Man e Free B ^tist assoc:ation in
Gardiner Tuesday, for a three days’
meet in

preceded

by a bus«ues«
meet in
>f the women’s missionary so
clety of the ministers’ association.
Abon,Uty delegates had arrived last
•-!t ruiiy 300 are expected to-day.
iiig
was

.'

v

n

AH of the six*masted schooners in comDai or
in Portland harbor Monday.
A.

came

aoc

: the

ist

in 1

Percy”,

the

last

of

the

port just before
-0 tons of coal. This is the

tLr

se wi

ve

gether,
T^e other

into

six-masted scbot

ners

port

to-

been

in

one

in

Boston.

being
schooners are the “George W.
Weiio”and “Addle M. Lawrence”, both
ther; witi coal.
tbr uni

time

l boot and shoe workers’ union
The ?
elect* d oiu :vvh Monday evening as follows:
President, Gilmore L. Wiswell;
vfce-pr'-s’dent, William Brooks; secretary, Ulmer Royal; treasurer, Charles
Roys', ^ecutiva committee, Mrs. Louise
Royal, Mrs. Agnes Brown, Harry Brown,
Ulifto;: Deal, William Royal, Jobu Higgins and Fred Marden. After the election
supper was served.

Husbands should be frauk and tell their
wives everything—and wives Bhouid be
generous and believe it.
thinks he knows how to
buy a horse it is time for bis family to
consult a Fp-ciaiiat about him.
When

Salisbury

Con-#

Cove.

when
about all
the preing them,
paratory arrangements were made. Comparatively tew people attended on the
first day, and the managers decided to
cut it out this year, with the expectation
The
that it would be an improvement.

shortening

the fair

by

one

day

does

not

any fewer,
or that the fair was less worth attending.
all
the.citi*
This is Edeu’B own fair, aud
zeus of the town who are at all interested
that the attractions

were

agricultural development and sucNot only
a point of attending.
to the inhabitants of Eden is this fair of
interest, but to the people from the other
two towns on Mt. Desert island should
in

Its

cess

make

only fair held on the isit is held in the town
which is the centre and life of the whole
island.
At this season very few people are so
busy that they cannot take a day from
their ordinary pursuits, and with tbelr

and do go to the

land, especially

as

satisfactory and
at Salisbury Cove.

it in

spend
profitable manner
Last Wednesday

a

there

were

the

usual

[Orizlnntl

says,
themselves with a few Roman caudle* on starting oat, and when a coon is
treed shoot one op into the branches.
Tbe colr'-ed lights will cause the coon to
make a jump for the ground every time.
There is nothing I
enjoy more than
hunting coons,” be says, “and I always
take a package of Roman candies with me
when I go.’’Kennebeo Journal.

Devotional service,
Arthur H

Sargent, Sargentvllle

Singing
1030

Words of

Welcome,
Rev E S

10 45

Drew. Sedgwick

Response,
Rev H L Packard, West Brooksvllle
Business affairs

supply

Staging
11 15

The Relation of the Individual Member to
the C E Society, Rev C L Buckingham,
North Sedgwick
AFTERNOON.
Praise service.Rev David Kerr

Mic'iael Br y, a life long resident of
Ellawortb, and a prominent buslne**
ne Sun Jay afternoon,
man, died at
aged flfty-sl* ye«r* and twelve days.
Mr. Brady worked
In hla young r 4
in the mill* on t
river, arid later started

“They're still enough and crabbed
lookin' enough to have been married
in the grocery and grata bnsioeaa win
ten years."
William Sroa'i, under tho firm riRme of
the driver of
lie
hicle who spoke.
It

was

a

one

horse

ve-

Brady & Small. They occupied

a man

Gee aliy a man can count up those
who dc not ilka him by counting up those
to whom he has lent money.

Por coughs, colds, bronchitis
asthma, weak throats, weak
lungs, consumption, take

the build

was driving
id of the bridge, now
ing on the Wf>t
young couple up a long, winding road occupied by toe steam laundry, from
to a summer hotel.
They had spent September, 1874, to April, 1879, when
three weeks on a wedding trip and Mr. Small withdrew. His interest wataken by Edward »\ Brady, a younger
were on the morrow to lie ngaln at the
home they had so recently left, a happy brother, and the firm name changed to
bride and groom. When they reached E. E. Brady A Co.
At the same lime the business was
the hotel they alighted ia view of
moved to Stole street in the building now
on
the
piazza.
guests lounging
occupied by E. Eno. In 1882 the store was
“Brother and aister," remarked one.
moved to the next building to the south,
“No.
They're young, but they've and there the business has been conduction
been long married," said another.
ever aince.
“I put them down as bride and groom
Three year-.. pg > the Arm of Grecly A
who are in the midst of their first quar- Brady was form <1 by E. H. Greely and
Mr. Brady.
y n qulted the steam
rel,’'"said an experienced matron.
aid other properties on
Unfortunately there was an hour be- mill, grist mill
b
lea a large amount of
and the
must talk. Water street,
fore

dinner,

a

couple

There was nothing else to do.
“This ali comes.” said the man, "of
yonr not respecting confidences. Nothing would tempt mh to rend any letter

belonging to you.

The note

was

not

addressed t« you. but to Miss Torbert."
"Herbert and Torbert look enough
alike to be mistaken one for the other.
Besides, I care nothing how I came Into
possession of this Information. It Is
what I have discovered. Three weeks

“It would be useless till I have the
Hancock County C. K. Union.
wherewithal to prove It.”
The quarterly meeting of the Haucock j
“I see; the story might not fit the
county union of Christian Endeavor will
be held at Sedgwick, Oct. 20.
Following proof.”
la the programme:
“Emily, you are charging me with
what is dishonorable.”
MORNING.
10 00 Praise service.
“Nothing said to a woman is considRev David Kerr, Ellsworth
ered dishonorable by some men.”
10 15

OBITUARY.
MK'UAKJL BRADY.

“This is unbearable.
stairs till dinner.

I will go down-

I will meet you

on

the piazza.”
He was passing through the office
when he was handed some letters.
One

from Ills bosom friend, his
chum of years, his confidant. He had
no sooner read It than he started to
was

go back to his wife, but reconsidered
the matter.
"How I ever came,” he muttered, “to
2 00
leave that letter undestroyed is a mys2 15 Scripture and prayer.
Rev E Bean, Bluehlll
tery. I suppose my not doing ko came
Report of nominating committee and about in the hurry of preparation."
A skunk story too good to keep leaked
choice of officers
When his wife came down he led her
out one day recently: A gentleman and
2 30 Report of societies
to a table set for two by a window
his wife had spent an afternoon fisbit g
3 00 How can we Stimulate Parents to Sustain
overlooking a lawn and garden. In the
in a brook on the outskirts of Ellsworth.
Rev R L Olds, Bluea Family Altar?
center of which flashed a fountain.
At dark they returned to their carriage,
hlll
"Sweetheart,” be said while they
which
was
standing by the side
Singing
spooned their soup, “the proof of my
3 30 Topic
Christian Growth
of
and
came
home.
the
road,
1st As Dependent on Prayer, Rev | Innocence has unexpectedly come to
iu
own
Afier
their
alighting
Clarence Emery, Manset, Rev John
me.”
yard they were somewhat surprised to see
Lawrence, Deer Isle
She looked up at him eagerly.
the robes moving about in the bottom of
2d As Dependent on Bible Study, Rev
“But,” he continued, “the case is a
tbe wagon. Before the gentleman recovRev Geo K Kinney, Mt Desert, Rev
complicated one, and it behooves me to
ered from hi* astonishment, a bold skunk
Geo F Sibley, Franklin
I
be very careful about bringing the eviappeared on tbe scene, chewing an end of
3d As Dependent on AttendingChurch,
dence. Of course as a lawyer I know
! the foot-mat. For a minute the aforesaid
Rev D A Walker, Southwest Harbor, Rev G Mayo. Winter Harbor the dangers of calling a witness withi gentleman was paralyzed, but gathering
out first establishing his character for
4th As Dependent on Outside Work,
the loose ends of bis wits together, he
Rev S R Belyea, Lamolne, Rev
truth and veracity.”
made a grab for bis shot gun, which 'ays
Arthur Carter, Brooksvllle
“Don't keep me waiting.”
in tbe bottom of the carriage, and gave
EVENING“First you must grant that, the letter
The
tbe innocent skuuk both barrels.
7 00 Praise and prayer service,
having been found by you only this
gentleman and gun went one way, and tbe
Rev David Kerr
there would be no time for me
skunk the other, through tbe cellar winAnthem..Choir morning,
to write home and have a letter condow. The skunk baa crawled into the
7 30 Address.Rev E A Davis, Old Town
cocted to cover the case.”
Col lection
carriage while the couple were fishing,
8 15 Consecration service.
and had had a good ride of six or eight
“Certainly not. Go on.”
Penobscot
K
K
South
Rev
Drew,
sm*coiiu.
must give you me name or
miles, ouly to meet with this uutiimlj
Ml/,
8
41
pah
eud. We are not informed whether or
my principal and only witness and ask
not thgaforesaid gentleman and his wife
you if you would believe him.”
“Of course I would. Who is he?”
are taking their
mas out,
but we do Farmer Children need Farmer Studies
made
has
been
Our educational system
“Lawrence Ward.”
know that ail ped-airiwns are passing on
I
school
and
tbe
country
“He’d do anything for you.”
the other side of the street, with their by city people,
finds it second-hand, ill-fitting and unbeads turned away from that house.
.“You are right. He’d lie for me if
iu
World's
attractive, writes C. H. Poe
necessary, but In this case there’s been
Work. To this fact more than to any no time, as you have admitted, for colAre Stupid Children Always Stupid?
other, perhaps, is due tbe backwardness lusion."
A great many shortcomings In schoolThe !
o education in agricu tural states.
“For heaven's sake stop all this talk
children have been shown by recent Insrb >ol lias not taken bo d on farm 'ife
and tell me what you’re coming to.”
vestigation to be flue to other rt- lr* iP.ar.ia, soil-, snimais, ius» cis, flow era,
“One moment. It is my custom when
than lho»e mentioned, writes Prof VI. V
tile weather, tbe forests, and the sky
I have a ©use I am sure to win to have
O’Shea in World's Work, nut bhuosI no from ail thei-e
tilings it has stood apart, a bottle of champagne on ice for a celeattention has oeeu paid to tuein oteauce
a h
e it Iihm
ha^bled of subjects unfa*
bration.
Waiter, bring me a wine
ben
ms
of
have
not
regarded
they
ay
inninr ano unluUnsting to the countrycard.”
of
our
cent,
Eighteen per
cousequence.
hied chi d. All rura' education has bt^fu
It was not till the young husband
Madison school children were loui.ri to
L itktd huh b« Atd to fit the Procrustean
saw the wine deposited "beside him that
be “mouth breathers”.
bed of the city model.
lie threw a letter across the table to
Iu the ma] >rity of cases adenoid tissue,*
This is a severe indictment of our pres
his wife. She seized it and devoured
or a sort of third tou*ii,
was found obent rmtUed-*, « ut k is not a whit too seit greedily, while the husband ordered
1
strutting the respiratory passages; and U vere. To find proof you have only to
the wiue to be* opened. Tin* letter read.
! is tbe opinion of physicians that this examine the ux -books in UB8 iu our
In obedience to your letter stating that
| exerts a very baneful influence upon bulb rural schools.
Apparently they have you had decided n^t to send the message
bodily and mental development.
been written so'ely for city children,
you had written Marian J., but wish'd
| I have been able to follow very carefully sons and daughters of clerks, merchants, me to tell her Its contents. I went to her
and had an hour’s conversation with her.
for some time tbe careers of two children
bankers and traders. They do not even
Women are much smarter than men about
wbo were afflicted with this difficulty.
child
the
tbe
farmer’s
to
possiacme things, and the lady saw
suggest
| They would go to school in the morning bilities of science and training in agri- your device from the first. Thethrough
hint I
threw out that you preferred her to the
| in a condition of indifference and leth- cultural work.
to
were
girl
you
she
marry
scouted, inasargy, and it was Impossible to interest
On the contrary, the natural and logical
much as she was rich and your wife poor.
them iu anything that was done.
Inference from our general scheme of However, your fear of a “woman scornThey were behind their grade, and had rural instruction is that educatian is not ed” is groundless, for you have been for
acquired the reputation of being hope- indispensable to tbe farmer, but is In- some time supplanted without knowing It.
asked me to announce her
lessly stupid. Both teacher and pareuls tended chiefly for the commercial and She laughingly
engagement and beg of you to waste no
were severe
in their treatment of the
more time trying to smooth over what
professional classes.
needs no smoothing.
children, thinking thus to arouse them
to action. I found that in their sleeping
However, I consider your attempt to
Tbe more a man 1b wrapped up in him- mollify her
prudent if not wise, for she is
they had great difficulty in breathing, and self the colder be is.
a dangerous woman and would have made
were tossing about throughout the whole
it hot for you if she had wanted you for
Many a girl has lived to regret the day herself.
night.
she married a man just to keep some other
In conclusion, she told me to say to
They gained little sound, restful sleep,
him.
you that she knew a year ago that your
and as a consequence were In a fatigued girl from getting
heart was given to the woman you have
condition all tbe time.
A postal card sent from Billville to one
married.
of tbe absent brethren reads: “Dear Jim
When the wife looked up at her husA stout woman ia always sure she ha* —Nothin’ bat good news to tell you.
band there was relief in her eyes. Theii
off
the
button
Your
your
thinner
when
tbe
mortgage,
crap paid
grown suddenly
hands met under the table and the man
gives way, and she feels more comfort- brother broke out o’ jail, an’ your daddy
raising his glass, proposed as a toast
the
railroad
fer
out
she
discovers
has
able for a second just before
just got f1,000
Ain’t Providence “My first matrimonial case.”
the horrible truth of what is going to runnin’ over bis leg.
WILBER J. MORTON.
h&ppeD.
I providin’!”

real estate in V

He bad

ocrat.

treasurer

Cherry
Pectoral
a bottle of it in
the hous^. We have been
saying this for 60 years, and
so have the doctors.

Always keep

! hare u«ed Ayer** Cherry Pectoral in mr
40 rear*. It Is the l»eat modioli,®
world, I know, for all throat am! luna
troubles.M
MU3. J. K. NOBCKOfiB, Waltham. Mass,
4. P. AYER CO
ale..SOC.. #1.00.
44

family for

In the

was

The Lungs

astrongderoand city

deputy sheriff

Dally action of the bowels Is
Aid nature with Ayer

undtr

sary.

B. Wyman.

Levi

])K.

Mr. Brady’a father was
died in 1833. His mother died in
August, 1902. He was'one of eleven chilOf
dren—three g rls and eight boys.
these, four are living—Kate, Hannah,
widow
t William Campbell, John aud
Edward E., all of whom reside in Ells-

Eye, Nose, Throat and Ear.

a
widow, born Ellen Duffy,
daughter, Agnes. The stricken

family and relatives have the siucereat
sympathy of the entire community in

Joseph's

church

rates.

bereavement.

The funeral
St.

OF BAR HARBOR,

Office equipped with all the modem Instrument* and appliance* for the examination and
treatment of these disease*. ,3
Easy access to Bar Harbor hospital, where
patients receive the best of bare at reasonable

He leaves

sore

BUNKKR,

th*

worth.

their

Maine

wishes to announce that hereafter he will give
special attention to the treatment of disease 0f

«

one

PARCHER,

ISrofresional Carte.

can

who

and

necess Pills,

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth,

testify.
Jeremiah Brady,

in clos- touch with him

A.

C.

He was a man of unimpeachable character, and of the highest integrity, and
his loss to the business circles of E«lsworth will b'‘ -orely felt.
Although his
bearing was quiet and reserved, be bsd
a warm and generous heart, as many w ho
came

Vfr»«-

fOJ*

been alderman
was

an

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.

n.

Brady

Politically

was

was

held

this

forenoon at

Y.

church.
The
Catholic
(Bled with friends and ac-

F. SI MON TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN

SURGEON.

and

quaintances.

Asa mark of respect all the
business bouses of the city were closed

Offices In Mannfug Block, formerly occupied by
l>r J. F. Manning. Office open day and night,
except when absent on professional calls.

during the hour of thefuneral.
The pall bearers were T. F. Mahoney,
Edward F. Brady. Michael Brady, 21
J. H. Bresnaham.

and

Interment

was

TELETHON'K.

p)R.

at

Calvary cemetery.

H. GREELY,

DENTIST.

“Quick lunch" Is one of the commonest of city
signs. The sign doesn’t say “a healthy lunch o'f

food—the character of the food apparenty la not QO—iitfd. It*a JtM .t tjuick lunch
eat and get away.
Is It any wonder that the
stomach breaks down?
Food la thrown at It,
sloppy, indigestible and tunutrltlous food,
very often, and the stomach has to do the be.-t
It can. Normally there should be no need for
medical assistance for the stomach.
Hut the
average method of life U abnormal and while
this continues there will alwa>* be a demand
for Dr. Pterce’s Golden Medical Discovery.
It Is the one medicine which can Ihj relied on to
cure duteases of the stomach and other organs
of digestion and nutrition. It Is not a cure all
It Is a medicine designed for the stomach, and
to cure through the stomach remote diseases
which have their cause In the derangement ot
the stomach and digestive and nutritive system,
It cures when nil else fails.

f;«Kxl

Graduate of
-lass of *76

the

Philadelphia Dental Collegt,

•worries in Gilkr’ Block. Ellsworth.
Closed Wednesday afternoon* until further
ottce.

—

QHantrti.
all klnda done with
dispatch, at the law office
of L. F..Giles, Bank Block, Ellsworth. Julia
P. Him

rpYPEWHITING-Of
neatness aud
X

]
i

room*, in Ellswater or furnace heat.
at American Office.

connecting
worth. it*sm, hot
ROOMS—Two
Apply

Partly furnished.

(1I

IRL to do housework in a small family in
Somerville, Maas. Apply at 19 Pine St.,

Ellsworth.

Sttiirtismicnta.

Jfot Salt.
I OUSE— Mv home

at Town
acres.
to 18 tons

Hill. Eden.

Good field and
I 1 Fai of 40 to M
of hay. Two story
Cuts 15
LocaKasture.large stable, all In good repair.
Northeast
m

ouse,

tion,

8 miles from Bar Harbor ami
Harbor and 6 miles from Quarry ville, where
there are good markets for auy farm products.
Very good location for a country hotel.
Splendid view of the mountains. Will sell on
easy terms or will rent for a term of years.
The only reason why I wish to sell is that I am
not mole to work the farm on account of my
age.
Apply to E. M II amor, West Eden. Me

---

K3NGS
AND
MILLIONAIRES
WEAR SOLID GOLD

For
of 8

Kxeltjttigo.

in Massachusetts, town
where there are
many
manufacturing anil chance for
fall members of a family to work If agreeable.
Nearly new, and finished in hard wood, furWould
nace city wa»er and in good repair.
lik- to exchange for real estate in Hancock
county. Address Box 673, Ellsworth. Me.
rooms

of 6,000 population,
HOUSE
kinds of

WATCH CHAINS,BUT
THE GREAT MAJORITY
OF MEN WEAR

<

dll will have the reappointthree of the associate justices

:

o

at

proved altogether satisfactory.
The first day baa proved to be but a
preliminary which the farmers devoted
to bringing in their exhibits and arrang-

g<

810,000,000

Senator Foraker and

mint

grounds

trary to tt»e custom which has prevailed
in the past the fair this year was held
only one day. Heretofore two days have
been devoted to If, and the plan has opt

an

dent lu.1 candidates that it would mean
that one of their competitors would

get the supervision
purchase price.

agricultural

Eden

_

liquor

local

a new

the fair

families
_

the

_

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30,1903.

negotiate

of

rejoicing
is laying steel rails on entertainments, such cs ball games, run- after marriage I learn that my husband
that branch of its road, and when tbe ning races, bicycle races, pulling matches,
j loves nnother woman and only married
job is completed they think tbe running Lynch’s band, of Eilawortb, furnished me because he couldn't help himself.”
was
a
dance
music.
In
the
and
given
evening
time can be cut down an hour or so,
"Emily, I'll admit It looks black, hut
make the people think they are on the in the hall.
me time.
I may be able to clear
give
are:
association
fair
officers
of
the
The
“Wouldn’t that be
New York Central.
the “thing away.”
President, Aaron 8. Bunker; vice presi- j
lovely!”
in
a iear n away:
isn r 11 aown
deDt, Ephraim Alley; treasurer, Lester |
During tbe thunder storm Sunday night | L. Alley; trustees, Aaron 8
Bunker; black* and white In your own handlightning took to tbe telephone wtns at Plymouth R
Leland, Daniel H. Hall, writing?”
Laraoine and splintered several poles. Ephraim Alley, John Hodgkins, George
"It Is all a matter of faith. If I hail
The first pole it met was splintered from
King, Henry O. Jellison.
discovered such a letter written by you
southIt
went
from
there
bottom.
to
top
The committee on sports were Aaron 8. j and
you told me there was an explanaward and left marks on ten other poles, Bunker and Charles King; on stock,
tion I would believe you.”
and the last one it met it—well, the resi- George
King; librarian, Mrs. Inman; on
“Then why is the explanation not
dents along there have plenty of kindling
bail, William Ripbard*.
wood now.
forthcoming?”
—Bucksport

11:3'

Z\J p.
>

has

fair

socie^was held Wednesday, Sept. 23, at

the Maine Central

aa

a. m.

l*r

Harbor.

PHASES.
a

which

bear

Tbe skin of the

~

p m.
8:13

Now, boys, do be careful?

tbe last week or two,
and getting herself generally disliked,
was sent to tbe place where all good bears
go by a shot from George Moon’s gun.
She bad a cub with her but It escaped.

i5 _|6 J7 J8 J9
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
i
27 28 29130
e

being.

aroand Hancock for

13] 14

©re:,
Third

deer

find out what you are aiming at before
you pull the trigger. It would be much
better to lose your deer than to get a hu-

_9__!0JiJl

MOON S

begins to-night,
also the open season on sportsmen. It
don’t want to have an accident, just
season on

annual

mean

_

The open

The Kclen Fair—Only One Day This
Year—Officers.
Bak Harbor, Sept. 29 (speciai)-Tbe

ms FIRST....
MATRIMONIAL CASE

Simmons

Cook’s Point East BluehiH.S acres l*s
story house, stable, carriage-house; hennery; good water in house and out of doors.
Good place for summer rustication. Apply to
M. D. Cook. Lamoine, Me.

AT

Watch Chains
Just as stylish and hand-

Xotircs.

all-gold ODes, wear
just as long, and a good
deal cheaper. They are
guaranteed to give entire

some as

satisfaction to the

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cuniculocus Park. I
demand protection to life ami property
from the county of Hancock, the State of
Maiue, and the United State** of America.
Maav C. Fmbtz Austin.
f

vO

•

wearer.

You can take our word
on a watdi case as well as
the works.
When we say
a case is (fold, it is gold,
and the prices we ask are
very moderate.

NOTICE.
THEREAS my wife, Mary E. Gray, has
left me witnout just cause or provocation, I hereby forbid all persons harboring or
trusting her on mv account, as I shall pay do
bills of her coutractiug alter this date.
David W. Gbay.
BrooksviHe, Me., Bept. 19. 1903.

A.W.Greely

H AT ION WANTED
this reaches the eye of any
Isaac Q. Au** in. will the)
relatives
communicate with P. O. Bos 482, Ellsworth,
Me,? Mr. Austin died in Santa Cruz. Cal
early in 1903. aged 73 years, leaving considerable property.

V

\

1 N FO It

—

AUSTIN-If

ELLSWORTH.

of

________

BRIDGE
CLOSBD FOR

l

gHI
y*o»o#o*>. ♦o4o*o»- ♦**.««
EDWIN M. MOORE,
♦

dealer In all kinds of

^

Fresh, aalt,i Smoked and Dry

I

2

FISH.
-Ah

i

2

ft

Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsh.j
♦ Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, J
O
Lobsters and Finnan Baddies.

«

0 Campbell 4,True Bid*.. Kaat End
Bridge, »
kllswokth, me.;
5

**a*O*O4O*O»O*0*O*O*<'‘AO*Or

MISS N. F.
Public
...and

DRUMMEY,

Stenographer
Typewriter...

Seasonable Prices.
Ollas"

PromptJBerrioe.

once, Rank Block, Ellsworth.

jFoi Salt.
on

House
fikure.

High

Address C. \V.

Cook. Fraukliu,

RFFAIRS.

rilHE undersigned, selectmen of BluehiU.
X
hereby give notice that the bridge across
Camp Stream at West Bluebill will he closed
for repairs about Monday, Sept. 28. IS* 3.
Frank P. Greens.
E. K. Hbhkick.
E. J. Hinckley,
Selectmen of BluehiU.
Bluebill, Sept. 21, 1903.
_

FREEDOM NOTICE.
HAVE this day given to my minor son,
Cyrus H. Whitaker, his time. I shall claim
none of his earnings nor pay any or bis debts
after this date.
Hiram E. W'hitakkb.
Gouldsboro, Me.. Sept. 21, 1903.

I

Administrator's

S Uod,

NOTICE.

sals

of Ke»l Estate.
the Honor-

license from
able O. P. Cunningham, judge of probate
1}l’R8UANTtoa
for the
Maiue, 1.

J*n*fB

county of Hancock,
Wr. Davis, administrator of the estate of William Conway, late of said Ellsworth, deceased,
shall sell at public auction, on the 2nd day <>*
November. 1903, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, on the premises, the real estate hereinafter described, and all the right, title and
interest which the said late William Conway
A cerhad in and to said real estate, to wit:
tain lot or parcel of land situated in
Falls, and
worth aforesaid, at Ellsworth
bounded and described as follows, nameiyroaa
Beginning on the Westerly side of thecente
leading to Waltham one rod from
of said road and at Joseph T. Getcheli»
we1*
corner, then running westerly on said
cheil’s North line eight rods, then Northerly
and parallel to said road five rods, then Easi
erlv and parallel to said Getchell’s line
1
rods, then Southerly in said road five rodsonethe place of beginning and containing
fourth of an acre more or less.
Being the same premises conveyed by w*®
nu* B. Lord to the said William Conway- oy
id
deed dated August 11, 1853 and recorded
volume 97 page 258 of the registry of oeeu
for Hancock County, Maine.
Dated this 29ib day of Sentember. 1908.
Jamks W. Daws.

EjJ8'

\

0I)

Leather, good attendexhibits

fine

Isssc Britton Is confined to tbe house

of

by Illness.

AND VEGETABLES—

FAf,rv WORK
BASEBALL

AND

BUCKSPORT.

KUM

I^>cal Gossip —New Steel Ralls-Well.
BOrers Recover Drill.
Jsy I-.ee has been la Boston on business
tbis week.

anoe, good racing.

ckptionai.i.y

®

f

FA IK.

gJilIEHIMj

8. E. Ilall la home from the
Bar Harbor.

OTHER

atiractions.

season

at

The Misses McNeil are home from the
at Klneo.
cattle show and fair of the
The annua!
waa
Miss Elith K. Ginn
)C, ciunt j agricultural society
and Thursday Boston for the
winter.
»' B'uehlll Wednesday
summer

L'lil

(last «, *•
an
tbrre waa

The weather

waa

goad and

exceptionally large

has returned

to

Miss Bernice Ootden, of
Bangor, is visiting at Gay Mcmliter’s.

altend-

John 8tetson, if Milo, is
spending tbe
relatives.

In the several departments
"ibe exhibits
Several
for
heat
yeara,

week here with

*nre especially In the

Miss Grace Nichols has a
posltisn In the
office ol Carl Sherman In Boston.

seen

ere the

cattle department.

In this department
The largest exhibitors
an Id M. Allen, of Sedgwick,
tn p p
Otgnod, of Blaeblll, and E. and R.
of Sedgwick.
w 1'lnck ey,
waa up to the usual etaudrill nil May
with Ita cane reeks, ‘‘hit the moke

o'g.

Capt. Joseph Clay Is at home Iwhile |h!s
schooner, the “8. M. Bird”, Is loadlngl Ice
at Bangor.

tr„

Marlon P, Stover has returned to
position In National Park seminaiy
Forest Glen, Md.

,i.d'g(t

a

smoke,” ping

and

pong

MIbb

her

wheels

nothing of the baked
0I fortune, to say
and sideshpwa.
tesn te' ta
were good.
The
T,lt. ha shall games
resulted In a decided vlejrst daa'- game
tthe Lakewood team over the

C.

Gilmore and wife, of Kaynham,
Mass., have been tbe guestslof Hon. snd
Mrs. P. P. Gilmore this week.
The only vessel now In port Is the three“Jennie A. Stubbs” which is being
repaired by Nash McKay’s crew.

tory

master

a score ol 16 to 7.
borne team by
Tbur-day’a game waa between the strong
Castlne and a picked nine
team from
The forand Bluehlll.
from Lakewood
a score 14 to 4.
mer won by
Wedne-day horse racing waa good.
a 2.50 claaa and a
2.30
II consisted of
2 50 class Lizzie Wilkes, a
cl,,,. 11 the
of Casblst-k mare owned by Q. 8. Snow,
,lne won first place, with Mildred B.,
owned by A. T. Shute, of Prospect Ferry,
lecond, and Willie Wilkes, owned by C. E.
The beat
Winchester, of Brewer, third.

George D. Crane

have been in
Somerville the past week called there by
the Illness of Mrs. Blanche Muir.
Rev.
Howard
French, of Orland,
preached in the Elm street church Sunday in exchange with Rev. William

Forsyth.
Arthur B Trlbou and wife will move
from Bangor, and take up their residence
In the Trlbou homestead at Main and
Mechanic Btreets.

time was 2.3854|c the fourth heat ot thla race L zzle
Wilkes and Mildred B. tied tor Brat place,
necessitating another heat.
la the 2.30 data, Arollne, owned by J.
W. Clark, ot Bangor, won first money,
with Chenango, owned by F. P. Jackson,
of Stockton Springs, second, mid Agnes
B, owned by H. B. Phillips, of Ellsworth,

James
their old

Newport

Kennedy

and

the reunion

regiment, the
Wednesday.

6th

of

Maine, at

on

Christie

Miss

John

attended

McCautder

has

been

obliged to resign as assistant In the east
primary school, and Mias Josephine Hancock baa been appointed to tbe vacancy.
mirty men is at
work upon I be Bucksport branch putting
in new steel rails. They will lay the secirHCK-myuig

tion

from

crew oi

Bucksport
Chtpman’s crossing this fall.
the

terminus

to

Miss Florence Stover has been added to
faculty of the E. M. C. 8 as assistant
in the commercial department.
Misa
Stover has recently graduated from the
&
Stratton
business
Bryaut
college.
the

Snow, Castlne, was an easy winner over
Henry Welle, owned by W. J. damage,
Rockland.
Speculation was third, and
Motile Dawn fourth. Beat time, 2 33.
In tbe2.25 class Blue Will, owned by J.
H. Gould, Prospect, won Brat, with Frank
on

Stubbs,
Davis

Charles

third.
The beat time In thla race was 2.35.
Tbursday morning looked rainy, but
towards noon the clouds broke away tud
tbs remainder of the day was perfect.
The racing Tbursday was rather tame,
all three being taken In straight heata.
In the 2 38 class Lizzie, owned by U. 8.

(Continued

snd wife

The October club

meeting

of

the

will

season

hold

on

The

Its

first

Friday afterbe
informal,
plans for the

session will
principally to discuss the
coming season. Refreshments will
noon.

page T.J

be

served.

iHjbntisnncntss.

After

nearly two weeks of delay, the
well-boring crew who are sluking an

DON'T BE FOOLED INTO DOINCl

artesian well at the
ered the

SOMETHINQ ELSE.

and

"After what I have taken and done
It Is no wonder I am glad of an opportunity to recommend what cured me to
my friends.
I satfered intense agony from gravel
for nearly fifteen years.
For five and six weeks at a time I
could not work, the pain was so great
My kidneys and bladder were in horrible
shape. My back ached so 1 could not
sleep. I had no appetite at all.
I tried atout every doctor in Syracuse
but they failed to help me.
1 used nearly all the advertised medicines without any benefit.
This was my discouraging condition
when I began the use of Dr David Ken
Uedy’s Favorite Remedy. I used only
four bottles and I consider myself cured
I have no liackache at all, no
p .in in
passing urine, my appetite is splendid.
It helped me from the start and I
gained twenty pounds in weight."
FRED HOFFMAN.
1311 Lodi tit., Syracuse. N. Y.

Druggists sell it in New 50 Cent
regular $1.00 size bottles.

remains

C. A.

Scrofulous Diseases.

The
Miss

College

Girl

left college, in order better to
understf nd the conditions, she worked

or

more

(ban

a

yea* “in

starve and suffocate

sc.

store

yet bargains

kitchens

of

bread”,

and

book.

She

service.

How

the

country
living to make,

can

my

with their o*n
bund to t he butter side

I

This is what 1

proposed

of
to

their

find

women

be

so

bread?

out.”

are

is at the

that advertises for your trade.

respectable
work will cheerfully
in a mill, factory or
that

big department store rather than grow
healthy, opulent, and fat in domestic

Maine

to

the

strange women for her daily
then wrote the forthcoming

says in her foreword: “Why am 1, then,
Because 1 have observed, beard,
as i am?

the trade

only place

has

After she

Size

Advertisers in THE AMERICAN
1 he

“Tie

whose

just been published by Doubleday, Page and Co., is a
graduate of Mount Holyoke seminary,
where she made a study of the serviug
girl problem.

APOTHECARY.

rapturing

Servant.

as

Pettengill,

Ltllian

Tollers of the Home”

PARCHER,

Ellsworth,

Cape Breton,
hospital.

taken ill and landed at

where he died in the

_

an4

Koscoe

“Laurel”, Capt. Churchill,

the schooner
was

of

Sample bottle- enough for trials free by mall.
Psi'd Kennedy Corporation, Rondout. N. Y. !
read, and believed
hr. hold
K.ni.'lj-. salt fthrtitn Cream cures American girls who
oores. Skin

are

Wardwell
arrived here Friday from North Sidney,
C. B., and were buried Saturday by Fort
Knox lodge I. O. O. F. Mr. Wardwell
lived In Verona, and had no near relHe went to the Grand Banks in
atives.
The

poisons, and is the only
kiduey medicine
that does not
constipate.
and the

They

feet, and have not struck
sufficient supply yet.
William H. Genn left this week for
Brooklyn, N. Y., where he will go into
the shoe business with another party and
a
new
open
uptown establishment.
The Genn shoe store, which is
being
closed out, will remain open a few weeks
longer in charge of Miss Elizabeth Genn.

dyspepsia, indigestion, biliousness
anil rheumatism. It is
absolutely harmless and purely
vegetable. It contains
no narcotics or minerals
iu any form, no
inercnry

boring.

resumed

recov-

water in

cures

no

have

have

In the shaft,

lost

was

down about 140

Dr. David Kennedy's Favorite Remedy
is a vegetable
help to the stomach and
bowels. It overcomes and permanently

dangerous stimnlants.

seminary,

drill which

To Cure a ('old In One
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggist* refund the money if it faiisi to cure.
R W. OroTft'n signature is on each hnx. 2Se

lake

I

Km ill hu. fur ylln n iLh was at the time
In a state*>f frenz.y that would have
led hint to strike buck Imd he known
the protector was at hand.
“You've kill’d me.” Itoseoe heard
Bowen say, ‘and I've a mind to kill
you f a- doin’ it. I can put an end to
tuyseli afterward.”
"Jack, remember that once I—I loved
you.” pleaded the terrified Carrie.
"Yes, and I should have stabbed you
then before yott could have”—
Alt Iron grip from behind clutched
about the sailor's windpipe, and, after
a few vain efforts to free himself, he
sank down, his face black, his eyes
starting from his head.
“Take his knife.”
Currie seized the knife and threw It
out of the window.
“I’m going to let you up.” said Roscoe, “and we’ll have It out with fists.
I don't want the blood of such h cur on
my hands.”
It was a short fight that occurred on
Ihe beach near the house, with no witness except the Insulted wife.
Bowen
was full of rum, and Itoseoe soon
knocked him senseless, then sen• him
In care of a neighbor to his ship. Bowen sailed soon after and on the voyage
was lest overboard.

[Original.]
When Jack Bowen uiiiiii home to the
little coast town of I». lie brought uneasiness to a newly married couple,
James and Carrie
Koscoe.
When
BOwen lmd gone away on a two years'
cruise he was engaged to Carrie-Norris, now James Roscnc's wife.
Bowen as soon as his ship was
docked sauntered ashore and was
making straight for the house in which
he had left ills sweetheart when he
mot an acquaintance.
“Carrie’s all right, I suppose?" remarked the sailor Inquiringly.
“Oh, yes; she's very well.”
"I’ve come hack to marry her."
“You can't do that, Jack, for she's
married already.”
“What?”
“She married Jim Roseoe six months
after you went away.”
Instead of the pained look In Bowen's face one might expect In such a
case there was an ugly one. Without a
word he turned and walked to a tavern, where he poured out for himself
half a tumbler of whisky and drank It
down.
That evening when .Tames Roseoe
i^iditionnl County News see other paqawent home to his wife and informed
her that her old lover had come back
TRENTON.
she turned pale.
Mrs. Leon Hodgkins is visiting Mrs.
“I was In Be'ie
“Oh, deart” she said.
Googlns.
hopes he'd never come back.”
Leon Hodgkins is borne after being
“He can't bother you now that you're I
absent all summer.
married.”
Mrs. Ida Mosley bas returned to her
The wife made no reply to this, but
home in Ellsworth.
showed uneasiness in every feature.
I’m
“Never mind him, sweetheart.
Charles Stackpole and wife, of Lamolne,
have moved in town.
a match for him any day.”
a
The next morning Roseoe had half
Mrs. Guy Emery, who ha* been attend
mind to leave his, day's fishing and ing the Cherryfleld
fair, is home.
stay at home, but he didn’t know that
and wife, of Brewer, are
George
Stanley
his wife would need him or when she
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Benjamin
would need him, and he couldn't stay
Jordan.
at home all the time, so he gave her
Edward Jordan is borne, and is attend*
an extra embrace and told her if Brown
He is
ing the Ellsworth high school.
1CIUBC
«nu
mui,
uppt-'umi

COUNTY NEWS.

then, promising an earlier return than
usual, he went away. His smack and
his men were ready, waiting for him,
and they sailed to the fishing grounds^
Tile day seemed never ending. When
Roscoe thought it should lie noon he
g'anced at the sun and his compass
and saw that it could not be more than
When he looked again,
10 o’clock.
thinking it should be midafternoon. it
was barely 2.
At last he could endure
his uneasiness no longer and gave the
order to weigh anchor and start for
home. On reaching the beach he turned
the smack over to the others and started for his home.
When he passed Bridget Noonan's,
she cast an anxlons glance at him, remarking: “I’m glad you’re come, Jim
Roscoe. I seen Jack Brown goin’ your
way some time ago, an’ he was mighty
)
ugly lookin’.”
Roscoe hurried on with a great fear
in his heart, instinctively putting his
hand to his hip, where a sailor carries
his knife.
Bowen had seen Roscoe go off in his
smack and knew that an interview
with his old sweetheart without the
presence of her husband was possible,
but he feared such an interview. He
knew the devil had possession of him,
and he struggled to keep away. It was
about 3 o'clock that his evil passions
overcame him, and, thinking Roscoe
would not return till evening, he started forth.
Carrie saw him coming.
Running to an upper window, from
which she could get a view of the
ocean, she cast a quick glance sea
ward, and there within a few miles of
shore was the smack beating inward.
Then she went down to meet Bowen.
“Jack,” she said, forcing a welcome
smile, "I hope you've come back well
and happy.”
“I'm well enough, but how do you
expect me to be happy with you gone
back on me?”
“It’s better so. Jack.”
“Better so, you jade! Ho you expect
me to go away workin' and savin' for
two years for you and then come back
to find you married?”
For half an hour Carrie kept the
man aVliay, reasoning with him, making excuses for her action, begging him
to be calm when he became violent.
It was sandy about the house and no
footfall could be heard, but she hoped
at every moment to see her husband
appear In the open door. But, oh, how
long he was in coming! She did not
know that he had been warned and
was hurrying toward his home.
As Roscoe came up he heard Bowen’s voice, and it occurred to him to
move cautiously, though not less rapidly, in order to confront the sailor withIt was fortunate that
out _warning.

a

Ringing Noises

In the ears (how disagreeable they are!)
become chronic and caiise much un*
easiness and even tempt > r distraction*
They are signs of crtarrh ; other signs
are
droppings in the ti.roafc, nasal
sounds of the voice, impaired taite,
smell and bearing.
Catarrh is a constitute nal disease,
originating in impure blood, and requires a constitutional remedy.
“I suffered from catarrh In the heed and
loss of appetite and sleep. My blood was
thin and I felt bad all over most of the
time. I decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla

STOVER—At BlueMO, Sept 22, to Mr and Mr*
Ira G Hover, a son.
SMITH—At Stonington, Sept 19, to Mr and Mrs
Frank Wesley Smith, a son.
TRACY—At Eden (Sound), Sept 25, to Mr and
Mrs Jones Tracy, a son
(Ralph Jones ]
THOMPSON—At Deer Isle, Sept 21, to Mr and
Mrs Augustus Thompson, a son.

and

BOW DEN-BOB DEN-At Orland, Sept 21, by
Rev M S Preble, Miss Lida C Bowden to
Emery 8 Bowden, both of Orland.
H ADLEY WOOD—At Bar Harbor, Sept 28, by
Rev S L llanscom, Hattie Hadley to George
F Wood, both of Bar Harbor.
HUTCHINS—LEACH—At North
Penobscot,
Sept. 28, by Rev F V Stanley, Miss Mura
Hutchins to Chester Leach, both of Penobscot.
MOSLEY—RANDALL—At Bar Harbor, Sept
27, by Rev 8 L llanscom, Ethel I Mosley, of
Bar Harbor, to Howard M Randall, of P’rovl
dence, R I.
PENDLETON—ANTHONY—At Winter Gar
bor, Sept 28, by Rev G Mayo, Miss Elbe A
Pendleton, of Winter Harbor, to J Franklin
Anthony, of Bar Harbor.
TOM LINSON—ROCK—At Bar Harbor, Sept 27,
by Rev S L Hansoom, Miss Bessie B Tomlinson to George E Rock, both of Barre, Vt.
WOOD-BUNKER—At Ellsworth, Sept 28. by
Rev J P Slmonton, Miss Elizabeth G Wood to
Lewis M Bunker, both of Ellsworth.

symptoms

no

home from
have beeu

Sept.

and

Clarence

Pirie

Cures catarrh of the nose, throat,
bowels &c., removes all its effects, and
hniMfl up the whole system.
&afltoa6B ant)

|

Stesmfipit*

Commencing June 15, 1903.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
San.
A Mf A M I A M

P M P M

SoWHbr
No E Hbr
Seal Hbr.
Bar llbr... 6 8d

BRADY—At Ellsworth, Sept 27, Michael Brady,
aged 56 years, 12 days.
300GINS—At
Hancock, Sept 24, Leman
Gouging, aged 86 years, 1 mouth, 4 days.
LORD—At Trenton, Sent 20, Samutl J Lord,
aged 75 years. 5 months.
SYE —At Bu<*ksport, Sept 22, Howard Nye,
aged 3 mouths.
BOBBINS—At Deer Isle, Sept 25, Lilly N F
Robbins, aged 9 years, 10 mouths, 24 days.
3POFFORD—At Mountainvllle (Deer Isle),
8ept 21, George W Spofford, aged 75 years, 1
month, 12 days.
3M1TH—At Deer Isle, Sept 21, Miss LInnie
Smith, aged 15 years, 5 mouths, 10 days.
3MALL—At Bar Harbor, Sept 26. Mary A,
wife of William H Small, aged 42 years, 2
months, 25 days. [Interment at Cherry field J
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Frank

R H. and George M. Moon shot
pound bear on No. 8 last week.

Llewellyn Dow picked

a

300-

large handful

a

of strawberries last week.

Samuel

Dow

having his house
shingled. George Fogg aud Frank Jameson are doing the work.
Yankapoo.
Sept. 28.
ie

WALTHAM.
Mrs.
town

Giles,

Emma

on

of

business.

Austin Giles has gone to
he has employment.
B.

In

Bluehill where

..

..

..

..

....

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

Cherryfield Wednesday.
George Stanley and wife have been visiting Mrs. Stanley’s mother, Mrs. Raymond Hasiem, at Machias, the past wcok.

Charles Davis bfs purchased the farm
buildings known as the Isaiah Kingman place, and after extensive repairs, is
occupying it.
and

(Chocolate-coated)

and neurasthenia,
nervous weakness, in which the need
of more and better nourishment is so

They combine the best tonics, nervines and nutrients for all pale, nervous

lin.

An

invitation

They put

iron into the

extended

in

blood, strength

into the nerves, color into the cheeks;
aid digestion and promote sweet, refreshing, natural sleep.

Peptlron Pills, (ehocolate-coated.)
latter

a

full

month's

50c. or
treatment.

26.

Those who

able

evening.

Sept,

Steamship Company

H.

29.

Hit. Desert Division.

_

‘‘Our air

mattresses,” said the dealer,
“are all filled in the months of April, May
and June. That accounts for their remarkably resilient qualities.” ‘‘Is the air
of those mouths better than others?”

“Tney

are

the

spring months,

FALL SCHEDULE.
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♦Dally.
zSundays only, y Sundays only steamer

leaves Southwest Harbor 2.20 p m; Northeast
Harbor v .30 p m; Seal Harbor 2.5u p m, to connect with this train.
fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.

Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.

fiocUanl, Hill & Ellsworth Steamh’t Co.
**•*.

a.

HLUEHILL LINK.
SCHEDULE IN EFFECT JUNE 1, 1903.
Commencing Sunday, May 31, steamer will
leave Roc hi nd (same pier) upon arrival of
steamer from Boston (not before s a m), dally,
except Monday, for Darh Harbor, (1) Blake's
Point, (?) Dlrlgo (Butter Island), Eggemoggln,
South Brooksvlde, (3) Herrick’s, Sargentvllle,
Deer Isle. Sedgwick, Brooklln. South Bluehlll,
Bluehlll, Surry and Ellsworth (transfer from

Surry)

RETURNING.

Will leave Ellsworth (transfer to Surry) 7.45
a m, Surry at 8.30 a in, dally, except Sunday for
Bluehlll, (4) South Biuetitll, Brooklln, Sedg.
wick, Deer Isle, Ssrgentvlde. (6; Herrick’s,
South Rrooksville, Eggemoggln
(4) Blake’s
Point, (7) Dlrlgo, Dark Harbor, Rockland, connecting with steamers for Boston.

you know.”

New York Trip via Boston & Maine
Kail road.
Attention! ”1 have never driven through
such romantic scenery when there were such
variety and boldness of mountain shapes as
ihis; and though It was a sunny day, the mountains diversified the view with sunshine and
This Is Haw
shadow, glory and gloom
thorne's opinion of the "Hoosac Country”
through which >ou will pass on the Bostou &
Maine $5.00 trip to New York October 1, through
the Hoosac mountains to Albany, down the
Hudson river to New York, back Kail River line
to Boston
Send to the passenger depirtment for their
descriptive booklet, which Is sent free to any
addre-a.

7 29
AM

EASTERN

re-

Saturday evening, Sept.
attended report an enjoy-

AM

Selling Agent In Ellsworth:
G. A. Parcher. 14 Main Street.

turn, including court Sunlight, to meet
the courts here

....

z8 26 llz45
BEx s 6 f.9 6 10 9 35
8 30 11 49
Br Jc
6 17 9 42
8 37
Hid ’n
6 38 10f02 .*5 28 t8 67
Lk H
6f44 10f09.f5 34 f9 04
Gr L
6 52 lofl7.f5'42 f9 12
Nlc’ln
5 52 f9 21
7f00 10 26
7 14 10 40
Ells F
G 05 9 35
ELLS 6 1 7 21 10 46 12 S3 4 20 0 11 9 41 12 53
W Jc
7 80 10f52 12(88 4 82
f9 48
FrR .1»fOO
f6 2 t9 06
Han
t0 31 10f04
..!..
.Ilf 9
Wauk.II 13
..!f4 4f 6 38 1< f 7
MDF 6 4*
11 20 1 05 4 55 t 45 0 15 1 20
Sull’n 7 fO. 1 85
7 2t.
Han P 8 15
11 40 1 25' 5 15 7 40 10 3
Srnto 7 1
2 051..
7 06 » 0 50
Bar H 7 40
12 10 2 00 5 45 *7 35 11 10 2 85
Seal n 8 30 .j • 85
IS 00 3 29
NEH 8 50
12 2»» 3 40
0 55
8 W II,*.4 00 .i 7 < 5
12 30 3 60

Prepared by C. I. HOOD CO.^Lowell, Mass.

lodge-room in Frankwas

AM
9 80

A.M

z3 45

are

valescents.

Sept. 19, by invitation, court Snyetic
»d court Sunbeam, I. O. F., were royally

entertained at their

1«*J5

Sundays
....

Tickets for all points South and
invaluable to delicate West for sale at the M. C. R. R.
and girls, invalids and con- ticket office, Ellsworth.

sufferers;

the

A M
l>
M
7 00 11 05 12 4(
AM
PM 1>M
ll 30 3 15 *4 55
11 34 3 19 4 59
5 06

8 00 *9

..

anemfla, paleness,

—

A M

....

Are nutritive as well as tonic, and
therefore in full accord with advanced
science as to the proper treatment of

*1

A M

9*45

..

Pepiiron Pills

fair at

..

....

2l6brrtisnnrnta.

women

F. and Charles Jordan attended the

..

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

AM

apparent.

Ellsworth, Is

..

....

Kng’r *5 Of 6 05

Sunday, Sept. 27.

Jameson went to Boston to-day.
Fran k Jellison and wife, of Wbite Head,
htve been visiting relatives here.

..

..

..

...

am

Sch Lulu W Eppes, Patten, Boston.
Sch Jenny Lind, Closeon, Bar Harbor.
Sch Hussar, Bunker, Northeast Harbor.

prevalant here.
Galen Dow is ill with typhoid fever.

..

..

Bstn

Ellsworth Port.
ARRIVED

M.

1b

PM

..

....

Potld

employed.

Whooping cough

days

8 50.11*20 y
z
*7 10
9 00 11 30 y
7 20 ..
9 20 11 fid y
7 4'
10 30| l CO 4 CO *9 00
5z45
Sorrento...!— 10 85
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Sullivan...... 4 25
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6 30
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6 38
Waukeag..|7 87 II 27
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7r4 > 11130
5f05. f0 41
Franklin R 7f48
8f»5. f6 50
Wash** Jc 7 56 II 49
10*35
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5f24
ELL8W’H 8 0* 11 56 2 23 5 3i 10 26 10 43 7 08
Ells Falla 8 16 12r01
5 37
10 48
7 14
Nlcolln
5 52
UtOl f7 27
8t’8 12 16
Green L
8 28 12f25..
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11 10 f7 38
Lake H.... 8f3G 12*32
GflO
tlf!7 17 43
Holden
8 44 12f40
6 18
11 S4 f7 50
Br June... 9 03 1 00 3 20 6 38
11 43 8 09
B Ex. St.. 9 10 1 07; 3 35 6 45 11 35 11 5(
8 16
Ban M O... 9 15 1 10 *8 40 6*50 11*40 11*55 8 20
P.Mi PM AM AM AM PM
Portland. 5 35 7 40 l 05 4 20 4 2( 12 30
0 no 11 CO s 57 7 25 7 25
4 00
NY dally ex Sunday I a7 05
....

PMI

MARINE LIST.

are

MOUNT DESERT FERRY.

P M

....

Northeast Harbor, where they

29.

catarrh,

of

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

—

DIED.

have

now

have a good appetite, and sleep well. I
heartily recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla to
all my friends.” R. Long, California Junction, Iowa.

MARRIED.

senior.

George Moore

a

abbcrtiacmuits.

BORN.
HR \ Y—At Stoning!on. Sept 23, to Mr and Mrs
Thomas Henry Bray, a daughter.
EATON—At Little Doer Isle, 8ept 16, to Mr
and Mrs Edwin E Eaton, a son.
liRA Y At North Deer Isle. Sept 35, to Mr and
Mrs Ralph A Gray, a daughter.
CORD—At Holden, Sept 29, to Mr and Mrs
Harry 0 Lord, a son.
RICH \RI>S—At Sunshine (Deer Isle), Sept 12,
to Mr and Mrs Ernest G Richards, a daughter.
SMITH—At Trenton, Sept 22, to Mr and Mrs
Alfred BSmith, a son

85.00

Commencing Monday. Oct. 5, 1903, the steamer
”Mt Desert”, Cant F L Winterbotham, leaver
Bar Harnor Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
at 10 a m.. touching at Seal Harbor, Northeast
Harbor. Southwest Harbor and Stonlngton,
connecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.

RETURNING.
From Boston

Monday and Thursday

at

5. p.

m

From Rockland Tuesday and Friday at 530 a*
touching at Stonlngton. Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor und Seal Harbor.
K. s. ,i. Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. H. HANSCOM, G. I*, and T. A.
m,,

Calvin Austin,
Vice-president
Gen'l Mgr.. Fopter’a Wharf. Boston. Mass.

Without
with

a

an<

(1) Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays.
(■2) Tuesdays. Thursday s and Saturdays when
requested by passenger
kb) Slop when signal Is displayed at wharf or
upon notice from passenger, during months of
June and September; dally during months of
July and August.
(4) Stop when flag is displayed from wharf dr

upon notice from passenger.'
(8) 9top same days and conditions as when
going eastward.
(7) Mondays, Wednesdays anil Fridays, when
signal la displayed or upon notice from passenger.
Note—This company will comply with above
schedule, except in ev« nt of unavoidable causes
of delav to Its steamers.
Dally trip schedule In effect June 1 to Oct. 1.
O. A. CKOCliLTi,

Manager, Rockland,
Rockland. Me., June 1, 11)08.

Peer!

Ellsworth’s

Mu.

The Favorite
Best

Cooks.

The supreme test of Flour comes in the using of it—in making bread, cakes, pastry, etc.,, etc. And then it is that
ROYAL stands out above all other flours; better than the best of its fellow brands; superior to all other flours that
This isn't'‘newspaper talk ; it's the unanimous verdict of the hundreds of cooks in this
ever came to town.
^
vicinity who have given ROYAL Flour a fair trial.
Don’t bother any

longer

with inferior flours!

way to spoil your food and temper, and make cooking expensive. Tell us to send up a
with the other wise cooks of Ellsworth that you’ve hit at last on an ideal all-round flour.

It’s

proven-good ROYAL, and rejoice
High-priced? Quite the opposite! What’s your
barrel of

our

a sure

order?

FLOYD & HAYNES, Cash Down Grocers, 34 Main Street, Ellsworth

COUNTY

all O

subscribe 8 at 106
i
post-offices in Hancock county: j For additional County Kent*
her papers »»i the County com-

bine*

iot

RIOAN ha*

TBfc

o/

thr

reach

so

of the oniy paper printed

Hant

ounty

be, bu
rest

only

claimed to

never

c,r

a

paper that

ton, where she bas been

OCNTY

>

page*

^

list, is larger

than

of all the other papers printed
Ray Stinson is working at the Farnsck county
worth sardine factory at Southwest Har-

I

in Be

4
Ha

UN

<

other paffm

closed

Norwood, of Owl’s Head, is
mother, Mrs C. H. Sawyer.
or and son are building a stable
ll'trper, at Center.

Mm

P.
r

V

for A

Parker,

M is

of Mi.

Desert, spent

a

with frieuds here last week.

few d

Hh

vlurphy
irphey is

Kubrti
Mm

*rge

Hauif

are

building

is
toe

stable.

a

architect

Nio«er*on aud children, of
visiting Mrs L. K. Hodg-

Si.

s

ganist

or, visited friends here

east H
At

d ulnistrator’s sale

h

Miss

Evelyn

term

prem-

attending the fail
classical institute, Charleston

he

Carver is

her

*

9

pt

Miss L tty is
and

Miss
a

late

the

Latty

Mellie

Robertson,

Mr.

to

of

daughter
Mercy

young couple have the
wishes of a host of frieuds.

was

Laity.
hearty

he

D.

Tuesday.
f

8*

Emery accompanied

Mr

Bangor.

ir as

evening of the 19th Mr. Barnard
preac he^i a sermon on th words: “On tbirock will 1 build my church.” The sing
On t».e

lug

unusually good. Ail the
supplied with new hymnals,

wai

Qu

*ent

and

detained thereon account

were

accid r.t

to

tt.e

“Seoenoa”.

of

an

Another

Sept.

here, although some of them reached
by -am from Waukeag station about
midi, gut,
Mr. Ives preached his last sermon at the

28.

Thelma.

GO IT’S ISLAND.

Thursday.

last

Sunday afternoon. Hi* sub“Wuat it is to be a Coriaiian”
It was full of earnest thought and deep
meaning for the future of this church,
and for dl Christian living.
A vote of

and

Miss Reta Staples, who is teaching on
Duck is and, spent Sunday with friends
here.

his services

y

Harriet Roosevelt Richards is the
was tendered Mr. Ives for his zealous and
j gue»t of Miss Eiizai eth Peterson, at Petit
ecrnec’enetous work during bis services
Plaisantu
At

here.

the

close of the services

the

Miss

i

J- unie Grindie, who has be: n visiting relatives here, returned to Stoniogton
last Frio ay.
V
Mrs.

meeting of the society was he d.
The old board of officers was re-elected,
annual
and

nine new

members

were

added to the

Sloop yacht “Roaring Gimlet”, Capt:

church rolls.

H. Webber, of East Biuehill,

JR.

Sepr.21

|

HANCOCK POINT.
C. F. Chester aod wife have returned
from a visit to Brooksville.
W 1 iam
assistant
Thurston,
light
keepi r, is visiting at Bass Harbor.
Selwyn Penney and wife spent Sunday

with

r*

iai

ives

here.

E E. Wood and

wife,

wife, and Dr. Robinson

of

spent Sunday
Oirter.
W.

Harbor

with her

Phillips

H

to

visit

|

oun^,

Mrs. Emma

has gone to
his brother,

Southwest
Dr. J. D

Phillips.
Mi-s Elta Chester has gone to New
York where she will be employed for the

spend

Leeu

friends here and at

M.

few

a

c

8. H.

Remick anti wife attended

quarterly meeting

Kirkpatrick,

and Mrs.

Paul, Minn., last week.
Mrs. Mina Stap'es and daughter Marie,
and several young j eo
from Atlantic,
can e brre w-ith Capt. Freeman Staples in
his yacht last Saturday.
Frank A. Babbidge, who is in the employ
of

Cot

short

are

stop-

Amy Hopkins
Fredericton, N. B.
Mrs.

1b

St

amer

h«

re

at

Mre. Caroline Moore returned Saturday
after a two weeks’ visit at Booth bay.
Miss Clark, of Georgia, is visiting Mrs.
K. K. Thompson.
The Leiaud reunion

will

be

_

It's fully to suffer from that horrible plague
Duau’s Ointment
of tbe eight, Itchtng pika.
-ad pbnaattebiiy. At any drug
cmivo,

store,» cents.—Advt.

Harbor, hss

relative* here.

t

Spec.

»n

intend-, to build here

in s

borne

|

Sunday

The *tore occupied by G. F. Hooper has

repainted.
Janie* Havey !•» having his
paired and painted.

house

re-

!
!
j

much

who has been employed
yacht “Scud” this season, is home.
Mrs. Julia Morey, who has been vlsttreturned

to

her

pleased

Willie

tbe

ing here, has

The

home

in

Castine.

as

well

in

interested

as

iu

Wasgatt

for

poor health

came as an

2*.

Chips.

Fernando Morse

is

having

a

two-story

Dr. urn! Mrs. H. W. S nail
this week.

were

in

Port-

land

William

visiting

Holmes,

her mother

at

who

Bass

has

been

Harbor, is

home.

son

Basil

went

Monday to Castine, where they will be the
guests of Mrs. Howard Lowell.
John Pray and Emerson Sadler have
Maine general hospital
by Dr. Small for surgical treatment.
S.
Sept. 28.
been taken to the

SAUNDER8.

y

glad to see George P. Clark again.
Mr. Clark did ail the work to get the mail
route established in this part of the town,
and drove the mall five months. He left
last June to visit bis daughter at Belgrade,
'"here he became ill and went to the city
hospital at Augusta, where he had an eye
AH

are

:

|

at

was

some

unexpected

Wednesday,

bouse

Rev.

Wallace

Cutter officiating. The greatest sympathy
is felt for the family.

Mrs.

services

Vivian Conner, of Castine, is visit-

large part of the summer colony has
gone. A few cottagers remain to erjoy
the beautiful sutumnal

days.
Capt. Jeremiah P. Hatch, an aged and
respected citizen, died at his home Tuesday, 8c pt. 22. He leaves a wife, four sons
and two daughters.
A

large number from here attended the

fair

Wednesday at Bluehil), where a delightful day was spent. J. S. Snow is
receiving congratulation* on the tine
record

made by hi* “little trotter” Lizzie

Wilkes.

Sept.

SOUTH

from

There

his

v
Mi** Blanche Smith is home from Newton Mass.
J

Georgia Coggins and 1. H. Coggins
spent Sunday with their parents.
Mtss

Mrs. D.

R. Me Re a. her

Watson and
yesterday for Brooklyn, N. Y.
son

Harris Turner, of Walth*m, spent Saturday and Sunday at Mrs. 1) W. Kel ty’s
Miss

ECvely ne Jordan,

the

of

of Dt-xier, v* as
Mias Bertha Wooster Sunday

guest
Mrs. R. H. Young left Friday for

an ex-

tended visit with friends and relatives
Boston and New York.

Sept. 21.

in

was

a

pump to take
tbelr quarry.

sltrfjcrtisnnnUs.

5 cents
cents

is

pouni
what a young woman paid
twelve pounds of flesh.
Eight

She

paid

a

for

thin and weak and
dollar for a bottle of

was

one

Scott's

by taking regular doses had gained
twelve pounds in weight before
Emulsion,

the bottle

was

finished.

Eight cents
heap for such
terial.

and

a

is

valuable

Some pay more,

masome

get nothing for
their money. You get your

less,

some

worth when you
Scott’s Emulsion.

money’s

We will send you
free.

a

buy

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
409 Pearl Street,
50c. and $1.00 ; all

New York.

druggists.

Subscribe for The American

who have been In town for
borne Saturday.

may aee the display of game ss brought
by these aportamen. They report duck

being

very
28

Hepl

Miss Alta Sn

Gilbert ismtmts.

Rescued from

East

interest

centered

last

bail, which

was

work which

worth,
The

hHH

forma the
Carltou

been

nperintending

front

new

basement

McUown,

in

building

will

the

work.

now

collapse

her

spent Sunday night
cousin. Miss Minnie

Several of

townsmen have built a
eight miles from Franklin

our

camp seven or
Hoad station.

The

last

of

last

week,

George Moou, of Hancock, with bis
brother Boland, and George Bilcbie, of

are

bu»il> engaged in cl arlug the wrecked
by ecowlng the
Not dauuted
wood and coal to the beach.

Bar

Harbor,

exploring around the
Koiaud and Ritchie were
resting. George Moon started a bear
which Ritchie saw and tUed at; then
both Ritchie and Roland fired and laid
the animal low.
George Moou fired at
the cub but missed it.
The btar was
sent to Bar Harbor.
The men do not

sbeda of their content*

camp.

were

While

misfortune, the firm will soon begin to build another wharf with firmer
f -undatio is, and warranted not to slump.
The recent death In New York of Albert
(
M <t In wh, a promine it lawer and literary
ia
Southwest'
t Ink it is the hear wb eh has been seen
man,
dieply regretted by
Harbor pen,, e, especially by the library lure several times, as she bad a cub. One
in
hi*
death, loses a night last week a bear entered the apiary
association, which,
Treruoni
generous
patron i*t
pub 'C of MUs A. H. Austin and destroyed three
»
wi
ha*
o
on»l*ully shown his b'v a of honey.
libiary, one
interest in its advancement, senoing each
Sept 28.
O.
year both money and books, wishing no
GREAT
POND.
special mention mad-of his gifts, bcii g
Mrs. Nellie Haynes is on the sick list.
content to insure ti»e steady grow th and !
oeneficial infiutuce to the townsweopte of |
Mr.
Alien, of Sedgwick, was here
J
the library privileges.
the

Friday.

i*

gular c .incidence that another
Mrs. Mary Williams,went to
Brighton,
young lady, well known to Southwest | Mssb., Friday.
Harbor people, will enter the state of mat- 1
Mr.
Roundy and Miss Bracy have reFriends here of Dr.!
rituony ou Oct. 7.
turned to Clinton.
and Mrs. George E. Street have, in adEsther, the little daughter of F. E.
dition to the wedding cards from Mr. \
has been quite ill.
and Mrs. J. J. Lawton, received invi- : Mace,
Albert Haynes and family will start for
tat1 on cards to the wedding of their
daughter Helen Lennox to the Rev. Jo Mary lakes Tuesday.
It

a

Watson

of

Thursday.

BBBCHLAND.
in

Caddie Robertson visited friends
Eastbrook recently.

Mrs. Garland

Miss Mary Hardison, of Eastbrook, is
visiting Mrs. S. S. Scammon.
Mrs. Mary Wilbur, of Eastbrook, is visiting her granddaughter, Mrs. Carl Butler.
The

glad

to

many friends of F.
see him out again.

Cousins are
He has been

tained the
week.
of

very

gentleman widely

case.

1 was getting worse, ami was told I was
incurable, i was indeed in a critical condition. 1 could not go from the house alone,
I tried
as 1 was liable to sudden collajise.
hospital treatment, but no relief or good result*
came to me.
I could not sleep; anything that
1 ale increased my agonies; 1 was extremely
weak, restless, tired, and despondent; wa*
obliged to walk alxout with my hands pressed
firmly into my left side to ease my pains; my
feet and hands were cold continually; bad
inclination to vomit, had profuse, cold sweats,
and would be racked with

>

J

quick breathing,
pain for hours at a time.
After the regular use of Paine’s Celery

Compound

pleasantly

for

a

time, I

am now

health, have good appetite, and

kind of food. Thank God 1
once more, all
through the

in the best o'
can use

any

my old
of Paine

am
use

FOU TWENTY

YEARS

DIAMOND DYES

bav* been the stamiatil home djrea. E'crjr diacor
them
•ry to dying l>a* been utilized to Improve tno*
Today they are the simplest, strongest, and boo
reliable of all dye* for home uae. Direction
aud 46 dyed aauiplea free.
W, have a epeviel deperlment of advivv. end *1
answer
free atijr questions about dyeing, cent
•ample of gooda when possible.
DIAMOND DYKB, Burlington, Vt.

C.

PARCHER,

A.

APOTHKC AltY.
Maine.

Ellsworth,

Ills of

Childhood
Liver, stomach and bowel com- \
B
plaints, blood disorder*, feverishness, nervousness, aud the trrita- B
ting ami debilitating conditions B
m
brought on by worms, are quickly reB
cured by
lieved and

m
m

M

M
m
m

permanently

I Dr.
■
m
B

■

B

True's Elixir!

It is

a wonderful
flesh and muscle.

dren strong and
years

used

everywhere.

tonic and builder of

Makes weakly cotFor
robust.

an.l praised
86 o»nt* at

ovf*
mot**™

by
all druggls

I
■

■

I
■

enter-

ladies’ club Tuesday of last
Boston the first

8he will return to

October.

Last week the Great Pond ball team
played in Amherst. The home team won.
Saturday the Amherst team came here,
and the result was reversed.
Sept. 27.

confined to the boose nearly all summer.
Miss Roxie Bragdon has returned home
from Orono, where she has been for a few

*

Celery Compound."

the

street

Park

a

|
|

sir

Ranney, pastor
Mrs. George, of Franklin, is a.guest of
j
Congregational church, of her cousin, Mrs. Lewis Bhumau.
A
is
to
Conn.
be
held
Hartford,
reception
Clifford Archer was in Mariaville SaturIn the vestry immediately after the cereHe purchased a horse from George
day.
mony.
Frost.
Spray.
Sept. 28.
Mr. Billlngton and son Harry, of Banwere in
town from Tuesday till
FRANKLIN.
gor,
William

from

**

home in Ellsworth to-day
Alt sincerely
regret their departure, as they were agreeable neighbors.

be

recently

in the capital city of the Ikuninion of
Canada. We refer to Mr. Alfred Brown, 9*
Connor St., Ottawa, Ont. Mr. Brown’s
the fact that the
etter fully demonstrates
;ieatest sufferer may cast off his? or her 1 urden
»f disease and become well, strong, and happy,
(t proves, too, that the great medicine main1
ains more fully than ever lie fore its unrivaled
1
dace in the estimation of people of wealth
and social standing as well as w ith the masses,
Mr. Brown says:—
ar/
“1 acknowledge with thankfulnc
pleasure the fact that I have been cured J a
very painful illness of eight years’ standing :y
| use of Paine’s Celery Compound. I ha b
during the years of my illness, tried almost a.}
the advertised medicines without deriving any
good results. 1 was also treated by several of
tire best doctors of this city, hoping to find
, that one of them, at least, would understand
mown

my

parents, Alex. Martin and wife, last week
Stephen Gross and wife move to their

of the coal wharf of Farns-

workmen

I Am Now In the Best of Health."

Ttllie Martin, of Bar Hsrbor, and
Harvey, of Hancock Point/visited their

& Mayo last week was a matter of
regret to all their to*ftape >pie, but tt la
t .ought tb».t t he great, r pari of the coal

saved,a*

After the Use of Paine's Celery Compouad,

M ins

worth

and wood will be

MR. ALFRED BROWN,
A Prominent and Popular Citizen, Says:

to Uouldsboro last week.

commenced.
The

Bangor with

Mrs. Rose Young and little daughter
Muua visited her sister, Mrs. Julia Tracy,

the

Elis-

soon.

Mullan.

week

of

Robinson is
in Boston
intend moving to

Miss Sadie Mullan

raised

of

THE GREAT HEDICINE.

mass

relatives who

California

more

eight fret and roiled back upou the frame
structure.

a

brook.

visiting

is

d T re in out

ar« ui

3elery Compound

•omes

Mr?. Sarah

thought that the change of ellLemuel Lurvey
mate will be beneficial.
will nave charge of bis house during his

and it

by

PAINES

surplus water In

have removed

Mrs. Mary Kimball, of Brewer, spent
Sunday with her couain, Fred Graves.
Howard Tracy and wife, of Bar Harbor,
were catling on relatives Sunday.
Henry Butler and wife spent Sunday In

become

or

buffering

and Death

steam

a

Willie Walker, of Hancock, ie at work
for his upcle, William Miles.

housekeeper of her uncle, L. Smith.
Patrick O’Connor is making plans to
spend the winter in Florida, and will be
accompanied by bis wife and son. He
year

putting in

last week.

the

a

Unk Frmmb.

_

ifcb of Caribou, has again

has been out of be-iitb for

as

The greatest of modem physicians, Prof,
'dward E. Phelps, M. D., LL. 1>., after years
•f long practice and close scientific study, gave
0 suffering and diseased men and women his
would be but a small job to do should It
uarvelous, life giving prescription, with the
become necessary, and thus give access to onviction and positive knowledge that it had
1 *eculiar virtues and
a large quantity of well
ample powers to cure.
preserved granite.
I Thousands of the strongest testimonials from
Spec.
Sept. 28.
i he best known and most reliable men and
vomen of our country fully sustain the claims
FRANKLIN ROAD.
nadc by l>r. Phelps regarding his inc
parE. K. Graves, of Waltham, Mas?., is beta. ible Paine's
Celery Compound.
fur:
most
of
the
One
hed,
convincing
Mrs. Jesse Brown
proofs
visited iu Egypt

factory,

returned toSouinwest Harbor to

In

scarce.

and

of the

They

week, went

Messrs.

grout and paving stock to get at tbe
now lu hand.
This sheet is over
ten feet deep and nearly 160 feet in length.
The width of it is what they are after
now, but It will be a long time to use
what is In sight. They lease tbelr
quarr>
of Crabtree A Havey; it ia on the
edge of
jd Immense swt.mp, and are
ditching and
draining tbe swamp of part of tbe water
in wet time are under consideration. It

wreath

handsome

feilew-workera at the

care

a

Towns, Demsey and Bsyns, „|
Boston, are In town on a abort
homing
trip. They are at Hotel Dority where one

sheet

Mrs.

little

Haturdsy,

Hooper, of Melrose, Mass
Winifred Bryant, of Boston'

Miss

tbe

|

pound

Blue, of Melrose, Mass., with
t*0
who has been at Hotel
Dority for
two weeks, ,efl for their homes

friend-,

of

Mrs. Beatrice Page, of Hallowell, with
daughter, is visiting her sister
at the home of'Mrs. Silver.

by

W.

cot.’

Miss Martha

etc.

are

8

Belie B>ake and Mra. Charles
B!»k,

church

writings

Dunbar Bros,

her iufant

Much

HANCOCK.

the

select

deportment,

absence.

L.

28.

in

oi

ot’hla

Mra. Georgia Foley and Mrs.
DeWltt
who have spent the summer at
their
age here, went borne Monday.

1

j

friends in this

mer, is at home.

placed

i„

apeud .a.*

The many friends of Victor
Friend
to hear
oerloufl tllnc«<«.

and

board

publishing

some

to be held

are

besides special offerings from Scboodic
vicinity.
y/
lodge and Halcyon assembly of Pytbian
Miss Kate McDonald, of Camden, is the sisterhood, and many from individuals.
The widow end other relatives have the
guest of Capt. M. W. Grindle and wife.
George Turner, of Cambridge, Mass., is sympathy of all.
C.
the guest of his sister, Mrs. Mary Perking
Sept. 28.
Miss Ada F. Conner, who has been emSOUTHWEST HA KB OR.
ployed at the Pentsgoet hotel, is at home,
Arthur Freeman’s pretty cottage ia now
v
Miss Mary E. Ward well, who has been
finished and will soon be occupied by
employed st the village through the sum- Mr. and Mrs. Freeman.

ing

be

soon

Saturday

Mr.

1

announcements,
clippings programmes of entertainments, all about the
here in the Methodist church every evenEpworth league and Sunday school affairs,
ing this week, conducted by tbe pastor, \
prayer meeting dates and topics for the
Rev. Wallace Cutler, and every night next i
ensuing month, names of deserving scholweek
Rev.
E.
C.
except
Saturday.
ars wh • rank highest in class
attendance,
Peterson, of Franklin, will be here.

Special religious

dowers.

NORTH CASTINE.

a

went
where the will

E. Waagatt and wife returned to
Ea«
B jet on S-turday. after spending the
summer at their cottage.

of managers to handle
indefinitely. The columns afford tbe society a neat and economical means of
bands of

J*n

triends,
Monday,

cold weather.

proval, aud it will

time, his death
Tue funeral

blow.

u

nd son, wno have been
vtaltlng
Southwest Harbor, came home

The October editiou of the&earcA Light,
issued in tbe interest of the Metbouist
church and Sunday school is out.
The
little sheet la meeting with general ap-

Monday. Though

died

in

\Dlrose, Maas., are aorry

evening with games aud recreation.
Thirteen dollars was cleared as a starting
fund towards the building of a winter
veetry ou tbe rear of the church, where
services aytd sociables can be comfortably

the

Martha Gray

Mrs.

K st Boatou,
I
i winter.

are

was

Busaell Mnrgrage, of
Castlne, is viso,-.
at 8. E McFarland’s.

Mra.

during

*

Mj,

^

week.

a-i

bee

held

,,,

BKOOKL1N.

tbe

the grammar
visitors wbo attended were

NEWS
L

ferny Hry,

j

Gerriah.

afternoon in

* rfrf.Mon.l

*'*’

Von tie Etye, of
Bangor,

Pearl Tripp will move into bis new
cottage as soon a* the painters, Martin A
Gatcomb, are done with their work.
children
8. Doonell wife and
C.
returned to Ellsworth Wednesday after a
visit In town with the family of R. F.

exercises.

Whitney Lowe,

on

Friday

on

school.

^

fail.

bouse built.

Mrs.

COUNTY
!

WE^T SULLIVAN

Francis Stanley and Simon Ash
shingling their stable*.

Marion Wilson observed parents’

Miss

day

yacht “Turtle” this summer, is home.

tbe

excursi nists. Among them were Charles
K. Ovington au.i wife, of New York
Mu

held at

Evergreen hall, Trenton, next Saturday,
Oct 3
8.
Sept. 28.

j

A daughter was born to Capt. and Mrs.
Ralph Gray on Sept 25.
Charles Thompson went away Monday
to join tbe steamer “City of Bangor”.
Montaford Haskell, who has been on

“Creedmore”, of Bar Harbor,
Sep*. 19, wilu a large party of

Mrs. Dora Stinson and

visiting friends

Haskell arrived

yachting.

1 st nis home the

Cleveland Hooper, who has been visitping with her parents, Isaac Vincent and
wife, while her husband is in the Boston ing bis home at Prospect, nas returned to
Minturn.
hospital for treatment.
John Estey and wife, of Cambridge,
Qu’te a fleet of seiners were in the harMhbs., who have been rusticating her*, bor this week.
They report mackerel
were called to Campelio by the illness of
very scarce.
Mrs. Charles Estey, who has been taken
Kock and parties have been putting up
to the hospital in Boston.
poles and wires for the Swan's Island
Are.
Sept. 28. _"
Telephone Co.
WEST TRENTON.

Burton
from

Bros., at Bar Harbor, made a
I9t.ii. He is on

ner

C4

at Miriavilie.

James Nelson and child

sea-

ATLANTIC.

Dr A L. Douglass, wife and child, who
have been visiting bin father, J. H. Doug
Isas, have returned to their home in Woonsock**, H I.
Mrs.

osed for the

the

Georg* J bison and wife spent last week
in Bangor and Newport visiting relatives.

|

|

W.

Charles Haskell has been quite ill

maid left

left for St.

Ovingt
Sept.

MARLBORO.

with

J. O’Neil, wbo bad bem their guestb

came

E

wteks

Tremout.

.Paul cottage is

Mr. and Mrs.

son.

ng

Mrs John Martiu, who accompanied
on a trip to sea, has returned
home.
28

of Seal

Mrs. John M. Williams leaves this morning for Portland where she will attend the
grand assembly of Pythian sisterhood, as
representative of Halcyon assembly.

on

Albert D. Moore aud wife, of Boston,
have

the sttamer “Creedmore”.

Sept.

here

cruise last week.

Winter.

her huxband

was

A.

V
Mrs. Edwin M. Joyce and daugh.'er
Bessie, of Atlantic, are w ith Mrs. Puilip
Moure for a few days.
a

The S

Bangor, spent Sunday here.
Miss Lulie Clement, of Bar Harbor,

and

Lynam,

college.
Miss Nellie Noonan, of Petit Manan
Point, Is .pending the week with Miae
Susie Over and other friends.

academy,

A

^

fall term of school commenced Sept.
is taught by Miss Estella Perry.

The

21,

whs:

for

Stevene

escape from lnstaut death.

Grace Peterson left for Philadelphia

Miss

church lust

appreciation

be the order of the

to

family have moved to the
west side of Bass Harbor in a part of tbe
George Galley bouse; Jake Butler has
moved from the Bay View house to the
Centre for the winter. Jason Kane, who
has been living at McKiuley, will move
into a part of Altou Pomroy’s bouse.

r

thanks and

to

and

gers
here

ject

seems

of disasters.

seems

narrow

Higgins

finally took the passeu ers to Mt.
Desert, Ferry, and the disabled boat was
repaired Huffieientiy to bring the paBsen
Bte*m

Capt. Murphy

Fred Thurston has moved into his newhouse and gone to housekeeping.
Alfred

a

large delegation of ladies from
to Bar Harbor last Saturday

a

ie

here

em-

this week.

New Haven, the port where

bound.

was

very

pew-

elfi
from M m. O
H. Dure l, of Cambridge,
alit r of Mrs. C. A. Stimson.
were

y'

Another shock to the neighborhood
day. Andrew Stinson and David Thurlow j Frank Hardy, of Camden, has returned
was the death
of Hiram
Ftrnald oi
nave moved their families to Stonington :
home, after visiting t wo weeks with his
at the home of J. F. Perry where
—tue steamer “Creedmoor” taking them; graudfatber, Amos Hardy,
I Tuesday
be was boarding.
Mr.
Fernald
was
Willis Cstidage bas sold his house to Fred
i George Preasiug aud family, who have taken
suddenly ill while working In the
Thurston, and moved to McKinley, where been guests of
Capt. Roland Lowe, have
factory Monday, and though nothing was
be will work in the factory.
| returned to their home in Dorchester, left undone that would relieve him, be
George W. Davis returned from Boston | Mass.
J
I died Tuesday night. The funeral was on
Friday with his son Merrill, who has been
Miss Etta Ratcliff was married at btr
| Thursday at Gouldsboro in the Union
in the city hospital for over four months home in
Rockland Sept. 17 to Frank M. church. Rev. Wallace Cutter officiated.
j
with a broken leg.
Young Davis can’t
Thompson, of this place. Rev. F. E. Scboodic lodge, K. of P., attended iu a
step on bis foot yet, but gets around very Simonton, of Rockland, officiattd.
body and conducted the services at the
well with the aid of crutches.
He had a
! Sept. 28.
E.
cemetery. There were many beautiful

SULLIVAN.

tier

Mrs.

Saturday, accompanied by
Gladys.
George W. Murphy has received

Moving

Mi** Clara Brldgm tn, who has been the
of Mrs. W. O. Emery for several
gub
returned to her dome in Pittsfield
las

candidate last Saturday

a

been a guest of Mra.
past week.
Fay F. Larrabee has gone to Philadelphia to rea.ime his studies at Jefferson

NORTH. DEER ISLE.

sister

have bis share

Tbe

good

Sept. 25.

oti

C. U. Larrabee for the

senior.

a

rank

medical

Sept. 21.

Trask took

from there to

Kichmoud L.

Mrs.

she has been

first

M«hs Mabel

In

den.

word from her husband saying he was out
iu the g*le of Sept. 16, and lost spars and
sails. He was towed into New York and

Sullivan.

of

|

re-

relatives

visiting
Sept. 17.

now

Irving Ray i«* borne from a visit of a few j
weeks at Marblehead, Mass.
8cboodle lodge, K of P, worked the1
nght.

Master Grieve and wife, A. T. Glllis and
wife. Miss Ethel Wescott and C. D. Bow-

Zulma S. Clark is still at Manset

Mrs.

heali 1.

On

where she is

Swan’s Island

Miss « ar ver was a member of the class of
’04, Ba Harbor high School, but was com
pelifd o make a change ow ing to ill

marri *1

Blnehill-George

the

Rev. A. P.ThompDix and Miss Bertha
Murphy to Gott’s Island yesterday, where
Mr. Thompson preached.
Mrs. Will Holmes and little daughter,
who have been visiting her mother, Mrs.
Samuel Stim-on, went to her home on

for |R>>
Mi-

!

Miss Ethel Wardwell has returned to

bas been

son, Mrs. Blanche

d

Anse

J

Ethel Wescott returned Thursday

Cape Roster, where
ployed as table girl.

jm*,?**

*<Set

gone
sardine

Capt Will

Hept. 10, tbe property of the late
K. Hodgdou was bought
by
.t (Chester,
of Northeast Harbor,

ises, >•
Kendtci

visit among

from

this mouth.

ot

recently.

the

on

a

mc

Mr.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Massachusetts.

visiting her sister, Mrs. Abbie Stanley,
before she leaves for Monbegan the iast

Moffet, of Mt. Desert, orMary’s-by-the-Sea, North-

ffe

*c>.

Naira
J

will entertain

'AdditUnuil Oountf* A’«ct

her uncle. William French.
French and hi* daughter M*y are

week* with

"COUNTY N EV S.

bas

bis

Mrs.

dou.

J. W

I

Mra. E. G. Abbott, of Portland, returned
Willis Thomas in at home from Bar HarMiss Effice Grindle, who has been em
to Boston, having
a few days
bor, where he panted tbe summer as bell
factory very early. ployed this summer as pastry cook in tbe home Monday, after spending
Jordan Pond house, Seal Harbor, returned with her sister, Mrs Ernest Klee.
boy at the 8t. Sauv* ur.
Other factories are going full blast.
Rev. Wallace Cutter baa moved from
Saturday.
Mias Gertrude Goodwin, of Portland,
L W. Rumili went to Granite to press a
Mrs. Lendall Franks, who has been Gouldsboro, where he has spent the sum- and her friend Mr. Thompson are in
iarge quantity of hay he has bought loose
for town spending tbelr annual
autumn
Leou and Howard Pomroy are helping spending several weeks with her mother, mer, and Is srttled at G. W. Colwell’s
vacation at W. B. Goodwin’s.
Mrs. Frank Cushing, left Thursday for the winter.
him.
her home in Bath.
Miss Mabel Leavitt and her
grand'1 tie Epworlh league gave a programme
Benjamin Mayo and wife, of Southwest
Several members of Halcyon grange mother, Mra. Leavitt, of Guilford, have sociable Saturday evening, at tbe K. of
Harbor, visited Mrs. Mayo's mother, Mrs.
returned home, after spending
a
few P, ball. Aftti the programme ice cream
L M. Lunt, Friday.
Mrs. Luut is im- attended PomQna grange at Verona Saturwas sold, and tbe young folks finished up
day. Among the number were Worthy weeks at Dr. Larrabee’s.
proving.
O. Rich

SEAL COVE.
vis t

grange

turned from

visiting relatives, bas returned to Manset. Beatrice
Lunt accompanied her.

vV8«

r.

i

County Nor*

-m*'

m-

l

Clark, who

tb

cousin, Mrs. A. T. Gillis.
P. Soper and wife have recently

A.

bor.
Cora

and

with her

Port and, where bis vessel is loaded
Charles Thurston camo home this week
from his summer yachting for the winter.

‘ecord’s

fast,

missie grange Saturday evening.
Miss Ernestine Macomber spent Sunday

for

Barb.

summer

Halcyon

morning

this

gaining

NORTH BLUE HILL.

business.

on

Capt. Willard Rich left

is

almost an well as ever. He Expects to
retnrn to Belgrade In a few days.
L.
Sept. 22.

Lunt bas returned from Bos-

Oort rude

He

removed.

Leon P niroy has bt ugbt a fi-hing boat
to go fail and winter fishing.
^

in

can prop
paper; all Ike
nerely local papers. The circula
hi American, barring the Bar

tiled

a

Hot.

the

is

U

srly

and has

net other

WEST THE MONT.

The Amer-

many.
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NEWS

on

every

box. 25c

NEWS.
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County AVw*

I nal
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Y., and Mrs. Henrj B uw.i, of Bar Harbor, are kuchik uf Mra. If. M. Wataun.

other page*

*«e

Nettie Hleifina and d-uufhlfr
Sidle leave to morrow for Arooatook
County, wber they will spend the wiottr
with relatives.
Mra.

WINTER HARBOR.
is Hi.
jjr«, Cora Joy
summer people have
the
nil
,u,
Al)

(Original.]
There was trouble in the camp of the.
Sept. 28.
yf
McDermots. For years they had run
their stills in the heart of the Great
ASHVILLE.
Smoky mountains, and never had they
U. G. Bunker, who has been
having been surprised before. But now their
quite an id turn, is etter.
stills were gone, some of their men had
Schooner “Susan Frances”, Capt. Clar- been
eliot, while the rest, after scatterence
Martin, arrived with freight last ing, had come together at the river
week.
fork to consider what to dc.
Fllie Sperry, of South Gouldsboro, vis“There’s jist one thing to do,” said
ited his mother, Mrs. M. A.
Robertson, Branagan, “and that is to wreak vengeance on the man that give ns away.”
Sunday.
“And who was that?” asked Ian MacMrs. Lizzie Carr vMted Mrs. E. J.
Carpenter at her shore cottag-; one day Alister.
“And who knows better ’n .toil know
last week.
y
yourself. And you’d own, too, that it’s
Miss Mary J. Goodwin will
spend this the schoolmaster if
you wasn't
week at West Suiiivau as the
guest of stuck on his daughter.”
Mrs. B. B. llavey.
Ian MacAlister had long been a lendMrs. E. H. Hodgkins went to Marlboro
er among them, but since their last
last week to spend a lew dajs with her misfortune, which
they attributed to
mother, Mrs. 8. 1. Hodgkins.
Cameron Swift, the man who taught
y'
M rs. E. J. Potter went to Suiiivau la6t
their children and who, though he conweek to keep house a few days for E. 11.
demned their occupation, had before
Buuker. Her granddaughter, Miss Lida always been their friend, they had broken away from MacAlister’s influence.
Duke, accompanied her.
For Ian would not listen to a word
Mrs. George Young, of Franklin Road,
has been spending a few days with her against Swift, and th« gang attributed
sister, Mrs. Julia Tracy, and other rela- this to the fact that Ian was the slave
tives. Mr. Young came Saturday night | of Lucy Swift, the schoolmaster’s
daughter. Branagan had scarcely spoand accompanied her borne Sunday.
ken when there was the sound of
George Farrin aud wife went to the horses’
hoofs, and a young girl riding
Chcrrytleld fair last week. Others who j astride
pulled up in their midst.
went wereC. G. Small and bis Bister, Miss
“Scatter boys, scatter. The ‘revenues’
Maude, G. H. Robertson aud wife, F. H. i
have got wind that you’re here and beBtau and wife, E. E. Hammond, Thurlow
fore morning they’ll be here.”
Hauimond, Alden Robertson and bis son
“Go back to your father,” said one of
Ralph.
the gang, “and tell him tiiat we want
28.
B.
Sept
no warning from him or any of Ids
kin.”
81JRRY.
MacAlister. seeing that he was powC. F. Staples baa bad bis store newly
erless to protect the girl from insult,
painted.
without a word took her horse by the
Wline E. Phillips came home Monday
bridle anil led her away.
from the hospital in Bangor.
"It’s no use, Lucy.
The men have
George K. Ingalls has moved into the been Informed that your father put the
P.
C.ark
bouse
at
North
Bend.
George
‘revenues’ on to them, and they’re not
Capf. H. C. Young came home Satur- to lie convinced to the contrary. Go

re-

turned.

bia boats for
E. Tracy it hauling up
Inter.
from this place attended the
gt,v
Cberryfb Id fair.
who has been In New York
j0 ,n Surry,
i*ome 0,1 ** two-weeks*
ii

tb©

vr

gbe1®
Yica’on.

Si pben FrnihtngTl(t Ho el Hanover,
r

«iuu

be.open during

or, will

•.

t<

e

months.

been In the vicinity of
j. j/. Tracy
week working on the
gt ,|t,,the past
has

Jenin* H'

case.

and family. w.,o have been
summer here, have now
Jose, Cl.

.Miner

A

the

ep-nii
mov’d

to

."an

y/

,j.uiian has bOi ght the store co n*
1
Smi h- Old Store
'nas the
„tv k
tbtnking of repair ng it for
«ol?. ,{
st ire and
uig h< u>e above »uJ
^

jdwl
plum iat bop

./

beneath.

Richardson, who has b en
in he laiv office
eepl | d »’ lenographer
chief <pe ator in the
of B. K. Tracy, and
ft T iep-.one .xUe« En, la d Telegraph
cb»n e here for the ast t ree years, went
Ellsworth Met week.
lo bo hum at North
Sbe has many frlenda h re «i,o are very
ol her departure. Her p ace
to he.
vie

1

Krry

Mary

by

taken

i.n-n

b,,

Harmon,

Castlne.
8 pi. 28.

of

Reo.
SEAWALL.

*•

St

Newman, who

lina

has

been

vered.

b.:-

Hi,

C-*Her has been working for

I

aj.

at Mans

Hopkins

.1

air

i.

iley Dollver has been vi-iting
and brothers at Oak Point.

a

her

M-'t-ey Moor®, of Bass Harbor, Is
r daughter, Mrs. Julia Stanley.

at
fir-;.

alter Newman has been to the
Mr?, Newman began
reunion.
/
a No. 4 last Monday.

\

If,
in

day after an absence of over two mouths.
His vessel, the “Franconia”, is at Franklin loading staves for 8. 8 Beammon.
■>/

Blake and Mrs. Annie Blake
B »y, who have been visiting at
after’s, returned to Brook in la-t

M

Belie

aui

G*
mtv'i.

Justin Mullen, of Blddeford Pool,
the‘‘Frank Jones” last Saturday
to v• it l er sister-in*Isw, Mn. Samuel
Moore, and other relative-.
Hir*.

on

cam

Georg K.*nt dislocated bis arm Saturhall,
day while at work on Masonic
Southwest Harbor. It was quickly put in
are expected.
no
serious
results
and
place,

Myra Torrey,

Mr-.
wa*

here last

of

Benjamin Dolliver,
Friday she went to Bangor for
ment, and
she has
sis

er,

r<

Saturday.

turned

Island,

Swan’s

visit ng
her father,
and other relatives.

wtek

eye treat-

This week

gone to Sedgwick to vis t her
Sophia Torrey. Her brother

now

Mr*.

tir*r, and will make a visit to
home.
Swan's Is and before returning
Mr*. Doll -.er is in very poor health.
Dolly.
Bept. 23.
wem

with

NORTH
Mi*s Elvira
Boston.

LAMOINE.

Austin

has

returned

to

Mi-, Gertrude Brandon is home fr<
Boston for a short Hay.

m

Cro*by Young went Saturday for
short visit to relatives iu Gouldsboro.
Mi-s Addie McFarland, of Oak Point,
Visiting her cousin, Margaret Young.

a

la

wife, of Bar
short visit here the last of
the week, returning home Suuday.
Mrs. Caroline Eaton and her sister,
Mrs. L. A. Austin, start this morning for

Wellington

Harbor,

Barbour and

ade

u

Lo*dl, Mass.,
the winU?r

in this

where

they expect

to

spend

ith relatives.

w

Threshing
ous

a

machines have been

numer-

vicinity the past week,

which

I. N.
speaks well for the grain crop.
Salisbury is the largest grower. He estimates his crop at 1.000 bushels.

Darin? the heavy showers of Sunday
night and Monday morning lightning
struck a telephone pole opposite I. N.
Salisbury’s, splitting and shattering it in
a most
singular manner, and following the
line southward, it visited eleven poles,
leaving its mark ail along the way, and
breaking several bottles. The last pole
visiud was on E. F. Young’s hill, a Bhort
distance from his residence. Some of the
■plinters dew thirty feet away. It is safe
to say this is the heaviest shower that has
visited Lamoine this season.
Y.
Sept. 28.

WEST SULLIVAN.
Archie Bunker and sister, Miss Lula,
recently spent a few days with relatives in

Sorry.
°i

Miss Lizzie Traoy was recently the guert
her slater, Mrs. Fred C.abtree, at

^orth Suiiivan.
Mrs.

H. H. Havey and Mies Koxie
Trscy spent Sunday at Prospect Harbor
wRh the former’s
parents.
./
R- K. Joy and
wife, Miss Cora Havey
*Qd Eugene
Springer spent Sunday with
Mrs. Joy’}
parent! In Franklin.

Roscoe J. Speed*
ly a teacher*

Lowell, Mass., for(Jouldsboro, was a
8oe&t at S. S. Blinker’s a few days last
week.
rQe

of

in

Harvard H.

Havey went to Fairfield
P’riday to spend a short time with his
brother Andy, who has played ball with
Ibe iearn there this season.
The sociable
at K. of P. hall Satgiven
urday evening by
wa-;

largely attended

the
and

Epworth league
very

successful.

Pleasing programme of readings, recita^10118
and bongs
given, ice-cream
was

**rved» and
ciety.
8«Pt. 28.

neat

a

sum

netted

for

the

Harvey

B.

|

SOUTH HANCOCK.
R« C.
is building a piazza
Smi^h
e,i ot his
hoise.

so-

on

the

D. Black and mother, of Wol-

a®ion, Mass., called on friends here Saturday.
Mrs. Emeline Jarvis, of Brooklyn, N.

H

j

away

iroui

uere at once.

(Continued from

page 5

)

H. owned by Roscoe Holmes, Ellsworth,
second; Armine third. Best time, 2 27. y
In the race for green horses, F. M.
three
Rowe’s Biuehiil Be;le won
in
straight heats. The best time In thfa race
was

3.07.

Each evening there was a grand ball in
the town hall, which was weti attended
Wilson’s orchestra furnished the music.
PREMIUM

LIST.

Fo'Iowi.ig is the premium list. Residence of exhibitor, when not otherwise
mentioned, is Biuehiil:
CATTLE.
A L Clo-Hon, No Sedgwick, short horn
bull.
A E Weu’ott, pole angus heifer. E
C Young, Surry, Jersey hull, 1; Dutch
1.
Wallace
bull,
Hinckley, Sedgwick,
yoke oxen, 3 Eau-d K W Hinckley, SedgHereford
wick,
bull, 1. E A Hinckley,
Sedgvv ck, Hertford cow, 1 and 2; hull
call, 1; heifer,!. Parker Hinckley, Sedgwje^, yoke steer-, 1. G B Divis, Surry,
Hereford cow, 1; heifer, 1
Charles EmerEben Hinckley,
ton, Jersey heifer, 1.
Sedgwick, Hereford heifer, 2. F P and G
M Alien. No Sedgwick, Durham cow, 1
and 2; Durham 2-year old, 2; heifer, 2;
heifer culf, 2; steer ca f, 1
W aiter Stover,
steer calves, 2. AC Osgood, Jersey heifer,
I. Charles Inman, Durham heifer, 3. JerA N Os
sey cow, 3; Holstein heifer, 1.
good, Durham bull. 2; Durham heifer, 1;

Jersey heifer, 2.

George Pert, Holstein
Dear, Holstein heifer, 1.
A W Hinckley, Holstein heifer, 1.
F H
Allen, Durham heifer, 1. G S Osgood,
Jersey cow, 1; Durham heifer, 3 Pascal
Friend, No Sedgwick, Jbrsey bull, 1.
heifer, 2.

E T

DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.

I

IVLrs O T Hinckley, bed quilt, 2. Flora
Bilfrhgs, set doilies, 1. Nora Morse, croMrs Vesta Cbatto,Sargent*
chct shawl,2
Mrs R O Coggins,
ville, worsted quilt, 3

Surry, drawn rug, 3 .Mrs Hiram Harding, Saigtntvi le, drawn rug, 1; couch
1.
lace
cover,
Margaret
Hinckley,
trimmed apron, 2.
Edith Chase, white
Emma Osgood,
skirt, 1; corset cover, 1.
sofa pillow, 1.
Eihtl M Stover, battenburg collar, 1 Fannie Stover, drawn
work collar, 1; bted chain, 1.
Mrs A F
Stover, pr bed shoes, 1; pin cushion
Emma Jean McDowell, knit
cover, 1
shawl, 1; crochet trimming. 1; drawn
work handkerchief, 1. Mrs B L Curtis,
Mrs S Billings, patchwork
doiiie, 1.
Annie H Grind le, yarn, gratuity ;
quilt, 2
Mrs Kenney
pr mutens, 1; pr gloves, 1.
Grindle, pr socks, 1 Mrs Frank Stover,

S

ered
collar, 1; lace handkerchief, 1;
“I wish yonM come with me,” she batten burg doily,
1.
Fannie Soper,
said as she started on, ‘‘and quit the worsted quilt, 1.
Mary C Saunders,
Mrs A C
OrUnd,
patchwork
quilt, 1
forever.”
Charles Anderson has moved from the gang
Mis S
(Jonary. pr socks, 2; pr mittens, 2
Hut Ian had work before him .just I
Stover house in the village into apartSmith, Sedgwick, sweater, gratuity;
He feared the men wore going
then.
work aprons, 1; bed slippers, 2;
Mexican
ments in the bouse owned by C P. Jarvis
knit esse, 2. Mrs Horace Herrtcx, camp
to move upon Cameron Swift, seize him
on the Ellsworth road
The Stover house
Puebe
mat, gratuity ; stand cover, 1
and
him.
In
a moment he was
hang
has been bought by Henry Shapleigh.
Mrs Horace
(Jaedage, knit glove-, 1
back, and just iti time to hear Brana- Ail* u, Sedgwick, Gee, 1; collar, 1. Mrs E
Joseph Brown, who was burned out gan propose to do exactly what he P Bauson, drawn rug, 2
Mrs Susan
week before last, hH9 moved into the
Lzze
plut,c, gratuity.
feared.
Turning before he was seen Moon, pewter
drawn
work
2.
bouse formerly owned by George Neve.s,
Darltrg,
handkerchief,
he ran after Lucy to warn her, but was Mrs Laura
Lowell, N Penobscot, drawn
of Conary v;i.e. Through the kindness of
too late.
He kept on. however, on foot work apion, 2. Mrs Mark Devereaux,
friends Mr. Brown haa b^en provided
till he came to a farm where he pro Penob-CM, embroidered doiiy, 1; bitten
centre piece, 1; silk quilt, 1; lace
witb bedding and furniture sufficient to
cured a horse and never drew rein till burg
trimmed apron, 1
Mrs Laura E wel.,
make a fresh start at housekeeping, and
he dismounted before Swift’s cottage smocKt'l pillow, 2
Edith Kane, tatienhas his family together once more in theii
and told of the danger.
hurg tab e cover, 1 AUce WithHm, emnew home.
“You’ll have little time.” he said, “to broidered center piece, 1; shoe string bsg,
gratuity. Nettie Webber, handkeichi- t
G.
Sept. 28
get far enough away, for they're n-\*\r case, gratuity. Mrs L'ZZ'e Cohary, lace, 1
behind me.
Mount my horse and let Mrs A R Oonary, gloves, 2; crochet shawi,
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Lucy mount again and ride as fast as j 1. Mrs Mary Mayo, Mexicau work
Miss Martha Barbour returned this
waist, 1
you can."
week from Bangor, where she went to visit
HONEY, DAIRY PRODUCT'S.
I know who was the traitor."
“But
her sister.
Mrs A E Wescott, collection preserves,
said Swift. “A ‘revenue’ told me. It 1;
jillles, 1; preserved strawberries, 1.
|
Th» re was an interesting meeting at the
was IJ rami gun."
Mrs James Billings, loaf white bread, 1
church Thursday evening under the leader‘‘That won't save you. They’re blind Mrs U M Ain, No Sedgwick, butter, 1
Mrs A W Hinek.ey, bu. ter, 2
Mrs Annie
ship of Rev. Mr. Jt*c <son.
with rage, and just now Branagan has
collection
Urindle, brown
bread, 2;
Joseph Thurston and wife, accompanied them completely under his influence. ptekbs, 2. Mrs Frank Stover, jedies, 2
Sadie A len, coiled n. pickles, 2; b eao,
by Mr. Thurston’s mother, left for Cam- (Jo at once.”
[ 2 E lit Powers, Sedgwick, orown brew*
bridge, Ma*s., Monday. The elaer Mrt.
“And you?" asked Lucy.
Pascal Friend, No Sedgwick, hotiey, 1.
2.
Thurston will spend iho winter with them.
I’ll stay here and stand ’em oil' us
FLOWERS.
ns
I
can.”
School commenced Sept. 14. t *ught by
long
Fred Atherton, sweet peas, 1
Mrs D E
In
less
half
than
an hour there was
Miss B. u ah Pressey. Supt. CoombH was
Urindle, co'.iecuou bouse plants, 1. Mis
Horace
a
commotion below, men calling to
Herrick, geranium, 1. Mrs Matl ie
in town this week visiting the schools
each other and shouting vengeance. Gray, No Penobscot, sweet p*as, 2. Annie
which are progressing finely under his
Urindle,
pansies, 1.
Ian listened with his hand on the
able supervision.
PAINTINGS.
schoolmaster’s rifle, which lie had takRev. Mr. Jackson preached a fine temHerman Howard, cartoons, 1.
Mrs E
en down
from the wall, waiting till
SunLvnam
Wardwetl,
sermon
crayon portrait, 1.
perance
Sep’. 20, temperance
should come up. lie had looked Curtis, cartoon,
they
gratuity.
Margaret
I-land
Sw'-n’«
to
Mr.
Jackson
goes
day.
and barred the house and taken posi- Hinckley, pencil drawings.
this week to exchange with ttie preacher
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
tion at an open window, where he
later
to g > to eastern
there, intending
A E Weseott, Cleveland potatoes, 1;
could fire through closed blinds. He
He
week".
In
about
two
Maine, returning
Hoowilrike beans, 1; ruta bega turnip-*, 2
had no mind to hurt any of his comS P Snowman, bail acre Wheat, 1.
A C
reports good progress on he chu ch debt
rades; he wanted the blood of Brana- Osgood, Mills cabbage, 2; ox heart carrots,
at Sionington.
gun, me man woo liau oetrayeu mem.
1; yellow beet, 2; Hubbard squash, 1;
Sept.
On came the gang until they emerged sweet corn, 2; pop corn, 1; pink eye
white beans, 1; string beans, 1;
beaus,
from behind the trees and stood in Luna 1;
LAMOINE.
beans; sheaf D I oats, 1; peck largfront
of
the
Then
house.
Daniel Emertuu, 4th Ju.y
est potatoes, 1.
MaeAIister,
in
Bar
ia
Mrs. Maggie Whitaker
visiting
with the muzzle of his rifle pointing potato, 1; cattle beaus, 1; largest turnips,
Harbor.
D E Uriodle, new queen potato, 1;
1
between the slats of the blind, aimed
Herman
Horace
beauty, 1.
Herrick,
Miss Sadie Boynton is spending several
straight at the heart of Branagan and, Indian chief beans, 1; marrow fat peas, 1
weeks at home.
taking advantage of a moment when Win Hinckley, improved yelloweye beaus,
Miss Cordle King and friend were in
the traitor was not in motion, fired. 2; beauty Hebron potatoes,2 A 1 Leach,
U
Mountain
potato, 1; Pride’s early
Bangor Saturday.
Branagan fell dead.
potato. 1; table beets, 2. G F Candage,
MaeAIister threw open the shutter early Vermont potato, 1 and 2; largest
Mrs. Mary Coolidge is visiting relatives
and sto' d where his form could be seen, pumpkin, 1. N F Marton, So Penobscot,
in Sorrento and Gouldsboro.
white gent potatoes, 2; early Canada, 1;
though his features could not he distin- stray beauty,
Mrs. Betsey Young is spending a few
1; C beans, 1. Edw Robinfor
the
darkness.
guished
at
CranA Clark
bou, citron, 1; pie pumpkins, 1
days wilh her daughter Florence
N
is
Penobscot,
"Fools!”
lie
cried.
“It
cHbhage, 1; cauliflower, 1;
Branagan
berry Isles.
H S Dunbar, carrots,
Hubbard squash, 2
who
us
Search
him.
I-ike
gave
away.
2.
GB Davis, Surry, eariy Rose potato, 1;
Mrs. Hattie Boynton, who has been visitas not he has his bribe in his pocket.”
Geo Morse, sheaf oats, 2.
Clark No 1, 1.
ing her parents, Nathan Boynton and wife,
John
a
friend
of
was
Eben
Ilnnson,
Ian’s,
Hinckley, Sedgwick, ears corn, 1.
haB returned to her home in East Boston.
V
the only one who recognized the voice. D E Grindle, ears corn, 1; cabbage, 1;
Lombard plums, 2
E S Haskell, Clark’s
Mrs. Oscar Crabtree and daughter, and
Jumping for the fallen body, he thrust No 1 potato, 1; early cal, 1. A T Glllls,
Miss Castix, a cousin of Capt. Crabtree, his hands in the
but pulled out sheat wheat, 1; beardless barley, 1; wheat,
pockets,
from North Carolina, were guests of N. B.
Edw Mclutire, 6 weeks
nothing. Taking off the coat, he tore it 1; barley, 11.
R H Clough, Surry, beauty
Coolidge Friday.
in pieces, and five new. crisp $100 bills, potato,
tlet-ron
Hpotato, 2. S Billings, 4th Ju'y
Sept. 28.___
fresh from the United States treasury, potato, 2
Forest Nevils, yelloweye beans,
T
1
A
Giliis, half acre wheat, 2; barley,
fluttered to the ground.
BLUE HILL FALLS.
beardless barley, 2
Edw Leach, Peru
1;
Then there was a sudden stillness,
van
F S
B. A. Gray Is ahmgllng bis buildings.
squash, 1; grange potato, 2.
and MaeAIister, unarmed, walked out Hinckley, barley, 1; oats, 2. F H Allen,
9. C. Grlndle and family aro borne from to them.
G Mountain potato, 3
Frank Snow,
W D ThompBlack island.
beauty Hebron potato, 1.
“Boys,” he said, “it was the school- son,
half acre potato 1
S W Allen,
K. O. CLalto is caring for Messrs. master, whom you’d have hung if I
Sedgwick, tomatoes, 1. M C Devereaux,
No Castiue, granger potato, 1.
Teagle’s and Cochran’s homes at Parker hadn’t forestalled you, who was told by
Pascal
Point tor the winter.
a
‘revenue’ that Branagan was the Friend, No Sedgwick, onions, 1; early rose
tomatoes,
potato, 1; pipe
1;
Harmony
Hancock county teachers’ convention traitor. He was worse than u ’traitor, beauty potato, 1; half acre potato, 2; table
for he not only took a bribe for giving beets, 1.
will be held at Bluehill, Friday and SaturFRUIT.
us away, but to turn suspicion from
day, Oct. 2 and 3
himself led you on to murder Cameron
A E Wescott, astrachau apple, 2.
8 F
Schooner “Martin W. Bates”, Capt.
Snowman, naldwins, 2; astrachaus, 1;
is unloading Swift. You’re spared a crime.”
Billings, of Little Deer Isle,
C H russets, 1
A C
“We wronged you as we did the porter, 1; wealthy, 2;
lumber at the wharf here for the Nevlu
O.-gooii, King Tompkins, 1; wheat plums,
#
schoolmaster,” said ofie.
1; tomatoes, 2; plum tomato. 1. N Norton,
cottage.
“You were always the best head in S Penobscoi, col fruit, 1; porters, 2;
SUBSTITUTE.
9ept. 28.
bel flower, 2
F P and G M
the lot. Tetl us what to do.” said an- du'ebess O, 2;
Allen, No Sedgwick, russets, 1; bell
other.
flower, 1; northern spy, 2; gravensteln, 1;
BIRCH HARBOR.
“What I am going to do is to give up dutchess O. 1 J M McKenney, Surry,
is
Crosby Young, of North Lamoiue,
‘moonshinin’
forever, and I’d recom- nodheads, 1; miidiugs, 1. E P Babson,
bartlett peats, 1.
Geoige Pert, N Y
visiting relatives here.
mend to each and every one of you to
greenings, 2 Joseph Snow, fameuse, 2;
visited
Mm. E. G. Abbott, of Portland,
If you will. I’ll go to nodheads, 2; grapes, 1
do the same.
F
H
Allen,
northern spy, 1; baldwlns, 1; R russets, 2;
V
relatives here last week.
Cameron Swift, and through him I beR
1
2.
greenings,
1;
gravens
ein,
Stephen
the
lieve I can get immunity for all of us.
yfiss Fannie Lindsey, who spent
weaa hj.
F
S
Conary,
Bray, King
mother at Otter Creek, What d’ye say!”
Tompkins, 2 Mrs F C Mayo, Martha
pant week with her
A R Conary, favorite pears, 2.
Ian did get immunity through the crahB, 1
returned Saturday.
and F.
schoolmaster, and every one of the Pa-cal Friend, N Sedgwick, purple gage
Dm. H. H. Homer, of Franklin,
p>um, 1; Lurbank, 1; grapes, 2; S D
were called
went to work at an honest calling.
Sullivan,
of
gang
W. Bridgham,
I plums, 2.
D. M.
for
Ian.
he
a position on the
As
took
POULTRY.
of
illness
Capt.
critical
here by the
railroad and. having a head for admin
E Robertson, tan tailed doves, 1. A F
Rice.
|
Listratlve work, soon became one of the : Giliis, R 1 reds, 1; Ply mouth rock, 1; do
Sept. 28.
1; R I red chicks, 1; Plymou*h
prominent men on the line. Lucy Swift i chicks,
rock cockreis, 1
Mrs A W»sci tt, Plyof waste
married him after bis new career was mouth rock chicks,'2. W R
There is a smaller amount
Butler, black
than in assured.
cultivated
apple
MABEL
C.
the
BRADLEY.
Mallard
ducks.
in
Mrs
E R
matter
ducks, 2;
No
R
I
red chicks, 2
Domansky,
Castiue,
foods.
most other

28._Ec;o.
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A POET’S ALOOFNESS.

BLUE HILL FA IE.

MOONSHINERS

'ih
Manner In Which Wordsworth
Wbm Ilcaardc'l by 111. Neighbor*.
1

The worthies of Wordsworth's villuge in the lake country of England
bad their own ideas of his value as a
man and a
When questioned
poet.
after his death as to his personality
they readily admitted that he was kind
to those who were in sickuess or need.
They could count on him on a pinch.
But he did not hobnob with his neigh- j
hors.
“He did not notice them much,” said
au
old man in answer to questions
asked by the author of “Lake Country j
Sketches.”
"A Jem Crow and an auld blue cloak
was his rig,” continued the old man.
“And as for his habits, ho had noqn. i
Niver knew him with a pot i’ his Ueiid
or a pipe 1’ his mouth.”
After deep probing the author brought
out:
“Yes; Wordsworth was fond of a
good dinner at times if you could get
him to it. That was the job.”
Then the poet’s aloofness was again
j
touched upon.
“He was forever pacing the roads
and his own garden walks and always
He was ter’ble'
composing poetry.
throng in visitors and folks ye mun
ken at times, but if he could get awa’
fra them a spell he was out upon his
walk.
“And then he would set his head a
bit forrad and put his hands bchlnt his
back. And then he would start a-bumming, and it was bum, bum. hum, and
go on bumming for long enough right
down and back again. I suppose, yo
ken, the bumming helped him out a
bit."

Aotius*

NOTICE OF POKErLOSI't
Frances E. Gray, of Pi no brook,
Hancock county. and totate of Maine,
It day
hy tier mortgage dt eo dated the sex
of February, a. d. \9>>2, and reoor. e
in the
Hancock registry o( deiris, nook 87*. page 262L
real
conveyed to me, the undersigned, c
estate situated in Penobscot and Buehil], in
said Coun y, bounded ami dtsctitn
.»» iollows: B« ginning on tlie town 1 in•
ween
Penobscot and Bluehill on the Ji>
t land
owned Tty Joan E. Gray: thence w»ru.
t*-rly
ou said town line fitly-three tods
stake
and stone; thence westerly ou ► t.•
v.ill
ctree
forty-one**rods to stake and stoi
northeasterly on stone wall ten rod*. I -ako
and stone; thence westa rly on atom
I
5xteen rods to stake ami’ stone
an
thetfte
*l,edce
westerly to a large Norway pine t<
southwesterly to stake and stone o>- Hnd of
Joab E. Gray; thence southeaster!
u said
and
Gray’s line twenty one rods to
stones; thence utterly on tin* said
ay line
to said tow n line aud place of beginn, g, containing thirty three acres, more 01
Ateo
the premises sold aud conveyed t.
id B.
«
Gray aud B« njamin H. Gray by 111
Perkins by his deed dated April 7. a. d
so and
recorded in Hancock r-gistiyot
hook
to
whicl.
deed
retert i><
171, page 529,
may bo
had for full desciipiion; also on.
I of.a
tract of land in B uthill and being
outheasL halt of lot No. 41. Uitiicioi m
ob by
land formerly owned by Pi hit
h »
..ins. on
the east by laud own,d ‘by John I
n
and
north by J.,ud owned by David ,♦
i.y aud
Benjimin H. Gray, containing i.
irty
iand
eight acres, excepting the m*-a
deeded by toiiednck Gray. Al-oomot a
tract of land in Bluehill, hounded
lows.
.non
Beginning on the land of Elisha I.
♦he hard ground off from he meadow, tbeiMte
northeasierly by said line to th
eath;
thence on said heath to hind of Lewi- O indie; t hence southwesterly ou sain t.. mdle’s
line to the high
it'ixx-cstround; thence
erly on high ground to place if leg. >ning,
containing all the meai.ow land inside stud
of said
bounds; and whereas the conditb
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of tne condition i hereof,
I claim a foreclosure ot said mortgage.
Geo. M. W\*rrkn.
September 12, 1908.

WHEREAS

>

<

<.

NOTICE OF FOKKCJLOfSUK
‘\TnrHEREA8 Blanche G. Reed, of ’rower.
in the county of Penobscot, aud State
TT
of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the 15th
day of July, a. d. 1902. and recorded in the
Hancock registry of deeds, nook 377. page50,
conveyed to me, the uhdersigned, certain parcels of real estate situate in Dedham in the
county of Hancock, and bounded and descijbtd as follows:
Beginning in the northerly line of the lot of
land conveyed by Wilbra to. Crockett to
Not n Good Looker.
A. Cooper, deed recorded in
Emily
Uncock
From the mountains of Camden. Me., ^ registry of deeds hook 243. p. 157, t /lake;
thence in a northerly direction, ingrfy feet
comes a story of a Philadelphia mermore or less to a st«k- ; thence westerly one
chant who has a summer cottage in hundred and twenty-four feet m> le or less to
that village and who wished to ex-1 a stake standing by a pear tree; thence southerly sixty-tint e leet more or less t> a -take;
change a lively horse which he owned thence westerly two hundred feet more or
with a French Canadian who had a lees to a slake in the easterly line ot said
H toper’-, line; thence in a south' rly direcmore gentle animal, which
won^n and tion twenty seven feet more or It ss to a stake
children could drive. The Frenchman in said northerly line of said Hooper’s land;
thence in an easterly direction by said Hoopwas willing to trade, but for some rea-1 er’s northerly line three huudieu am
twentyfour feet mor or less to the point begun at.
son insisted upon repeating to the
Being the same premises convey tu to me by
...
i.,
Ibaa
Itor that the local horse did not “look” Wi'.iiun I. R..,A
ami recorded in Hancock registry of deeds,
as well as the one belonging to tbo
hook 333, p. 98- Also anoi her lul or parcel Of
land situate in said Dccham, viz.:
Philadelphia man.
Beginning at a slake in the fence on the
An exchange satisfactory to both
nortneiJy line of the- Frje lot, running thence
parties was eventually made, and thu north seventeen degri e* ea-t t hirty five rods
first time the visitor's wife took thu to a corner; thence north thirteen degrees
west thirty-four rods,to a maple „rte; thence
new horse out for a drive she discovsouth eighty-six degrees west ien rods to a
thence north three degrees west twenstake;
ered that the beast was as blind as a
ty sis roos to a stake; thence south seventymole. A few days later, when the rus- two degrees west twenty-nine rods
to the
south line of the lot; thence on tlie south line
ticator met the Frenchman, he said:
of the lot south thiee d-grees last forty nine
“See here, you rascal!
That horso rods to the corner of the lot; thenoi south
digress east to a point begun at.
you swapped frith me for mine wa i; ei‘ hty-four
Being the same pr.- niises
stone blind.
Why didn't you tell mo 1 Emily A. Hooper to William
dated July 1, 1897, and recorded in Hancock
of it at the time?”
registry of dteils, book 323. p.431, leferred to
“Ah'm bin try tell you all Ah’m bln! lor t art her description of the
premises. With
know how fer to tell. Ah'm bin say niy i all the buildings thereon.
to Blanche A. Reed by William F.
Conveyed
horse was no look Ink you horse—say Retd deed dated October 19, 1898, and recorded
so seex. nine tarns.
Ah'm no bin hlam’ in Hancock registry of deeds, book 333,
p ge 98.
cef you no hear me.”
And where;,8 the condition if said mortPhiladelphia
gage lias been broken, now, therefor*. by reaLedger.
son of the breach ot ! lie
condiiicn thereof I
claim a foreclosure of said moiigage.
Charles W i'kuokett.
Trot*w Shaped by the Wind.
Rargor, Maine, Sept. 14 1903.
The effect of wind upon trees is powNOTiCK «*»• V0KKUL081 Ki
erful.
Even the presence or absence
WHEREAS Charlotte O. hunke.-. wife of
of forests may be determined by the
Barney II. Banker, in her own right,
character of the prevailing wind or the and George S. Hanna, occupant of he premises co .veytd iu relinquishment ol ins imconditions that m
.iy it. The wind provements
and betterments,, noth of Sulliacts as a drying agent, giving a special van. in the county of Hancock. State of
by their mortgage deed da id June 13,
aspect to many plants. When it is al- Maine,
1895. and recorded in the Hancock county,
most always from the same quarter Maine, registry of deeds, in book £9-, page 346,
to Barney B. Havey, of Sullivan,
the plants show greater development ! conveyed “a
certain lot or parcel of land sitaforesaid,
Trees are smaller on uated in said Sullivan and known as me
upou one side.
the windward edges of forests, and •George Hanna Place’ it being, the southern
divid.d half of lot No. 14, according to the
trunks and branches are bent to lee- town plan of Sullivan conia^tn g about twenward. The deformations are most mark- ty five acres and bounded a* follows: On the
south by lot No. 15, on the west oy lots Nos.
ed near the sea or in fiat regions. The 18 and 19, on the north by the n rth half of lot
No. 14, and on the east by lot? Nos. five and
cherry, plum, walnut, black poplar, six.
together with ia.ll the buildings on said
ash and certain pines are very sensi- premises.
It being the same premises conveved to
tive to tiie wind, but mountain pines
grantor by Sidnev S. Hanna recorded in Hanand certain firs offer great powers of cock county registry, book 153, page 187, to
reference is made for title
resistance, and these are recommended which
And whereas the said Barney B. Havey, by
for reforesting wind swept lands.
assignment dated August 26, a. d. 1’ 03, and recorded with said registry, in book 393, page
179, assigned to me the undersigned, said
Strenuous efforts by some people are mortgage deed and the debt or claim thereby
secured; and whereas the condition of saia
noticeable only when they begin to pry
mortgage has been broken now, thereforeJby
breach of the condition thereof, I cluiiff:*
into the affairs of others.
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Florence Hanna.
Physicians are not tbe only men who
Dated at Oouldsboro, Maine, this 14th day cf
follow the medical profession; the underSeptember, a d. 1903.
takers are not, far behind.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
npHE
be has been duly appointed by the proA
bate court for the county of Hancock and
State of Maine, executor of the last will and
testament of Henry S. Francis, late of Boston, in the county of Suffolk, and Commufrwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, Uavifij
estate in said county of Hancock, r>o honX
being required by the terras of s:«td win.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to presofit
the same for settlement, and all indebted
Is to Disbelieve the Evidence of thereto are requested to mak** payment imHenry Saylkk, Executor.
mediately.
Schooner Head, Bar Harbor, Maine.
September 8. 1903.

!
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fBcbical.

To

DoobtJTMs

Ellsworth Citizens.

subscriber

It’s Ellsworth proof for Ellsworth citizens.

It’s local endorsation for local readers.
It will

stand the most rigid investiga-

tion.
No better proof of mer!t

be had.

can

Charles H. Curtis, shipbuilder, of Water

St.,

“In

says:

I

1897

happened

Doan’s Ointment advertised in
worth papers and
that

1 went to

store for
salves

a

box.

like

highly

I had

none

the

tained from the

of

Moore’s

used

without

them brought any-

of

results

Doan’s.

ob-

Since 1

flr*t tried it I have recommended it to

great

many

a

in this neighborhood and have

heard others say that they

have

been

greatly benefited by its use.”
For sale by all dealers.

Price 50 cents.

Foster-Miibnrn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
no

substitute.

trator

estate

American Security A. Trust Oo.
Charles J. Bell, President.

drue

innumerable

almost

satisfactory
use

see

Ells-

recommended

&

ointments

and

number, and

thing

so

Wiggin

to

the

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminisof Philander R. Austin,
late of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the Jaw directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make pajment imHoyt E. Austin.
mediately.
September 1, 1903.
the
American
subscriber,
Security
^pHE
A and Trust Company of Washington, Dis?
trict. ol Columbia, hereby gives notice that it
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of Albert C. Barney, late
of Washington, in the said District of Columbia, deceased, and given bonds as the law
directs, and has appointed Edward B. Meats,
of Eden, Hancock county, Maine, its agent iu
the State of Maine.
All persons having demands against the estate of aa5d deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
been
THEheof has
the

September 14, 1903.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisA
trator with the will annexed cf the estate
of Samuel R. Eldridge, late of Bucksport, in
the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired
to present the same for settlement. and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
September l, 1903. George A. Elmudob.

rpHE

subsciibers hereby give notice that
A they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament of Charlotte M.
Buck, late of Orland, in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required bv (he
terms of said will. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
Albert R. Ruck.
payment immediately.
September 1, 1903.
Harry H. Buck.

npHE

AMERICAN

ADS

PAY BEST
TRY

ONE

abbrrttBrmrntB.

abbrrtiBrmtntB.

1

m
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Savings Department,

Ellsworth, Maine.

i
*

The

First

National

Bank

Installation

the

announces

of

the

YOU

A

—

Deposit of One

Practical

our

is furnished you

showing

desired,

the

the: result.
“Little and often fills the purse.”

opens your

equivalent

A pass book

always

ELLSWORTH,

A_
eys and spare

change,

have the

intervals; when

at certain

D.tion has resulted,

:r.

bring

y our bank to

contents will be

key—the

your presence, and your

surplus

in it your

place

Take the bank home and

deposits

that funds

Sfe>u

■■“..

alone

out is

To

surprise.

a

to

Spend
constructe d

so

This

svs

of those

approval

Who Save

in

removed, counted

comes

in cannot be shaken out.

dropped

tern will meet the

an accu-

us—we

our

the money slot in these Home Banks is

AUlNE.

Aaafi'&SatfSSfe8

for

Temptation

’

^

•; ;,, :,;„r

mon-

practically
Savings Department
deposits. You don’t miss

branch of

a

drop in, and what

“"SWIEMr^-

NATIONAL BANK,

having

the usual

remove

F,D“V"«
WRST

to

at hand and open

what you

Bank made of steel, hand-

size 41-2x4 1-2, loaned you

somely finished,

Department.

IBAfNIK

deposit duly credited, and,

Deposit

~

Savings

its

The presence of this bank in your home is

or more

Savings Department.

Home

a

THE

KEEP

System

Productive.

—

($1.00)

Dollar

bank account in

if

Rank

Deposit

with

connection

in

plan.

the:
Prudent

Home

Money!

Who have Saved

Money!
Money

Who Wish to Save

earn

i

3 Per Cent Interest.
A

savings

working

account should interest every man or woman

salary—every

a

on

WE

KEER

FIRST NATIONAL BANK.

KEV.

TM E

established

father and mother desirous

1887.

a

of

creating

money for

a

fund for the future of their

some

special purpose—investment

The financial affairs of everyone
we

For Additional

REACH.

wife,

of

Dorches-

ter, Mass., are visiting D. W. Torrey.
F. H. Annis is home from Marbeibead,
having finished 4ila yachting season.

Capt. James H. Robbins is
He has sailed
Magnolia.

Mrs. Nellie
W.

F.

County Newt

Staples

Marks

has

has

K>tablished

see

other pages

Originators and patentees of

|k|

ill

for

home

from

the

yacht

M.
a

Frauk Damon is having his house finJohn Eaton, of Mountainville, is

ished

doing
Sept. 28.

the work.

M. A. Marks, of Brookline, Mass., is
visiting his mother.
Miss Minnie Torrey, of Portland, is
a

few weeks.

weeks, but is

for two

been quite ill

now

much

im-

proved.
Miss E la 8tover, of

M. L.

town

DEDHAM.

to

Portland.

visiting her mother for

last

week

Bluehill,
visiting Mre.

was

in

Lucy

Cloason.

W. W. Black has been cutting silo
lor farmers in Bucksport.

corn

Lena Black has returned from

a

visit to relatives in Bangor.
Miss Alice Hart, of Bangor, is visiting
Mrs H. P. Burrill for a few days.
Miss Emma Crockett has been substituting in No. 6 school during the
illntss of Mibs Lena Hooper
now able to resume the work.

who is

Sept. 28.

B.

2*brrtisn».cnta.
as

Are Made Miserable

Men

by

Trouble.

Kidney trouble preys upon the mind, discourages and lessens ambition; beauty, vigor
onc.cnuincss

soon

disappear when the kid-

neys are out of order
or diseased.
Kidney trouble has
become so prevalent
that it is not uncommon
for a child to be born
afflicted with weak kidneys. If the child urinates too often, if the
urine scalds the flesh or if, when the child
reaches an age when it should be able to
control the passage, it is yet afflicted with
bed-wetting, depend upon it. the cause of
th difficulty is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards the treatment of
these important organs.
This unpleasant
trouble is due to a diseased condition of the
kidneys and bladder and not to a habit as
most people suppose.
Women as well as men are made miserable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the immediate effect of
Swamp-Root is soon realized. It is sold
by druggists, in fiftycent and one
dollar a
sizes. You may have a |
sample bottle by mail
free, also pamphlet tell- Home of fNr»mp Root,
ing all about it, including many of the
thousands of testimonial letters received
from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co.. Binghamton, N. Y., be sure and
mention this paper.
~

Don’t make any mistake, t>ut remember the
Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's owarnp-Root,
Binghamton, N. Y., .on eve.y

morning

Mrs. Alma Betelle has returned from a
two-weeks’visit at Patten with her eon,
B. M. Betelle.
^
and daughter Ethel,
spent the summer here, have

Mrs. Nellie Pierce

returned home.
James Page
spent Saturday
Sunday in Oriand with their friends,
W. Gray and wife.
and

wife

and

from
Hattie Grindte baa returned
Brooklin, and expects soon to go to Portland to spend tbe winter.

Miss Abbie L. Elwell left here Monday
for Boston. She will return Thursday to
Portland where she will spend the winter.
Mrs. Clara M. Clapp and Mrs. Mary
Clapp and two children who have been

spending

tbe

Bummer

here have returned

V

Boston.

Mrs. Ira Page and Miss Cora Hanscom
returned Friday from Sullivan where
they have been spending a few days with
Mrs. Page’s son Ralph.
Mrs. Carrie Dority, of Sedgwick, and
Mrs. Arthur Newman, of Bar Harbor,
were the guests of Mrs. Hattie Allen at
Pond View farm Friday.
Rev.

8. P. Merrill, of Rochester, N. Y.,

who has

just completed

during

about

the

Dead

__

SOUTH SURRY.

Harvey Candage

1b at

home

for

dd it ion at

A

Misses

B anche

Hallowell,

are

home.

and

Lura

Gray,

of

have been the guests of
Mrs. E. U. Leach, returned to their home
who

Friday.
Last Saturday afternoon Will Gross, of
Swan’s Island, took the young people of
the village on an excursion down the bayin his fishing sloop.
last

Mrs. E. W. Barton and

Burton

Hall

their home at
Miss Mabel A. Ward-

Thursday

Holyoke, Mass.
well

for

accompanied them.

William

Fordham,

M.

Morris and his

N.

Y.,

were

the

bride,
guests

at

burning

his

kiln of brick.

a

lew

Bucksport.
Mrs. Helen Griudle is visiting relatives

Bucksport.

Mrs. W. J. Creamer and Master Walter
are in Boston for a few days.
Bernard E. Varnum is attending the
fall term at Bucksport seminary.
Mrs. B* H. Cushman speut Sunday in
Augusta with her daughter, Mrs. Roy L.
Wardwell.

SUBA.
SAUNDERS.

R. T. Carlisle and wife went to North
Bend last Sunday to an advent meeting,

brought back good reports.
Mrs. Percy Tourtelotte, of West

at

were

and

Sunday

worth, spent the past week with
grandmother, Mrs. Albion Saunders.

Ellsher

Saunders was calling on
He
friends last Saturday.

been

in

represent*

twenty-nine

home

over

Sunday.

Helen Hovey, who has been emin Boston for the past year, is at
home on a two-w’eeks’ vacation.
Miss

Rev.

Wallace Cutter, who

has

came as a

for he

great shock to the

sympathy
Sept. 28.

to the bereaved

family.
Jen.

and

Mrs. Bewail

Hopkins

and

Rev. and Mrs. Clarence Emery are receiving congratulations on the advent of baby

boys.
Considerable

going

on

this

building
B.

fall.

recently completed

a

and

repairing

putting up the

are

T. Dolliver has
large two-story

Will Dolliver has several
frame

but convenient house wbicb

for
be

men
a

at

small

hopes

to

complete soon. John Hopkins has broken
grouud for & cellar and foundation on
which he will erect a dwelling-house
seasou.

Robert

Bpurling

is

making

decided Improvement on bis house by
W. R.
putting a veranda around It.
Keene is contemplating adding a veranda
to bis bouse. Extensive repairs are being made on the church.

a

The

it

WOOD & BISHOP CO..
>

established 1839

THE IDEAL CLARION
for a dozen reasons
THE BEST WOOD HEATING STOVE

Bangor,

chief

Maine.

liked and

Race suicide does not appear to be a
In ,a recent ist-ue
problem in Tremout.
of The American, where a list of a dozen
births was recorded, uiue of them were
from Tremont, and still the record gees
Mr.

If you want the range or stove that
as good as
experience and the best
materials fan make it, ask your
dealer for a CLARION or write us.

was

MAN8ET.

on.

one

com-

He leaves a
brothers and two sisters. Funeral
services were held in the Union church
here Thursday afternoon, Rev. Wallace
Cutter officiating.
The members of
Scboodic lodge, K. of P., of Prospect
Harbor, attended lu a body. The lodge
has been organized for several years, and
Mr. Fernftld’a death was the first break
in
the ranks since
its organization.
All of
Mr.
Feruald’e
and
friends,
they are many, extend their elncereat
age.
two

guar-

respected by
forty-four yearn of
widow, an aged mother,

was

Mr. Fernald

a

is

been

boarding at Charles Whitney’s, has gone
to Prospect Harbor for the winter.
Hiram Fernald died Sept. 22, at the
home of John Perry, Prospect Harbor,
after an illness of but two days. His

years should be

anty to you of satisfaction with
of the same kind.

A Modern School of Business'for both sexes.

<

We teach the new com-

system—“ACTUAL BUSINESS FROM THE .START.” l'itmanIloward Shorthand, and Touch Typewriting. Low expenses. Graduates aided
to positions. Opens Tuesday following Labor
Day. Write for illustrated cataogue. HOWARD & BROWN.
Proprietors.___
mercial

we'ght,

hut the collapse was so sudden
complete that H was a surprise to
many. Coal is selling at a discount, and
many are
availing themselves ot ttie
opportunity. Much sympathy la xpreaaed
tor those on whom the loss falls.
Sept. 28.
E.
aud

SWAN’S ISLAND.
The U. 8. steamer “Myrtle"
light station here laat week.
Schooner “Radiant”

/
was

in

was

at

the

Grateful Praise

Belfast last

week for coal and

hay.
I. W. Stiuson is spending a few
weeks with her sister,
Mre.
Howard
Lowell, at Castiue.
Mfb.

,kes!

Made
u*

17

t

Him Peel
Better
than he

had felt
m

T

1 en

Years

*'All0W m®t0 wrlta you
faw Un®*t0 tet you krow
have taken one bottle of >”~ar.:
‘L* F-‘ Bitters for my blood,
iet'
am pleased to say that 1 am
fcr *
as 1 have not fait

that.!

ing now
*if nma**" fact-,en
am recommending your

y#^M:
True

f.’ Bitters to all my frienasa
it h.s
tellinc them what good
You may usa
done for me.
Alfita
name if you wish.”
Pooler. Fairfield. Man*
—

J. L. Saunders, of Saunders <ft Co of
is visiting his
sister, Mrs. O. L.
at the light house.
U S. steamer “Lilac”, O. E. Mrrrlsm

Calais,
Milan,

commander,
laat

week.

hub

The

taken up and

in the harbor

Fairway

a new one

lei

put

in

over
I u

its

The Tra^F.” Atwood's
Bitters Cleanse the
*
*•
and Purify the po°d

uitht

<y

was

_

place.

conversation this
A quiet home wedding took
to£ic
place et*he
days.
week Is the wrecking of the new coal
home of the bride’s
parents, Mr. and
be
mall
will
our
Misses Mildred and Essie M. Griudle
After the 30th
rlrs. G, \\ Smith, last
wharf, which happened last Thursday
Sunday afternoon,
changed, leaving here for Surry at 12.30 p. are at home from Bar Harbor where Miss when 400 tons of coal were precipitated
vlien their fourth
daughter, Sophia, was
been
done
the
as
has
has
found
8
a.
Mildred
at
instead
of
past
m.,
employment
into the water by the giving away of the ra rrled to Calvin
m.,
Stockbridge.
summer.
this summer.
piling. About seventy-five cordB of hard
Sept. 27.
David.
L.
29.
Sept.
wood were also on the wharf at the time.
Mrs. Harmon, who baB been visiting
The wharf was built this spring by the
HANCOCK
Dr. Briggs, returned to New York last
LAMOINE.
which B. H. Mayo and
new company in
H. W. Dunn, of Ellsworth, has an order
Friday, and Catherine Hayes and Masters Russell and Harry Briggs returned to
There will be a necktie supper at La- A. E. Farnsworth are Interested. It was from William A. French to erect a
inolne grange hail Friday evening, Oct. 2. evident from the first that the wharf floe large granite monument In his fot
Lexington yesterday.
Tbamp.
was not sufficiently strong to stand such a
Y.
In Riverside cemetery,
it is a modern
Sept. 29.
Sept. 29.

returned to his home in Bluehill Sunday.

a

CLARION

in town.

ployed

next

and

and

have given every single purchaser for

work

proving.

an.*

The results

other page

ire

George Rolfc and family, who have been
spending the summer at Stanley’s Point,

house.

Miss Eliza N. Bowden is gradually Im-

relatives aud

telephone No,

RANGES and STOVES

is visiting relatives

Benjamin G.
for

or

the creek

munity,

home.

Sept. 28.

postal

past week loading with lumber, staves
and hardwood.

all.

PENOBSCOT.

Capt. William Sellers spent Sunday

Mrs. Phebe Varuum

a

the

of

Thursday. Percy DeBeck, postmaster at
West Franklin, accompanied her.
They
returned yesterday.
28.
G.
Sept.

in Orland and

Saturday night

of

Miss Jessie L. Long who is teaching at
Franklin came home for a short visit latt

Otis Leach has finished

drop

Forest Perry, of Northeast Harbor, spent

death

Charles E. Youtman last Saturday.
Mr.
Morris is a nephew of Mrs. Youtman.

in

County A'f«r«,

Several vessels have

the summer,

years of
arrived in

Jerusalem. He had water
sea and from the river
Jordan, and an olive branch from the
garden of Gethsemsne. Mr. Merrill Is
the Bueot of Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Allen,
Rak.
Sept. 28.
from

Head and A. B. Leach

Nettie Graves and Ethel Bridges,
who have been employed at Seal Harbor

four

travel in tbe eastern countries,
town last week. He gave an interesting
and instructive talk in the Baptist church

Sunday

Spruce

cvent you are unable to call at our hanking room*,
live of the Hoytc Hank System will visit you.

GOULDSBOKO.

Misses

Rev. L. C. Buckingham is away on a
two-weeks’ vacation. He will attend the
8tate convention before returning.

to

tor

*n

t f
E» a

I

I I

COUNTY NEWS.

other page a

H. Long and A. E. Long left this

left here last

who have

nee

for Vinalbaven.

returned

haB

NEWS

County Neton

$45,<3oo.

Arno YV. King, Yrice-President.
YV.
Cashier.
Cushman,
Henry
Directors: A. P.YY'iswell, L. A. Emery, J. A. Peters, Jr., A.YY'. King, P'ugene Hale, E. H. Greely

EAST BLUEHILL.

quite

Mrs. Dora Hanscom has

Well

1S90.

For additional

been quite ill.

been

Mercy Torrey

Miss

season.

^ Kidney

Row, New York.

week.

Sumner 8. Foster and

as

Park

21

SURPLUS and UNDIVIDED PROFITS.
DEPOSITS, $600,000.

$50,000.

Andrew P. Wiswell, President.

Officers:

them, and in this spirit

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Carrie Greenlaw.

and (headdress,
bottle.

to

COUNTY NEWS. COUNTY

Capt. Isaac G. Gray is quite ill.
Miss Edna Stiles, of Breton, is visiting

came.

importance

PI

COUNTY NEWS.

Women

CAPITAL STOCK,

accumulate

otherwise.

of the greatest

by the C. O. Burns Co., Nos. 13 to

9&* cxtditumal County Nmtf sr* other pcge*.
'■."=
teapr=a>--

Miss

are

or

to

invite your patronage.

This system installed
the Home Bank System.

“Vashti” this

children—everyone who desires

of

_

s‘‘
sarcophagus design and standi* Aye*ee*b*The
inches high when fl-iUlied.
second base and c-p wit! bel tnadc

j

J°‘‘

hfoe&:

quality of Maine**
granite, and the die of the fl»mou
be
diamond
granite. * of Addr®0’’*8,1 ^ get
monument is to h^
DOt
next spring, and will he an ortufc'Oe
t0
only to tho lot in which it lfcet9
Riverside cemetery.
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